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The Bridge Builder Poem 
 
An old man, going a lone highway, 
Came, at the evening, cold and gray, 
To a chasm, vast, and deep, and wide, 
Through which was flowing a sullen tide. 
The old man crossed in the twilight dim; 
The sullen stream had no fears for him; 
But he turned, when safe on the other side, 
And built a bridge to span the tide. 
“Old man,” said a fellow pilgrim, near, 
“You are wasting strength with building here; 
Your journey will end with the ending day; 
You never again must pass this way; 
You have crossed the chasm, deep and wide- 
Why build you a bridge at the eventide?” 
The builder lifted his old gray head: 
“Good friend, in the path I have come,” he said, 
“There followeth after me today, 
A youth, whose feet must pass this way. 
This chasm, that has been naught to me, 
To that fair-haired youth may a pitfall be. 
He, too, must cross in the twilight dim; 
Good friend, I am building the bridge for him.” 
 
Author: Will Allen Dromgoole 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The Development of a Grounded Theory of the Meanings Associated to the Bridge 
Drawing Assessment in a Normal Population: A Pilot Study 
Stacy Anne Bania 
Nancy Gerber, Ph.D., ATR-BC, LPC 
 
 
 
 
The purpose of this study was to explore responses from a normal population to 
aspects of the Bridge Drawing Art Therapy Assessment and generate a grounded theory 
through systematic exploration of the data. The research design was chosen to 
differentiate from methods used in past Bridge Drawing Assessment research, which 
have included assumptions about meaning of aspects of the bridge drawing made by 
subjects.  
Instead of coding the artwork alone, the actual verbal responses of subjects were 
the focal point of study to better understand the meanings which were used in context to 
the graphic representations. Six healthy adults (2 females, 4 males) who met inclusion 
criteria for a normal population participated in the data collection phase of this study 
which included creating bridge drawing artwork and giving verbal associations to aspects 
of their drawing during the semi-structured interview. 
Three central phenomena were identified through the constant comparative 
method of  data analysis and selection: 1) The gestalt view of life transitions, 
relationships evoked through memory and feeling states; 2) The gestalt view of 
horizontal, vertical, and diagonal planes of bridge axis symbolic of social and cognitive 
development; and  3) The gestalt view of feelings of progress and status evaluated 
through the use of the bridge, the arrow, and the dot in symbolic context.   
   xv
All of these phenomena were seen as being unified by the concept of the gestalt  
or examination of the whole. This multidimensional approach commonly used in art 
therapy incorporates not only the artwork in assessment analysis but the whole dynamic 
within which the art is made, including the verbal associations to the artwork and the 
context in which the art is created. 
Suggestions for future research were an important component of the discussion 
section, as a goal of this research project was to provide a baseline of data for future 
researchers in this area of study. The suggestions included: exploring how the Bridge 
Drawing Assessment data may be similar or different across lifespan and cultures; 
expanding on the tentative link found between Silver’s (1989) cognitive development 
framework and the horizontal, vertical and diagonal planes used in subject’s Bridge 
Drawing Assessment; and examining reliability and validity issues of Bridge Drawing 
Assessment analysis through the development of a standardized post-analysis framework 
using a grid structure to evaluate artwork.   
 
 
  
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
The purpose of this grounded theory study was to explore the meanings that a 
normal population associates to aspects of the bridge drawing assessment. College 
students were utilized as subjects in this study to represent a normal population.  For the 
purpose of this research, normal is defined as “signifying an absence of serious 
emotional pathology, intellectual deficit or personality malformation” (Hays & Lyons, 
1981). The goal is to provide a baseline of data for future researchers in this area of 
study. This project is just the beginning phase of research looking at the “properties” 
and “emergent themes” (Creswell, 1998) in the process of developing a grounded 
theory. 
The Bridge Drawing Assessment was developed by Ronald Hays and Sherry 
Lyons in their 1981 journal article, “The Bridge Drawing: A Projective Technique for 
Assessment in Art Therapy.”  For the current research, the symbol of the bridge in this 
drawing has been hypothesized to metaphorically address connections between people 
and movement or progression within these interpersonal relationships.  Since the inter-
personal relationship is a crucial aspect of art psychotherapy, it was also hypothesized 
that the bridge drawing within the context of art psychotherapy may reflect the patient’s 
unconscious experience of the therapeutic relationship. 
  Six adult undergraduate and graduate students volunteered as subjects from a 
university population. The sample included four males and two females of varied 
backgrounds but no specific parameters were monitored or excluded in regards to race, 
ethnicity, or socio-economic status. The volunteers were chosen through a posted 
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recruitment requests on Drexel University campus.  
  Based on the instruction in Hays and Lyons’ 1981 article, the subjects were asked 
to create one bridge drawing with the instructions, “Draw a bridge going from some 
place to some place….Indicate with an arrow the direction of travel. Place a dot to 
indicate where you are in the picture” (p. 208).  Thirty minutes were provided for the art 
generation part of the project, which was followed by up to an hour open-ended 
responsive interview session.  The verbal interviews focused primarily on the subjects’ 
associations to the story in the bridge drawings which they had created. 
The field of art therapy has a strong foundation in the use of metaphor: “The 
central identity of creative arts therapies lies in the commitment to create and manipulate 
metaphor in the chosen arts medium or media” (Gorelick, 1989). The bridge symbol is 
hypothesized as providing a vehicle for the metaphor of transition in the bridge drawing 
assessment.  
Dance therapist Daria Halprin, in her writings exploring movement and metaphor, 
stated the following important concept: 
We transfer principles and practices of the arts as creative process in order to 
facilitate awareness, insight, and positive change…just as a painter uses a frame 
to mount a canvas. The framework through which we practice this work must 
serve the purpose of strengthening what we call the life-art bridge, that being the 
metaphoric relationship between our art making and our life circumstances. 
(Halprin, 2003) 
Ann Cattanach (1999) made reference to therapy as being on a “metaphoric 
journey” and went on to state: 
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It is through our metaphoric capacity that we develop a sense of coherence 
amongst our innumerable experiences. We employ creativity to extend amongst 
our inchoate structures because it is through this transference of models that we 
shape a more comprehensible world so we can reflect upon the concepts we use 
(p. 195).  
Metaphor is useful to take something commonplace that we have already 
mastered and are comfortable understanding to help us make a comparison in learning of 
a similar, yet novel, concept. The bridge symbol naturally lends itself in this process as 
the words bridging the gap naturally came to this writer’s mind to use in this explanation. 
In her exploration of this subject, Scardino (1994) stated “bridges have come to be an 
everyday part of most of our lives; we depend on them for travel to various points of 
destination” (p. 22), thus making them a great base symbol to begin working to 
“overcome an obstacle or to create a communication, which is what a patient in therapy 
attempts to accomplish. Bridges can be seen as a means to a desired goal or destination” 
(p. 22).  In the current research, the role of the bridge and its symbolism for each 
participant/subject will be examined in depth, with the hope that the theory which 
emerges from a study of this process will provide insight into the effectiveness of the 
Bridge Drawing Assessment and how its properties can be explored in future scientific 
study. 
In her theory of dynamically oriented art therapy Margaret Naumberg (1987) 
stated: 
A picture often speaks symbolically before the patient understands its meaning… 
as he associates freely to the different aspects of his designs, that he has projected 
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symbolically an image which tells of repressed conflict, or an unspoken 
anxiety…through an imaged projection, he gains increased detachment and 
greater insight. He thus comes to understand, through his growing recognition of 
the symbolic significance of his spontaneous art expression, that his pictures can 
be regarded as a kind of mirror which reflects through his free associations, what 
is taking place in his unconscious. (p. 7) 
The basic assumption made is that art is a tool that allows the therapist “to ‘bridge’ the 
verbal communication gap” (Hays & Lyons, 1981) and to facilitate increased 
understanding of self. 
The theory that emerged from this study was derived from each individual’s 
association to the symbol of the bridge and surrounding material.  This process 
recognized to have an affect on the participant by their own report and by the observation 
of the researcher through grounded theory method analysis of the data.  The 
understanding of the role of the symbol and metaphor is fundamental in art therapy: “The 
positive value of dynamically oriented art therapy to psychotherapeutic procedure is its 
recognition of the vital contribution of symbolic images to the practice of psychotherapy” 
(Naumburg, 1987). Kenneth Gorelick cited the Greek definition of metaphor as “to carry 
across” (1989), similar to the role of a bridge itself.  
Hays and Lyons (1981) concluded their bridge drawing article by commenting: 
In art therapy we are continually looking for techniques which will aid us in 
understanding and communicating with our patients as well as helping them to 
express and communicate their thoughts and feelings to others.…We have found 
twelve variables appearing in the bridge drawing which can be useful in the 
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interpretation of the drawing and also act as a springboard for further 
communication with the patient. The drawing, like the real bridge it was patterned 
after, makes connections for people, helps in problem solving or overcoming 
obstacles, and aids in communication. (pp. 215-217) 
The twelve variables are as follows: 
1. Directionality 
2. Placement of self in picture 
3. Places drawn on either side of the bridge 
4. Solidarity of bridge attachments 
5. Emphasis by elaboration 
6. Bridge construction 
7. Type of bridge depicted 
8. Matter drawn under the bridge 
9. Vantage point of the viewer 
10. Axis of the paper 
11. Consistency of the gestalt 
12. Written associations to the drawing  
(Hays & Lyons, 1981, pp. 209-211) 
Other than the written associations from the participants, the findings of the study were 
based on the authors’ hypothesis regarding the meaning and importance of these variables 
which seem based upon their own experience in the field.  Unfortunately this makes it 
difficult to explain or reproduce their study scientifically.  
  The bridge drawing has since been used in several master’s theses. Meserve 
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(1989) and Pletnick (1996) both used the Bridge Drawing Assessment as part of their 
study of prognoses in aftercare follow-up in substance abuse populations.  Landley 
(1990) used the Bridge Drawing Assessment to predict prognoses of patient responses to 
AIDS treatment as compared to a physicians prognosis, and Scardino (1994) compared 
the graphic indicators in the Bridge Drawing Assessment to evaluate differences and 
similarities between patients diagnosed with eating disorders and a normal population.  
The research designs of the theses of Meserve (1989), Landley (1990), Scardino (1994) 
and Pletnick (1996) all used rating systems which primarily focused on the graphic 
representations of the Bridge Drawing Assessment, evaluated independently from the 
subject who had produced the drawing with little or no information about the subjects or 
the meanings subjects may have attributed to their drawings. 
 Most recently, in her master’s thesis Rachel Braun (2008) explored the use of the 
metaphor in the Bridge Drawing Assessment with chronic pain patients as a means to 
assess their openness to change.  Braun (2008) used the Bridge Drawing Assessment in 
conjunction with another art therapy assessment, as well as other non-art based measures, 
in a qualitative case study designed to explore the use of metaphor in art-making. The use 
of the Bridge Drawing Assessment in her research was a departure from previous studies 
by exploring meanings attributed to the Bridge Drawing Assessment in her analysis of 
data. However, her thesis was not focused on gaining a better understanding of the use of 
the Bridge Drawing Assessment in art therapy and very few findings were identified by 
Braun (2008) as being specific to the Bridge Drawing Assessment. 
 The current research design was developed to address an identified gap in Bridge 
Drawing Assessment research. Similar to the research conducted between 1989 and 1996, 
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the current design uses the Bridge Drawing Assessment in exclusively, but does not rely 
on the findings of Hays and Lyons (1981) to evaluate drawings in themselves, the focus 
instead was developing a better understanding of the meanings a normal population 
associate to their bridge drawing artwork through collecting verbal associations in 
conjunction with artwork. This process more closely reflects the research process of 
Braun (2008), but differs in the objective to focus on understanding meaning independent 
of a preconceived goal for Bridge Drawing Assessment use. Also divergent from Braun 
(2008), the Bridge Drawing was the only Assessment used in the research design with the 
intent to report findings specific to the Bridge Drawing Assessment and potential uses of 
this assessment in areas of research and treatment in the field of art therapy. 
  There is debate in the art therapy field about whether formal art therapy 
assessments represent the dynamics of the art therapy process as well as the informal type 
of assessments that are prevalent in the field. Linda Gantt pointed out that in order to get 
funding for research and programming, intervention effectiveness must usually be 
proved.  She expressed her opinion that art therapy professionals need to develop 
assessments that are more reflective of the scientific process (Gantt, 2004).  In her 
chapter Research in the Arts Therapies, Brenda Meldrum warned against being closed 
minded to research, making “therapeutic work a magical mystery tour, unavailable for 
examination, monitoring and evaluation” (Cattanach, 1999, p. 179).  In What Constitutes 
Art Therapy Research?, Deaver (2002) noted that art therapists often see wonderful 
therapeutic gains from their work, but can rarely accurately explain how or why these 
processes work.  She went on to express the hope that future research will help with this 
ongoing problem.  
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 To begin the process of closing the gap, this researcher followed the grounded 
theory research method, developed by Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss (Strauss & 
Corbin, 1990), which was designed to develop theory through systematic data collection 
and analysis. The idea was that “one does not begin with a theory, then prove it. Rather, 
one begins with an area of study and what is relevant to that area is allowed to emerge” 
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990).  Interview data were systematically evaluated in this process 
with the intent to look for categories that emerged for interpretation and development of 
themes. Diverging from previously stated research on the Bridge Drawing Assessment, 
there were no interpretations of the drawings, as this is not part of grounded theory 
research or this research project.  Drawings were utilized during the thematic coding 
process to explore the dynamics between what was visually represented by a subject and 
the meaning a subject verbally attributed to the drawing. The kinetic aspects of the 
interaction between the bridge, the arrow and the dot were also explored in this manner. 
 This researcher began with inspiration to explore and find out more about the 
Bridge Drawing Assessment.  In exploring the literature it became apparent that the 
aspects of symbolism, metaphor and personal development of meanings were all area of 
interest in the development of this theory. The central concept of the grounded theory 
encompasses three areas on emergent phenomenon that were selected due to their 
specific relationship to the Bridge Drawing Assessment. They are as follow: 1) The 
gestalt view of life transitions, relationships evoked through memory and feeling states; 
2) The gestalt view of horizontal, vertical, and diagonal planes of bridge axis  symbolic 
of  social and cognitive development; and 3) The gestalt view of feelings of progress 
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and status evaluated through the use of the bridge, the arrow and the dot in symbolic 
context.   
  This study was delimited to college students that are not currently in treatment 
for a serious and persistent mental illness as defined by the DSMIV. Undergraduates 
must have been enrolled for two consecutive years and graduate students for no less 
than one year. The limitations of this study are noted as it having a small non-diverse 
sample due to limited resources of student researcher. 
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
Overview 
 
This literature review explores the general topic of the history of projective 
drawing assessments and art therapy assessments.  Current trends in art therapy 
assessment are reviewed, including the conflict in the field of art therapy over 
standardization of assessments.  The general functions of metaphor and the specific 
function of the bridge as metaphor, in both popular culture and psychotherapy are 
examined.  The development of the Bridge Drawing Assessment is detailed, and lastly 
research using the Bridge Drawing Assessment is summarized. 
 
Lifespan Development 
According to Cronin and Mandich (2005), the development of symbolic 
functioning is in the preoperational stage between the ages of two and seven years “where 
the child is able to use signs and symbols to stand for something else” (p. 23). Signs were 
defined by Piaget as “universally accepted signifiers that bear little or no concrete 
relationship to what they represent. Words are the most common signs” (p. 23).  Symbols 
were viewed by Piaget as “internal signifiers that usually have some resemblance to what 
they stand for” (p. 23). 
In his book The Seasons of a Man’s Life, Daniel Levinson (1978) defined life 
stages in correspondence with their metaphorical equitability to the four seasons: 
We believe that the life cycle evolves through a sequence of eras each lasting 
roughly twenty-five years. The eras are partially overlapping, so that a new one is 
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getting underway as the previous one is being terminated. The sequence goes as 
follows: 
1. Childhood and adolescence: ages 0-22 
2. Early adulthood: age 17-45 
3. Middle adulthood: age 40-65 
4. Late Adulthood: age 60-?  
(p. 18) 
Levinson (1978) saw the overlaps between these seasons as a transitional periods and 
said that “the transition between eras consistently takes four or five years—not less than 
three and rarely more than six” (p 19). While understanding development across the 
lifespan is important to a clinician, it is especially important to understand it in context to 
the specific population being researched, to better evaluate how developmental factors 
specific to the developmental phase might influence the interpretation of results. 
Therefore, in the current study greater focus will be given to Levinson’s (1978) season of 
Early Adulthood, which encompasses the college students between the ages of 20-24 
sampled in the current research. 
 
Normal Psychological Development of College Students in Early Adulthood 
Levinson (1978) said, “The Early Adult Transition begins at age 17 and ends at 
22, give or take two years. Two major shifts happen during this phase. First a separation 
from the pre-adult world by “questioning the nature of that world and one’s place in it” 
(p. 56). This is achieved by participating in a self-review that results in the modification 
or ending of relationship specific to that phase in life.  This allows the young adult to be 
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more open to aspects of the adult world and begin to formulate and idea of his or her 
adult identity, and how he or she will live as an adult.  This phase is thought to end when 
the young adult actually begins participating fully “to create a life within the adult world” 
(p. 57), which in many cases means living independently from the family of origin (p. 
73). This may be seen as “moving out of the familial home, becoming financially less 
dependent, entering new roles and living arrangements in which one is more autonomous 
and responsible” (p. 73). 
According to Schaie’s theory of development (as cited in Berk, 2004), adults in 
their late teens to early twenties are engaged in the transition to post-formal thought,  a 
cognitive development stage presented by Piaget as coming after the formal operational 
stage. Within this post-formal thought process, college students transition between 
Schaie’s acquisitive stage and achieving stage. The acquisitive stage comprises “the first 
two decades of life [which] are largely devoted to knowledge acquisition” (Berk, 2004, p. 
432), while in the acquisition stage students “develop more powerful procedures for 
storing information, combining it, and drawing conclusions” (p. 432). Once acquisition 
has been mastered in an area, the young adult moves onto Schaie’s stage of achieving. As 
part of this stage the young adult learn to adapt their cognitive skills to real life situations 
that they find themselves in. Schaie stated that “to be successful, young adults must 
attend to both the problem and its context, not just the problem” (as cited in Berk, 2004, 
pp. 432-433).  
The objective of college is to gain expertise, which is defined as “acquisition of 
extensive knowledge in a field or endeavor- is supported by specialization that begins 
with selecting a college major or an occupation, since it takes many years for a person to 
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master any complex domain” (Horn & Masunaga, as cited in Berk, 2004, p. 433). Berk 
reported the psychological impact of college attendance as “students develop greater self-
understanding, enhanced self-esteem and a firmer sense of identity” (Berk, 2004, p. 436). 
Cronin and Mandich (2005) report that, “answering the question ‘Who am I?’ and ‘where 
am I going?’” can be difficult during late adolescence, yet establishing a self-concept and 
personal direction is essential to successful career selection, mate selection, and 
assumption of community responsibility” (p. 264). 
 Towards the end of a four-year college period when most students are in their 
early twenties, “the economic and practical realities of adulthood are just around the 
corner, and young people start to narrow their options” (Berk, 2004, p. 437). 
 The progression between dualistic thinking and relativistic thinking seen in 
college students is a framework for looking at the cognitive adaptations made during the 
late teens and early twenties. Dualistic thinking is “dividing information, values and 
authority into right and wrong, good and bad, we and they” (Berk, 2004, p. 432). 
Relativistic thinking involves “viewing all knowledge as embedded in a framework of 
thought. Consequently, they gave up the possibility of absolute truth in favor of multiple 
truths, each relative to its context” (Berk, 2004, p. 432). 
According to Erikson’s theories of development,  
Those young adults failing to resolve the tasks and conflicts of previous 
psychosocial stages experience a discrepancy between current life demands and 
ability to manage. For such individuals, stressful life events, such as loss of a job 
or a relationship breakup, can trigger a recurrence of previously unresolved task 
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demands and immature coping patterns. (Paul, as cited in Cronin and Mandich, 
2005, p. 270) 
Successful aging is thought to be influenced by several factors, one being the concept of 
Active Engagement. An important form of active engagement is though most important 
are interpersonal relations, defined as “communication and interaction with others, 
exchange of information, emotional support, and direct assistance” (Cronin and Mandich, 
2005, p. 309).  Sroufe (as cited in Price & Lento, 2002) stated that “the degree to which 
an individual successfully negotiates the important developmental tasks at one phase of 
development…will have an impact on the degree to which development tasks are 
negotiated in subsequent phases of development” (p. 30). The use of projective and art 
therapy techniques are thought to be useful in identifying unresolved conflicts, as 
Hammer (as cited in Rubin, 1987) described: 
The therapist helps the patient to understand and gain control over maladaptive 
patterns of thought and behavior by questions, clarifications, confrontations, and 
other forms of intervention—especially interpretations, in which connections are 
made explicit. (p. 12)  
The history of how projective tests are thought to accomplish this aim will now reviewed 
in the literature. 
 
History of Projective Drawing Assessments 
In the late 1930s and early 1940s the term “Projection tests” was first utilized by 
Murray in his writings to describe practices that were being used to uncover unconscious 
content by facilitating interaction with an ambiguous stimuli to elicit information 
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regarding personality (Rabin, 1968). It is important to understand, as Junge (1994) states, 
“The psychological techniques known as projective tests are closely related to assessment 
through art” (p. 6), and that “Psychologists interested in measuring quantitative 
information about the personality have experimented with the use of visual stimuli and 
inkblots to elicit associative responses” (p. 6).  
Psychological tests such as the Rorschach, The Thematic Apperception Test 
(TAT), House-Tree-Person (HTP) and Draw-A-Person (D-A-P) “developed as a result of 
their [psychologists’] experience with intelligence tests. These standardized drawing tests 
were based on the postulate that projective drawings could be used as a clinical tool 
through which a person’s inner world may be seen and understood” (Junge, 1994, p. 7). 
According to Hammer (1958):  
Projective drawings tap the stream of personality needs as they flood the area of 
graphic creativity. Certain concessions must, however be made to psychology’s 
demand for standardization: hence, the same concepts (house, tree, person, 
animal) are asked for from the subject, on the same size paper with standardized 
material. (p. 54)  
The rationale for the use of projective tests is based upon the projective 
hypothesis.  According to Lilienfeld, Woods and Garb (2000), this hypothesis assumes 
that a subject projects parts of his or her personality by making specific interpretations of 
ambiguous testing stimuli. The person interpreting the test can then gain insights into 
specific personality types by examining the content of these interpretations.  Such tests 
are thought to bypass normal defense reactions and allow access to material of which the 
subject may not be consciously aware.   
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The Rorschach Inkblot test, The Thematic Apperception Test (TAT), The House-
Tree-Person (HTP) test and the Draw-A-Person (D-A-P) test are explored in more detail 
below. 
 
The Rorschach Inkblot 
 A brief description provided by Aronow and Reznikoff (1983) stated that, “As 
initially presented by Hermann Rorschach, the Rorschach test was conceived largely as a 
perceptual instrument, with the personality of the test subject revealed through scoring 
categories such as location, determinants and form-level” (p. xi). The use of inkblots to 
study imagination was documented by earlier researchers, but when Rorschach presented 
his concept in 1921 he was forerunner of “the idea that observing the strategies people 
use in formulating responses to inkblots could allow descriptions of how they are likely 
to handle a variety of real-worlds situations” (Erdberg, 1996, p. 149). 
The present-day test uses 10 Rorschach inkblots, a stopwatch, paper to record 
data, and test forms. The inkblots consist of five black-and-white cards, two black-and-
red cards and three brightly colored cards.  Each has been studied in regards to common 
associations to the stimuli resulting in the cards being referred to as the “reality card”, the 
“sex card”, or the “mother card” (Aronow & Reznikoff, 1983). 
 The interpretation of the Rorschach test has been addressed by several authors. 
Aronow and Reznikoff (1983) stated, “The most judicious posture that a Rorschach 
worker can assume in dealing with quantitative material, therefore, is to treat these 
interpretations as a working hypothesis subject to corroboration or rejection based on 
other sources of information about the test subject” (p. 54).  
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Rorschach researcher Exner (1990) established a comprehensive system to score 
Rorschach data in an attempt to address major criticisms regarding Rorschach reliability 
and validity. Exner describes the system as “The nine segments of the Comprehensive 
System may be conceptualized as encompassing 60 specific coding decisions that raters 
must apply to each verbal response. These coding decisions represent a mutually 
exclusive use of each individual code that comprises the Comprehensive System” (Exner, 
1990, p. 22).  In their research to standardize Rorschach evaluations McDowell and 
Acklin (1996) found “the complex types of data developed by the Rorschach test 
introduce formidable obstacles to the application of standard procedures and canons of 
test development.  This has been the basis for academic criticism of the test” (p. 309). In 
the same study McDowell and Acklin found that use of a statistical procedure known as 
Cohen’s Kappa did a great deal to improve evaluation of inter-rater reliability of the 
Rorschach test, by correcting for previous methods that could not account for raters’ 
chance agreement. 
 The Rorschach method does differ from other projective techniques that use  
drawings, as Selma Landisberg (1958) observed: 
The effector mode of response on the Rorschach is verbal. Much of what we learn 
about subject’s personality comes via a relatively indirect route; through his 
largely unconscious integration of visual-emotional reactions, which are then 
translated into and communicated in verbal language. Where and how he sees his 
percepts are essential to the analysis of the record. . . . [in drawing assessments] 
the subject expresses himself on a physical, concrete, visual-motor plane. Only 
after he has completed all three drawings, is he subjected to interrogation. (p. 614) 
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Erdberg (1996) closed his chapter on the Rorschach by commenting on the strength of the 
Rorschach in providing valuable descriptive information about those assessed by it, such 
as their ability to solve problems, relate to others, how they perceive themselves and the 
function of their emotional responses. Its ability to continue to a useful clinical tool after 
nearly 90 years “depends on the acquisition of more and more validity data linking test 
findings with behavior” (Erdberg, 1996, p. 165). 
  
The Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) 
 The Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) was first presented in a paper by Morgan 
and Murray in 1935 (as cited in Cramer, 1996). Rosenwald wrote “as batteries of tests 
represented the standard of good diagnostic practice, the TAT was relied upon to gauge 
the subject’s conscious and preconscious fantasy content” (as cited in Rabin, 1968, p. 
174).   
The assessment was developed for use with children and adults to elicit 
“personally significant material about the storyteller” (Cramer, 1996, p. 10), through 
showing the subjects picture cards of male/female couples and males and females 
independently.  Separate sets of cards were used for adults and children (Gieser & Stein, 
1999).  The subjects were asked to tell a story about each of up to 20 cards.  In their 
research study Morgan and Murray recruited 50 males from 20 to 30 years old.  In the 
results they found that stories came from “four sources: books and movies (i.e., the 
media); actual events in the lives of friends or family; either objective or subjective, in 
the subject’s life; and the subject’s conscious and unconscious fantasies” (as cited in 
Cramer, 1996, p. 10). Dana (1996) described the card sets as standardized, meaning all 
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persons being assessed with the TAT would be seeing the same material. The first half of 
the 20 cards was of pictures that were developed to elicit unconscious response to 
everyday events; the second ten were aiming at “more unusual, dramatic and bizarre 
fantasy” (Dana, 1996, p. 167). 
Gieser and Stein discussed the modern use of the TAT: 
Today, clinical psychologists typically use 10 cards or less during a single 
session. Story themes can reveal information about one’s relationships with 
lovers, friends, parents and authority figures. Insights can be gained regarding an 
individual’s life view, including self-concept and characteristic coping styles in 
facing emotional conflict. (1999, p. 3) 
Gieser and Stein (1999) also stated that the TAT and similar assessments are frequently 
used in cross-cultural research, and documented use of such tests by NASA and The 
Peace Corps. 
 Some criticisms of the reliability of the TAT involve: skewing of results due to 
cards selected; gender and race issues; and problems factoring the length of the story into 
analysis of data (Cramer, 1996).  
 
House-Tree-Person 
     The House-Tree-Person (H-T-P) test was developed by Buck in 1948 in order 
to assess personality development. The test was originally developed with the subject 
being asked to draw each element on separate pieces of paper, the house being first on a 
horizontal axis and then the tree and person following using the vertical orientation of the 
paper. The test administrator would record all comments and emotions expressed by the 
subject when drawing. Specific questions are then asked about each drawing which focus 
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on characteristics and associations assigned to the subject.  In later versions of the test, 
the specific questions were replaced by more open-ended questions (Handler, 1996, p. 
256). Each of the aspects in the assessment draw upon unconscious material. “It is the 
content of the drawings, more so than the expressive movements employed in the 
drawing, which express the more unconscious qualities that exist at the heart of 
personality” (Hammer, 1958, p. 173). The roof, windows, doors and walls all have 
indications to inner meaning, for example: “If the house is said to be vacant, the open 
door connotes a feeling of extreme vulnerability, a lack of adequacy of ego defenses” 
(Hammer, 1958, p. 176). Buck did develop a quantitative scoring system to be used as a 
measure of intelligence but his system is not frequently used in this manner (as cited in, 
Handler, 1996, p. 258). More often the H-T-P is used in a more qualitative approach to 
personality assessment (Handler, 1996, p. 258). 
         A popular variation of the H-T-P was developed by Burns (1987) by adding the 
kinetic element of all three subjects interacting on one sheet of paper.  In the development 
of the Kinetic House Tree Person Assessment (KHTP), Burns (1987) was motivated to 
correct what he saw as three limiting factors to the H-T-P assessment developed by Buck 
(1948), in that the instructions to draw each entity of a house, tree and a person on 
separate sheets of paper left no ability to get value from the interaction between the three; 
and that the use of Freudian symbolisms to interpret the data was limiting. Burns 
developed the KHTP assessment to look at the interaction of all three symbols on one 
piece of paper and used a multitude of broad questions to elicit projective data (1987, p. 
5). 
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Draw-A-Person 
 The Draw-A-Person (D-A-P) test focuses on using the drawing of the human 
figure to gain projective insights into personality. Levy (1958) characterized the D-A-P 
test as follows: 
The subject is presented not only with the problem of drawing a person, but with 
the problem or orienting, adapting and behaving in a situation. In his efforts to 
solve these problems he engages in verbal, expressive and motor behavior. This 
behavior, as well as the drawing itself, provides the data for psychological 
analysis. (p. 89)  
The procedure was developed by Florence Goodenough in 1926 and since then it has 
become a popular assessment tool which research has shown to be one of the most 
frequently used projective tests by psychologists (Handler, 1996). The test consists of 
giving a subject an 8½” x 11” sheet of paper and a soft pencil, with the instruction, “Will 
you please draw a person” (Levy, 1958, p. 89). The drawing is analyzed based on figure 
sequence and description, comparison of figures, size relative to the paper, movement or 
suggested kinetic tension, distortions, and omissions (Levy, 1958). 
 In their review of the research regarding the validity of D-A-P research, 
Riethmiller and Handler (1997) make the recommendation that “we must strive to 
understand what makes some clinicians very skilled interpreters, and we must strive to 
devise methods to creatively quantify the interpreters’ experience of the drawing” (p. 
472).  In a study involving 66 college students, Scribner and Handler (1987) examined 
different styles of evaluators for the D-A-P.  Scribner and Handler (1987) categorized an 
affiliative response with high empathy and a disaffiliative response with low empathy. 
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Empathetic personality traits were identified by evaluation with the Minnesota 
Multiphasic Personality Inventory and the Interpersonal Checklist.  
Handler (1996) reviewed research that agreed empathy was necessary for 
interpretation of D-A-P, but was alone not sufficient . He stated, “It is not enough to be 
interested, involved and well intentioned. Cognitive flexibility and creativity are 
necessary in addition” (p. 288). 
 Projective techniques continue to be very popular in clinical setting, even though, 
as Smith and Dumont (1995) stated in their literature review regarding Human Figure 
Drawing projective tests, “research spanning four decades has failed to provide any 
compelling evidence in support of human figure drawings in assessing personality, 
behavior, emotion or intelligence” (p. 299). Handler (1996) argued that when D-A-P 
assessments are analyzed by comparing groups the significance of individual drawings is 
lost by extreme cases canceling each other out. The issue of poor research design in 
studies of D-A-P assessments also accounts for the negative findings regarding the 
effectiveness of figure drawing assessments. Handler (1996) did identify a problem: that 
a clinician who is too attached to a particular interpretation may only focus on that 
interpretation, even though there may be other possible meanings, which may lead to 
skewed results in the data (pp. 206-291). 
 
Historical Review of Art Therapy Assessment 
 As the profession of art therapy has matured over the past 60+ years it has faced 
new challenges which have stimulated debates regarding approaches to advancing the 
profession.  According to Junge (1994): 
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In its history, organized art therapy has had to be ever mindful of its relationship 
to other mental health professions and outside accrediting bodies and 
commissions.  As a “new kid on the block” it needed to find a way to be accepted 
and acceptable while still retaining its heart and spirit. This has never been easy. 
For example, there has been encouragement for many years for art therapists to 
establish professional credibility by conducting empirical research modeled after 
the behaviorism embraced by academic psychology. This has been done at the 
same time as we have discounted and underemphasized our identity as therapeutic 
artists and our more natural proclivities toward imaginative, interpretive work and 
research. (p. 280) 
One of the issues debated in the art therapy literature is that of the methodologies 
best suited for art therapy research.  Harriet Wadeson (1980) asserted her opinion 
regarding this issue: 
Although art therapy researchers may borrow heavily from the methodologies 
traditionally employed in behavioral sciences, art therapists may have to refine, 
modify and adapt them to the particular problems posed by this field. Art 
therapists may even have to develop new methods. (p. 318) 
 As the profession of art therapy has grown, a variety of art therapy assessments 
have been developed. A summary of the art therapy assessments as detailed in Doris 
Arrington’s (1992) chapter Art-Based Assessment Procedures and Instruments Used in 
Research and in Nancy Knapp’s chapter (1992) Drawing Batteries for Assessment 
Tabulation.   The assessments are listed chronologically in Appendix H, the dates based 
on information provided regarding publication of research findings.  
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 In 1975 Ulman developed the Ulman Personality Assessment Procedure (UPAP), 
which was described by Arrington (1992) as a projective technique made up of four 
drawings.  After completing the drawing, the subject has an opportunity to make changes 
to it as it is reviewed. 
 Shortly after Ulman developed the UPAP, in 1978, Kwiatkowska published the 
book, Family Therapy and Evaluation Through Art (Arrington, 1992, p. 158), which 
detailed her six drawing assessments.  This book built on Kwiatkowska’s work at the 
National Institute for Mental Health researching graphic expressions of schizophrenic 
patients (Junge, 1994, p. 69) and subsequent publications from the late 1950s and into the 
1970s.  Through work with the schizophrenic population she “realized that the art could 
also be used as treatment to help a family’s communication and enable them recognize 
and work on dynamics” (Junge, 1994, p. 70).  Kwiatkowska’s six drawing assessments 
were described by Arrington (1992) as:  
1) A Free Picture, which is used as an ice breaker. It allows freedom and 
flexibility; 2) A Family Portrait, which encourages family members to draw the 
family in the present; 3) A Abstract Family Portrait, which gives information 
about each family member’s capacity for organized abstract thinking. In addition, 
this art-based procedure may elicit charged feelings about family members; 4) 
The Individual Scribble, which often brings primary process material into the 
open. In addition, it is a useful instrument for diagnosing the relative psychopathy 
and health, especially integrative capacities of individual family members; 5) A 
Joint Family Scribble, which allows for direct observation of how a family works 
together. The necessity of working on a single sheet of paper is of particular value 
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with regard to family members’ ability to tolerate closeness. Comparing the 
individual and joint scribbles gives information about family dynamics; 6) A Free 
Picture. This is usually one of the most enlightening procedures because it seems 
to sum up the families tolerance for stress aroused by uncovering aspects of the 
preceding pictures. (pp. 147-148) 
 After each drawing was completed, communication about drawings was 
encouraged between family members. The sequence was an important aspect of the 
evaluation and became increasingly structured due to Kwiatkowska’s belief that this 
increase was stressful and allowed the therapist to observe how the increased stress was 
experienced by the family (Junge, 1994, p. 70). Kwiatkowska joined with other 
researchers to develop a rating scale and evaluation method to evaluate her use of the 
Family Art Evaluation. The Kwiatkowska-Mosher Twin Study was detailed by Knapp 
(1992) as 
Art evaluated by “blind” raters on a 5 point scale for 12 variables. Evaluations 
looked at: (I) Integration, understandability and color use of #1 and #6, free 
pictures; (II) Body Image in #2, family portrait and levels of abstraction for #3, 
abstract family portrait; (III) Creative resources, imagination and expression in #1 
and #6; and (IV) Quality and style of family interactions and role attribution in #5 
a joint family scribble. Raters looked at family individuation, involvement, 
alliances, ability to work at joint tasks, and their own subjective reactions. Forms 
& scoring sheets comprise Appendix IV of Kwiatkowska’s book. (p. 165) 
 In 1977, Roberta Shoemaker developed an assessment grid to evaluate the 
“Significance of the First Product Produced in Art Therapy”, which was “based on the 
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assumption that observable dimensions in a patient’s first art therapy session can provide 
treatment information as well as generate diagnostic information” (Arrington, 1992, p. 
144) . The findings reported by Shoemaker were summarized by Arrington (1992): 
“Patients appear to use their first art therapy session as a new way of communicating a 
life review of the past, the present dilemma, and goals or blocks for the future with little 
repression used” (p. 145). The grid first presented by Shoemaker was elaborated upon by 
Roby and Pastushak (1978) (see Appendix I) . The grid was presented as a framework to 
look at the artwork alone, the creative art making process as described by the artist, the 
personal process and group process in seven different areas:  
I.     Space (Use of Area) 
II.     Time ( Past: Present: Future) 
III.      Energy (Pressure, Movement, Colors) 
IV.      Content (People, Objects, Symbols) 
V.      Relationship (Relativity) 
VI.       Level of Awareness (Expressiveness) 
VII.     Synthesis (The holistic or gestalt idea)  
(Roby and Pastushak, 1978, p. 85) 
The grid was used by Roby and Pastushak (1978) with the directive created by 
Shoemaker to “draw or create whatever one feels like or is presently thinking about” (p. 
85). The authors used the grid to aid in the discussion of the first art therapy session to 
“offer and opportunity for further therapist assessment, patient clarification, and mutual 
communication” (Roby & Pastushak, 1978, p. 85).  Roby and Pastushak (1978) 
summarized that the grid worked as a tool to organize the large amount of data generated 
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in the first drawing assessment to assist in the development of a treatment plan for the 
artist as he or she begin the art therapy process. No further literature was found using the 
Roby and Pastushak (1978) grid and it does not appear to be used in current art based 
assessment 
  
Current Art-Based Assessments 
In her 2003 book, Handbook of Art Therapy, editor Cathy Malchiodi compiled a 
list of what she terms as the four most current art-based assessments being developed in 
the field: Diagnostic Drawing Series (DDS); Silver Drawing Test of Cognition and 
Emotion (SDT), Formal Elements Art Therapy Scale (FEATS); “Draw a Person Picking 
an Apple from a Tree” (PPAT); and the MARI (Mandala Assessment Research 
Instrument) Card test. 
   
Diagnostic Drawing Series 
The Diagnostic Drawing Series (DDS) was developed in the 1980s by Barry 
Cohen and colleagues to answer questions, such as those asked by Ulman, Wadeson and 
Gantt, about how to assess people using art (Mills, 2003).  Mills (2003) described the 
assessment and drawing analysis as follows: 
The DDS is designed to be administered on a tabletop and must be drawn with a 
package of 12 colors of soft chalk pastels with flat sides and no paper wrappers 
around the sticks….A white 18” x 24”/45 x 60 cm drawing paper, preferably 70 
pounds with a slightly rough surface, must be used. No substitutions are 
acceptable. (p. 402)  
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The DDS is compromised of three drawings. The first is a free drawing designed 
to allow an unstructured view of “what information the individual is instantly willing to 
share” (Cohen, Hammer, & Singer, 1988), which gives a global snapshot of the 
individual's defense structure. The second drawing of the series uses the same materials 
as the first, but with the instruction to “Draw a picture of a tree” and is described as “the 
most structured task of the series” (Cohen, et al., 1988). The tree symbol is thought to 
have a longstanding connection in projective relationship to the innermost workings of 
the “psyche” and “provides a rich symbolic portrait of the individual’s vegetative/psychic 
state” (Cohen, et al., 1988). Also due to the highly recognizable nature of the tree it is a 
less anxiety-provoking task according to Cohen et al. (1988) than the free drawing before 
it. The third drawing task to complete the series is to have the subject “make a picture of 
how you’re feeling, using lines, shapes and colors” (Cohen, et al., 1988) for the purpose 
of incorporating a task of a more “subjective” nature. This drawing allows the clinician to 
gather information about the subjects “capacity and willingness for expression on an 
affective level” (Cohen, et al., 1988). 
 DDS research revealed that a number of components of structure – such as 
placement of the image on the page, the quality of lines that are straight or undulate, or 
how much of the page is used – cluster in characteristic combinations to create a graphic 
profile of the artist/client and, by extension, diagnostic categories (Mills, 2003, pp. 402, 
405).  Cohen et al. (1988) stated that it was important in the administration of the test to 
collect the drawings before discussing them which “allows for the channeling of psychic 
energy into the drawings.”  Once this happens the researcher uses a standardized drawing 
inquiry questionnaire which provides a “structured interview tool” for data collection 
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(Cohen, et al., 1988). The important data from this drawing series comes not only from 
each individual drawing but from the ability to assess the subject across drawings which 
Cohen et al. (1988) said requires “great flexibility” in the subject across the series. Seeing 
where a subject may show progression or regression in the series provides important cues 
for diagnosis and treatment discussion. 
In looking at the strengths and limitations of the DDS Mills (2003) stated, “One 
of the most important contributions of the DDS may be the language it has marshaled to 
express in a precise and objective way what is what is seen on the page” (p. 406).  The 
research method for the DDS was created to “provide standard diagnostic criteria that 
enhances the potential for attaining meaningful correlation between drawings and 
diagnosis from samples across North America” (Cohen, et al., 1988). 
 
The Silver Drawing Test of Cognition and Emotion  
The Silver Drawing Test of Cognition and Emotion (SDT) uses what Rawley 
Silver referred to as stimulus drawings (Silver, 2003, p. 410). Silver went on to state: 
The purpose of the SDT is to bypass an individual’s language deficiencies which 
can mask the intelligence of a child or adult, assess cognitive skills and emotional 
strength, and provide access to fantasies and concepts of self and others. The SDT 
is based on the premise that drawings can take the place of words as the primary 
channel for receiving and expressing ideas. (2003, p. 410)  
Silver also described the testing procedure:  
The SDT includes two sets of 15 stimulus drawings. Form A is reserved for 
testing; Form B is provided for use in therapeutic or developmental programs. 
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There are three subtests: Drawing from the Imagination, Predictive Drawing, and 
Drawing from Observation. Responses to the drawing tasks are scored on rating 
scales that range from 1 to 5 points, with 5 the highest score. (2003, p. 410)  
Predictive Drawing evaluates the cognitive developmental level of children based 
on how they are able to order sequentially and represent horizontal and vertical 
perspectives. Silver (1987) bases her understanding of these concepts the developmental 
findings of Piaget and Inhelder as; 
Adults are so used to thinking in terms of horizontals and verticals that the 
concepts may seem self-evident. The child of four or five, however, when asked 
to draw trees on the outline of a mountain, may draw them inside the outline. The 
child of five or six draws trees perpendicular to the incline. Not until the age of 
eight or nine do children tend to draw them upright. As for horizontal concepts, a 
four year old may scribble round shapes when asked to draw water in the outline 
of a bottle. Later the child draws parallel to the base of the bottle even when the 
bottle is tilted. These lines become less oblique and more horizontal until, around 
the age of nine, the child draws horizontal lines immediately. (p. 238) 
 The examples Silver gave for this type of drawing looked at how the child 
represented trees going up the outline of a mountain side or the water line in a tilted 
bottle (Silver, 1987). In Drawing from Observation, “individuals are asked to draw an 
arrangement of three different cylinders differing in size and a large stone” (Silver, 1987, 
p. 238). Like the predictive test, this drawing is evaluated for the subject’s ability to 
represent horizontal and vertical, with the added concept of depth, in relation to one 
other. Drawing from the Imagination was developed to assess “the ability to form 
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concepts, particularly the concept of class inclusion, [which] involves making selections, 
associating them with past experiences, and combining them into a context” (Silver, 
1987, p. 238). Subjects were asked to take two drawings from the previous categories and 
to combine them and add elements in order to “tell a story” (Silver, 1987, p. 238). 
The SDT can be given to both adults and children over the age of five, alone or in 
groups without any specific training by various helping professionals (Silver, 2003, p. 
414).  Silver reported some significant findings in scorer reliability and retest reliability 
(2003, p. 414). 
 
The Formal Elements Art Therapy Scale 
The Formal Elements Art Therapy Scale (FEATS) is a single drawing assessment 
that was developed by Linda Gantt and Carmello Tabone in the late 1980s, the single 
drawing design chosen as “being easily repeated and are ideal for research” (Gantt & 
Tabone, 2003, p. 421). The FEATS consists of a set of 14-scale rating system of formal 
attributes (Gantt & Tabone, 2003, p. 420). Gantt and Tabone (2003) used the “Draw a 
Person Picking an Apple from a Tree” (PPAT) assessment as the art task of this 
standardized assessment process. They evaluated content scales labeled as Color Fit as an 
assessment of mood: Level of energy was evaluated by Implied Energy, Space, Details of 
Objects and Environment. Cognitive functioning was tied to Line Quality, Rotation, 
Perseveration, and Realism.  Problem-solving, Integration, Logic, and Person were 
markers of level of logic used in thought processes (Gantt, 2001, p. 51).  
The drawings are administered by Gantt and Tabone (2003) upon admission and 
discharge from the hospital where the authors work. For the administration of the 
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assessment, Gantt and Tabone (2003) said that the “art materials required are 
‘Mr.Sketch’TM [scented] watercolor markers, and white drawing paper 12” x 18”.” The 
colors are black, brown, yellow, orange, red, purple, magenta, hot pink, turquoise, blue, 
green, and dark green” (p. 420). 
Gantt and Tabone (2003) stated five advantages of using the FEATS and PPAT 
single drawing assessment: 
• We can easily compare one group to another. 
• Our scales are based on global artistic elements. 
• Our scales are correlated with specific psychiatric symptoms and 
diagnostic information. 
• We can apply these methods to both children and adults. 
• We can measure changes over time. (p. 422) 
In addressing issues of reliability and validity Gantt and Tabone (2003) focus specifically 
on inter-rater reliability, and not on test-retest reliability, because the focus of the 
assessment is looking at changes in state (p. 426).  In summary they stated: “we 
demonstrated that the majority of our scales have excellent inter-rater reliability, 
generally ranging from .88 and up. The two scales with which we have struggled to 
obtain acceptable inter-rater reliability are Rotation and Perseveration” thought to be 
associated with the infrequency that these occur other than in young children and the 
elderly (Gantt & Tabone, 2003, p. 426). 
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MARI Card Test 
 The MARI Card test was developed in the 1970s by Joan Kellogg, based on her 
experiences in the art therapy field with mandala art (Cox, 2003, p. 428).  In 1977, after 
spending eight years collecting, observing, and classifying thousands of patients’ 
mandala drawings, Kellogg developed a system based on form, symbol, movement, and 
color for understanding patterns and shapes in a circular design (Cox, 2003).  
The process of collecting the Mandala drawings was standardized by 
offering a box of Holbein oil pastels, either the 36 or 48 set, and a piece of 12” x 
18” white drawing paper  with a 10 ½ “ circle in the center, predrawn in pencil. 
The directions are simply to use the space in any way you wish, allowing images 
or shapes to spontaneously evolve, starting in the center if it feels right to do so, 
and using the boundary of the circle as a guide, not a barrier. (Cox, 2003, p.428) 
Arrington (1992) reported that Kellogg “has used the mandala for psychological 
assessment and treatment in the process of self-realization” (p. 153). This is elaborated by 
Cox (2003) who described Kellogg’s theoretical model as “a symbolic way to map stages 
of psychological growth represented by different states of  consciousness from before 
birth to after death” (p. 429).  The test is described as being  
composed of 26 cards embossed in black on clear plastic. The designs represent 
two versions of each of the 13 stages[of archetypal stages]. There are 38 colored 
cards made of paperstock. The client is asked to select five design cards which 
appeal to him/her for any reason. The participant is asked to select a color card for 
each design chosen. The resulting five design cards, each with a selected color, 
are ranked according to preference. (Arrington, 1992, p. 154)  
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Training is offered by a limited number of licensed MARI instructors to understand how 
to use this assessment in conjunction with Kellogg’s hypothesis regarding color theory 
and the life cycle (Cox, 2003). 
 
 
Debates Regarding Art Therapy Assessment Research 
Beyond the circle of professionals that accept its value, the field of art therapy has 
struggled to gain footing as a credible mental health treatment (Bellmer, Hoshino, 
Schrader, Strong, & Hutzler, 2003).  A survey of psychology professors found that a 
mere 7.7% rated the field of art therapy as highly credible, as opposed to a majority who 
rated experimental psychology and neuropsychology as highly credible (76% and 73.5%, 
respectively) (Bellmer, et al., 2003).  Authors in the art therapy profession have 
recognized that it will be difficult for other professionals to accept the value of art 
therapy if it is not viewed as serious and credible (Bellmer, et al., 2003). 
Nonetheless, standardized psychological assessments have not been immune to 
criticism from art therapists. As noted above, Lilienfeld, Wood and Garb (2000) 
produced a large body of literature questioning the merits of popular projective tests that 
continue to be used in the mental health field. They concluded that there was no 
significant proof of the reliability and validity of projective tests, and, therefore, that such 
tests should cease to be part of the education of psychologists (Lilienfeld, et al., 2000).  
From their meta-analysis of the literature they concluded that “there was a small number 
of indexes derived from the Rorschach and TAT. However, the substantial majority of 
Rorschach and TAT indexes are not empirically supported” (Lilienfeld, et al., 2000, p. 
27).   
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Hibbard (2003) asserted that the projective tests reviewed by Lilienfeld et al. 
(2000) were not based upon the projective hypothesis.  Instead, by reviewing the results 
of the same tests, Hibbard (2003) found that the Rorschach and TAT researchers did not 
base their conclusions on subjects’ conflicts, impulses, or the bypassing of normal 
defenses, as they would if they had followed the projective hypothesis outlined by 
Lilienfeld et al. (2000).  Furthermore, Hibbard (2003) noted other errors in the findings of 
Lilienfeld et al. (2000), such as poor use of statistical data, misreporting of validity 
studies, and unproven assertions of a cultural bias regarding the Rorschach.  By contrast, 
Hibbard (2003) pointed out that Rorschach researcher Exner based his test findings on 
normative data that “were gathered by well trained administrators at sites throughout the 
United States” (p. 262). 
Based on these perceived errors, Hibbard (2003) discounted Lilienfeld et al. 
(2000) recommendation to discontinue studies of projective tests in the education of 
psychologists.   
Besides issues of credibility, art therapists have been discussing the issue of 
efficacy in art therapy for decades.  In Art Psychotherapy (1980), Harriet Wadeson made 
similar observations regarding the problems of credibility, validity and efficacy in her 
own field.  In her 2002 article, What Constitutes Art Therapy Research?, Sarah Deaver 
noted that art therapists often see wonderful therapeutic gains from their work, but can 
rarely accurately explain how or why these processes work (p. 23). Deaver expressed the 
hope that future research will help with this ongoing problem.   
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Standardization of Art Therapy Assessments 
Two significant, and interrelated, debates in the art therapy field focus on whether 
standardized art therapy assessments represent the dynamics of the art therapy process as 
well as non-standardized assessments do, and whether art therapy assessments should be 
standardized at all. 
On the one hand, in Art, Science and Art Therapy, Frances Kaplan (2000) 
explored the role of research in the field and suggested that “more art therapists need to 
investigate commonly held interpretive assumptions by reviewing the research literature 
and conducting companion studies” (p. 86). Kaplan said her review of research validated 
what are identified as fundamental beliefs of the value of art in therapy, such as 
“artmaking is inherently therapeutic” (p. 103), and “art therapists offer something that 
another professional is unlikely to provide” (p. 103).  But Kaplan advocated including in 
the education of art therapists such scientific areas as a basic grounding in scientific 
methods of evaluation, an understanding of the brain and its functioning, and awareness 
of advances in the medical field regarding psychiatric treatments all of which she 
proposed should begin at the undergraduate level and continue in graduate studies.  
Kaplan warned that, “When art therapists base their assessment findings on unquestioned 
acceptance of the ‘received wisdom’, they very much run the risk of barking up the 
wrong tree!” (2000, p. 86). 
Other the hand, in her 2002 article “The Anti-Assessment Devil’s Advocate”, 
Wadeson asserted that art therapy may be going in the wrong direction by trying to find 
wider approval within the mental health community through scientific processes.  
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Wadeson chided her colleagues who wanted to move towards of standardization of art 
therapy assessments: 
As a profession, we art therapists seem to suffer from low self-esteem. We are 
forever chiding ourselves to be better. First we had to prove ourselves to 
psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers and counselors that we are bona fide 
psychotherapists…Now we must also have art-based research to put us on a 
scientific level with other mental health professions. (2002, p. 168) 
Linda Gantt (2004) responded to Wadeson (2002) by stating that the future 
livelihood of art-based assessments depended on differentiating them from projective 
tests and establishing distinct measures of effectiveness for them.  Gantt (2004) grouped 
problems with art therapy assessments into six specific areas: lack of standardized 
administration of the drawing tasks; numerous and conflicting scoring systems; almost 
exclusive reliance on personality theory; poor test/retest reliability; unacceptable inter- 
rater reliability; and lack of research results demonstrating the validity of the tests (p. 23). 
Furthermore, Gantt (2004) stated that: 
A crucial key to developing better rating systems is focusing solely on description 
and resisting the impulse to make a premature interpretation, such as particular 
features being “aggressive” or “hostile.”  With specific operational definitions and 
a range of visual examples, the raters will be able to obtain the essential 
agreement needed for inter-rater reliability. (p. 23) 
More pragmatically, Gantt pointed out that in order to get funding for research 
and programming, intervention effectiveness must usually be proved.  Thus she 
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suggested that art therapy professionals need to develop assessments that are more 
reflective of the scientific process (Gantt, 2004).   
Sharing Wadeson’s (2002) caution against moving too far towards 
standardization, Shaun McNiff (1998) encouraged a more balanced approach to future 
research in art therapy assessments.  McNiff (1998)supported the need for empirical 
research, but also proposed that there should also be a respected place for the art-oriented 
researcher: 
Those of us advocating artistically oriented approaches to practice have tended to 
focus more on telling stories about the way which people move through the art 
therapy experience. We are careful not to label images psychologically but we 
need to do more articulating their visual expression. The art-oriented researcher 
might take a cue from the art diagnostician who tends to work exclusively with 
visual data. However, art diagnosticians might significantly improve the accuracy 
of their assessments if they begin to pay attention to the dynamics of the 
therapeutic relationships, which have been given little attention in their appraisal. 
Since the art therapy relationship is a partnership between artistic and 
interpersonal phenomena, we need to find ways to conduct research to engage 
both elements. (p. 92)  
In summary, both Kaplan (2000) and Gantt (2004) have presented arguments for 
the use of standardized assessments and scientific process in art therapy research, in order 
to create increased validity to art therapy research. By contrast, Wadeson (2002) and 
McNiff (1998) expressed a shared caution about this movement towards more scientific 
research and standardization. Wadeson (2002) suggested that art therapists should not 
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feel the need to compare themselves directly with other therapists, or seek validation 
through more standardization, but rather should embrace the unique values art therapy 
and art therapists can offer.  McNiff (1998) suggested that standardization undermined 
the unique value of the interaction of the creative aspects of the art-making process. 
In “The Assessment Attitude” art therapist Anne Mills (2006) explored her 
understanding of why some art therapists struggle with the movement toward or use of 
standardized assessment due to a feeling that following of protocol is “restriction or 
punishment” (p. 31) because “sometimes art therapists feel the best of what they have to 
give is blocked from the session if they must follow certain guidelines” (p. 31).  Mills 
(2006) argued that following a standardized protocol or procedure for an assessment 
actually allows more the art therapist to focus more on the content and process of the 
subject because, once mastered, the process becomes “part of the clinicians therapeutic 
style” (p. 31). She asserted that it is an art therapist’s responsibility to control the flow of 
the process as the client may be dealing with uncomfortable concepts; and not providing 
a consistent structure or being “ambivalent about following a protocol could be self-
indulgent or unfair to the client” (Mills, 2006, p. 31).  However, Mills (2006) did not 
advocate being overly rigid with the application of an assessment structure to the point of 
losing sight of the purpose of opening a path of communication with a person.  For this 
reason she advocated the use of a standardized presentation of assessments but within a 
subjective approach which  
supports the interviewer’s ability to make observations of the person’s behavior 
and how he or she relates to the interviewer and the art task. This yields complex 
and valuable information that can be used by the art therapist to test his or her 
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emerging hypotheses about the client’s diagnosis and strengths. (Groth-Marnat, as 
cited in Mills, 2006, p. 33) 
In her doctoral dissertation art therapist Donna Betts (2005) reported that, based 
on her review of art therapy assessment literature,  
the most effective approach to assessment incorporates objective measures 
(formalized assessment tools and rating manuals; portfolio evaluations; behavioral 
checklists) as well as subjective approaches such as the client’s interpretations of 
his or her artwork. (p. xii)   
Betts (2005) and Mills (2006) appear to be part of an emerging sector of art therapists 
advocating for a better understanding of the use of standardized assessment structures, 
while also emphasizing the importance of using the subjective measures that are 
individual to each person’s interpretation of their art work. 
When a person attributes meaning to their artwork the subject of their attribution 
is considered symbolic imagery. “These responses are all part of the therapeutic process 
and are as personal and individual as the art itself” (Malchiodi, 1989, p. 7).  
St. John (2006) summarized that long before art therapy was a profession, “visual 
symbols were a key component in preliterate societies to communicate and heal” (p. 13). 
Symbolism still plays a large role in our modern communication as “we designate and 
characterize the world with visual descriptions; we think in images, often using them to 
represent thoughts and feelings” (Malchiodi, 1989, p. 9). Watkins asserted the role of the 
art therapist to be “the vital interventions of a trained helper who assists the patient to 
stay with the unadulterated image and understand the metaphorical meanings it has to 
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bestow” (as cited in Mazloomian, 2006, p. 25). Therefore it is important to further 
explore how symbol and metaphor are documented and defined in therapeutic use. 
 
Art Therapy Theory 
Symbols and metaphors have long been recognized as important elements in the 
psychotherapeutic process. In her theory of dynamically oriented art therapy, Margaret 
Naumberg (1987) described the function of symbolism in that process: 
A picture often speaks symbolically before the patient understands its meaning… 
as he associates freely to the different aspects of his designs, that he has projected 
symbolically an image which tells of repressed conflict, or an unspoken 
anxiety…through an imaged projection, he gains increased detachment and 
greater insight. He thus comes to understand, through his growing recognition of 
the symbolic significance of his spontaneous art expression, that his pictures can 
be regarded as a kind of mirror which reflects through his free associations, what 
is taking place in his unconscious. (p. 7) 
In looking at creative arts therapies, Gorelick (1989) concluded that “the central 
identity of the creative arts therapies lies in the commitment to create and manipulate 
metaphor in the chosen arts medium or media” (p. 154).  
Harriet Wadeson (1980) presented the concept of Advantages of Art Therapy in 
her book Art Psychotherapy. The advantages she identified were: Imagery; Decreased 
Defenses; Objectification; Permanence; Spatial Matrix; and Creative and Physical 
Energy (p. xvii). Wadeson (1980) stated, “We think in images. We thought in images 
before we had words. We could recognize mother before we could say ‘mama’” (1980, p. 
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8).  Therefore providing a format for a person to directly communicate through images 
allows for the direct symbolic content to be projected in its raw form rather than having 
to be processed through a learned process of using words to describe it. Accessing verbal 
statements after the symbolic imagery has been put on paper then can be engage to 
elaborate using higher level processing to analyze and integrate the previously 
unconscious material. This is connected to Wadeson’s second advantage of decreased 
defenses due to the previously described process of initially being able to bypass verbal 
defense mechanisms. Wadeson explained: “Because verbalization is our  primary mode 
of communication, we are more adept at manipulating it” (1980, p. 9) allowing for a 
greater ability to edit content before saying it. 
Wadeson’s advantages of objectification and permanence are directly connected. 
Objectification allows for a client to distance themselves from their current conflict and 
defense mechanisms that may be causing resistance in the problem solving process. They 
can do this by being able to talk about the problem in relation to what is on the paper. 
During objectification “feelings or ideas are first externalized in an object (picture or 
sculpture). The art object allows the individual, while separating from feelings, to 
recognize their existence” (Wadeson, 1980, p. 10). The subject also has a permanent 
record of their experience in the tangible product they produced. This allows client and 
clinician alike to revisit the subject matter exactly as it was originally expressed without 
being “subject to distortion of memory” (Wadeson, 1980, p. 10). The physical nature of 
having the art object allows a client to be able to share their process with others in a 
direct statement that might not otherwise be available to the person through use of words. 
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As stated previously, humans have to learn to speak but can communicate well 
before capable of physically manifesting speech or words within an understood context 
within a culture. Language happen through connecting words in a “linear” process 
(Wadeson, 1980, p. 11), to relate an experience using words, one must use say one thing 
and then the next, while in reality multiple things can happen concurrently in relationship 
to one another. Wadeson (1980) proposed that “in art, relationships occur in space. 
Sometimes this form of expression more nearly duplicates experience” (p. 11), allowing a 
client “to show closeness and distance, bonds and divisions, similarities and differences, 
feelings, particular attributes, context of family life, ad infinitum” (p. 11). Wadeson 
(1980) added her observation that engaging in the art making process in itself releases 
“creative and physical energy” (p. 11) to be “activated” (p. 12) more so than talking or 
physical activity alone. 
 
Symbols as Defined in the Literature 
Multiple authors have suggested that the ability of a therapist to utilize symbol 
and metaphor in therapeutic interactions is key to accessing unconscious material 
necessary for catharsis (Berlin, et al., 1991; Gorelick, 1989; Naumberg, 1987). Art 
therapist Laurie Wilson stated that “the capacity to form and to use symbols is seen by 
many as the feature that distinguishes man from other species” (1987, p. 44). Wilson 
went on to define symbol as “a representational object that can be evoked in the absence 
of an immediate external stimulus” (1987, p. 47) with the further distinction that a 
symbol “must stand for, not stand in for, the thing it represents” (1987, p. 45). 
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As humans are not born with the capacity to understand symbols (Beres, as cited 
in Wilson, 1987), the ability to use and understand symbols can only happen once a 
person has developed “perception, memory, learning, conceptualization and the reality 
and organizing functions” (Wilson, 1987, pp. 45-46). According to Beres, the symbol 
formation process can be summarized as follows: 
• Level 1: Primary sensations from touch, sight, hearing, smelling, tasting 
• Level 2: Organization of primary sense information into cognitive 
categories of  space, form and color, beginning of memory 
• Level 3: Perception can happen now independent of sensations due to 
having developed the capacity for mental representations of outer and 
inner reality. This allows for abstraction and conceptualization to follow, 
this is where man becomes divergent from animals  
(Beres, as cited in Wilson, 1987, pp. 45-47) 
Whitmont (1991) described the role of the symbol in resolution of psychic conflict: 
Finally, when consciously experienced as symbol, as  pattern of ‘transrational’ 
meaning, archetypal actualization reaches its highest level. Here the material 
substratum points beyond itself, as it were, beyond the material time-space 
limitation of consciousness to a ‘third’ position, that of meaning which can 
reconcile the conflicts between the first and the second, the nonrational 
(instinctual) and the rational actualization. (p. 119) 
Actualization in adulthood is described by Whitmont (1991) as a process that in order for 
emotional (psychic) maturation to occur distortions and the projection of those distortions  
of archetype parts need to be integrated or actualized because if not, these conflicts 
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manifest as psychological symptoms that create suffering (p. 129). Whitmont (1991) 
stated:  
This becomes possible through testing our reality in relationship encounters and 
being able to consider a symbolic approach to our affect toned and problematic 
encounters and impasses as if they presented us with a mirror-view of our own 
realized natures. (p. 130)  
Through a process of understanding projection of unconscious conflicts and accepting 
their relationship to self, “…we can come to see and begin to experience that part of the 
archetype which we missed and might have continued to reject because we had no way of 
recognizing it” (Whitmont, 1991, p. 130) 
Jung’s therapeutic approach, described by Whitmont (1991), “is based on a 
continuous dialogue between the conscious ego and the unconscious”(p. 295) and that the 
direction of therapy is not guided by the clinician but by unconscious processes which are 
identified through “understanding of dreams, fantasies or artistic expression which show 
what attitudes or impulses are to be brought into concrete realization” (p. 294). 
The specific use of symbols in art to achieve resolution of unconscious conflict  
was described by pioneering art therapist Margaret Naumberg (1987): 
A picture often speaks symbolically before the patient understands its meaning… 
as he associates freely to the different aspects of his designs, that he has projected 
symbolically an image which tells of repressed conflict, or an unspoken 
anxiety…through an imaged projection, he gains increased detachment and 
greater insight. He thus comes to understand, through his growing recognition of 
the symbolic significance of his spontaneous art expression, that his pictures can 
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be regarded as a kind of mirror which reflects through his free associations, what 
is taking place in his unconscious. (p. 7) 
Whitmont (1991) explained that the therapeutic goal of the process of understanding 
symbolism is to gain relief from psychological disturbances: “Through deciphering the 
message of the objective psyche it is possible for us to come face to face with the creative 
source of our existence and to unfold the deepest meaning of out lives”(p. 310). Once a 
person has the ability to understand, form and use symbols, he or she can use metaphor as 
a conduit to understanding symbolic meaning.  
The use of metaphor will be defined in the next section through exploration of the 
literature. 
 
Metaphor as Defined in the Literature 
An accepted definition of metaphor is “a primative abstraction.  It involves referring to a 
set of concrete relationships in one situation for the purpose of facilitating the recognition 
of an analogous set of relations in another situation” (Ogden & Richards, as cited in 
Beck, et al., 1978, p. 83). “A metaphor points to the existence of a given set of abstracts 
hidden within some immediately graspable image. By doing this it helps to ground our 
conceptual structures in the reality of concrete experience” (Beck, et al., 1978, p. 84). 
“Images and experiential associations that develop at a level where a network of sensory 
association prevails are transferred to a level where thoughts are ordered to a logic of 
verbal categories” (Beck, et al., 1978, p. 85). 
The cognitive linguistic view or contemporary theory of metaphor was developed 
by Lakoff and Johnson (1980) in their book Metaphors We Live By, which according to 
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Lakoff (1993) was inspired by the work of Michael Reddy (1979). Lakoff (1993) 
provided an in-depth case study showing “that the locus of metaphor is thought, not 
language, that metaphor is a major and indispensible part of our ordinary, conventional 
way of conceptualizing the world, and that our everyday behavior reflects our 
metaphorical understanding of experience” (p. 204).  “The metaphor is not just a matter 
of language, but of thought and reason. The language is secondary. The mapping is 
primary, in that it sanctions the use of source domain language and interference patterns 
for target domain concepts” (Lakoff, 1993, p. 208). Long before the concept of the 
cognitive linguistic view of metaphor was named, this occurence was observed in the 
literature as stated by Beck et al. (1978): “Metaphors need not only have a verbal form; in 
ritual, for example, they may be expressed in actions alone. Indeed, anything built or 
designed by man can have metaphoric as well as literal qualities” (p. 83). 
Fiumara (1995) added: “Through our metaphoric capacity we make use of 
patterns which evolve out of our affectual experience in order to organize our more 
abstract understanding” (p. 98). Meldrum and Cattanach (1999) echoed these ideas when 
writing: 
It is through our metaphoric capacity that we develop a sense of coherence 
amongst our innumerable experiences. We employ creativity to extend inchoate 
structures because it is through this transference of models that we shape a more 
comprehensible world so we can reflect on the concepts we use. (p. 195)  
Gorelick (1989) also said: “In sum, metaphors convey and link the basic elements of our 
nature, including the unconscious, defenses, relationships, the reframing of old 
experiences and learning of new ways, self-actualization and transcendence” (p. 152).  
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 Of the many symbols and metaphors which might find their way into art therapy 
assessments, one of the most universal is arguably that of the bridge, which led to the 
development of the Bridge Drawing Assessment by Hays and Lyons in 1981. 
 
Symbol and Metaphor in Relation to Meaning 
In “The Search for Meaning,” Edinger (1992) explored the function of the 
symbol. He began by making a distinction between objective and subjective meaning. 
Objective meaning was defined as “abstract, objective knowledge conveyed by a sign or 
representation. Thus, for example, the word horse means a particular species of four-
legged animal; or a red traffic light means stop” (p. 108).  
Edinger defined subjective meaning or living meaning as  
the word we use when we describe a deeply moving experience as something 
meaningful. Such an experience does not convey abstract meaning, at least not 
primarily, but rather living meaning which laden with affect, relates us 
organically to life as a whole. Dreams, myths, and works of art can convey this 
sense of subjective, living meaning which is quite different from objective 
abstract meaning. (Edinger, 1992, p. 108) 
Edinger’s definition of subjective meaning specifically identifies art as a means of 
finding meaning in life through interactions with other possibly unrelated aspects creating 
a connection to a “whole”.  Since metaphor is comprised of connected symbols, it seems 
it is through the framework of the metaphor that symbols can become more connected 
and therefore meaningful. In the process, Abbatiello noted, “With the assistance of 
certain metaphors, we begin to extend the boundaries of beliefs about thinking. 
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Metaphorical language, a natural part of narrative, has a role here because of its ability to 
reflect back to the person's distorted thinking as well as distortions in self-understanding” 
(Abbatiello, 2006, p. 208).  
 
The Bridge as Symbol and Metaphor 
 The bridge would seem to be especially apt as a metaphor, given its etymology. 
“The word metaphor is derived from the Greek meta pherein, to carry over” (Berlin, et 
al., 1991, p. 359).  Metaphors themselves mirror the function of bridges. Thus, in order to 
evaluate the metaphoric capacity of the bridge, in general, and specifically in the Bridge 
Drawing Assessment, it is important to examine the history of the bridge and its universal 
symbolism.   
The bridge is a familiar construct to the majority of human beings and bridges are 
prominent historical markers. President Franklin D. Roosevelt once said, “There can be 
little doubt that in many ways the story of bridge-building is the story of civilization. By 
it we can readily measure an important part of a people’s progress” (as cited in Steinman 
& Watson, 1941).  Jansen (1943) saw bridges as reflecting “the orderly progression of an 
everchanging world” (p. 210).   
Blakstad (2002) cited an essay by George Simmel who “believe[d] that bridges 
like no other piece of construction, make visible our desire for making points of 
connection, that they are unmatched in their ability to unify separateness” (p. 36).  
In the same vein, D. B. Steinman, in How Bridges Have Increased Man’s 
Mobility (1952), noted how “in this shrinking of distances and speeding of travel, bridges 
have played and indispensable role. The nation has become more closely knit together. 
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Remoteness and isolation have been replaced by unity and mobility” (p. 207). Steinman 
(1952) added: “A bridge is the embodiment of the combined efforts of human heads and 
hearts and hands. It is the expression of man’s creative urge and of his conquest of the 
forces of nature” (p. 213). 
The impact that bridges have on the development of society, and the fact that they 
can be used by all people regardless of race, creed, or station in life, have contributed to 
the evolution of the bridge as a universal symbol.  Steinman and Watson (1941) spoke to 
this point in Bridges and their Builders:  
Bridges symbolize the ideals and aspirations of humanity. They span the barriers 
that divide, and they bring peoples, communities, and nations into closer unity. 
They shorten distances, speed transportation and facilitate commerce. They carry 
their burdens that the tasks of men may be lightened. They serve the needs of the 
lowliest as of the highest. (pp. xv-xvi) 
Thus the bridge is a familiar, and even fascinating, construct to the majority of 
human beings and possibly a universal symbol. Blakstad (2002) saw this reflected in 
recent history: 
In the run-up to the Millennium, proposals for bridges were amongst the most 
common themes chosen to celebrate the new era. But why bridges? They were 
certainly not required for functional reasons, we have enough crossing points in 
London. It is rather for their symbolic resonance. (p. 36)  
The bridge has been the subject of interest for artists as well as historians. Art 
historian John Sweetman (1999) said, 
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The bridge, it is obvious, is still an indispensable part of the articulation of the 
world’s surface that the humankind has built up for convenience and use. If 
bridges meet an unchanging need in everyday life, artists have nevertheless used 
them for very various expressive ends in the making of works of art. (pp. 32, 58) 
Sweetman (1999) added that 
...there is still more to the bridge than just usefulness and looks. However shallow 
the water, the smallest stream can seem a Rubicon. Our other aim must be to 
consider the bridge as symbolic marker, denoting a stage that the traveller [sic] 
has reached on a journey that may not, perhaps be reversed. (pp. 32, 58) 
The universal symbolism of the bridge has also found its way into literature and 
music. Books such as James Michener’s Bridges of Toko-Ri and Boulle’s The Bridge on 
the River Kwai, as well as songs like “London Bridge” and “Bridge Over Troubled 
Waters”, are known in many cultures (McClaren, 1974).  
 
The Bridge Symbol and Metaphor in Connections 
Bridges are both physical structures that support transportation and metaphoric 
symbols that refer to psychological or emotional connections and/or transitions as 
Steinman (1952) stated, “A Bridge is not only a steppingstone of civilization—it is also a 
symbol of unity, the embodiment of the aspirations of humanity” (p. 214).  Thus, besides 
acting as a visual symbol, the bridge can also function as a metaphor in everyday 
language, Janssen wrote: 
No one can question the importance of bridges in our daily lives. Even our 
ordinary conversations are colored with frequent references to bridges. We say 
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that if we stay on the bridge, we shall cross the river. How often are we reminded 
that we should not cross our bridges before we reach them? Or again, we are 
cautioned not to burn our bridges behind us. When we have triumphed in the face 
of tremendous odds , we say that we have bridged our difficulties. Bridges thus 
have come to represent stages in human experience. (p. 210) 
In his 1959 article “To Burn One’s Bridges or To Burn One’s Boats,” Winston 
Reynolds explored the use of such metaphors within the western culture. The meaning of 
both the burning bridge and burning boat metaphor is similar in all western cultures 
signaling the destruction of a what is perceived as a potentially harmful connection at the 
time it is destroyed. The preference for the subject seems to be determined by cultural 
affiliation to familiar connectors. In countries such as England and Scotland which are 
surrounded by water and boats are associated with having stronger nautical connection in 
their histories. Germany and the United States however have more of an association with 
land travel and our considered “great bridge builders (more so than seafarers)” 
(Reynolds, 1959, p. 98). It is important to understand that cultural significance has an 
impact on symbolic use of  a subject such as the bridge. 
Scardino (1994) stated, “Bridges have come to be an everyday part of most of our 
lives; we depend on them for travel to various points of destination” (p. 22).  Thus a 
bridge becomes a powerful yet basic symbol to begin to “overcome an obstacle or to 
create a communication, which is what a patient in therapy attempts to accomplish. 
Bridges can be seen as a means to a desired goal or destination” (Scardino, 1994, p. 22).   
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The Bridge Drawing Art Therapy Assessment 
Development of the Bridge Drawing Assessment 
The Bridge Drawing Assessment was developed by Ronald Hays and Sherry 
Lyons and described in their 1981 article The Bridge Drawing: A Projective Technique 
for Assessment in Art Therapy.  In this art therapy assessment, the symbol of the bridge 
was hypothesized to metaphorically address perceived emotional connections between 
people and movement or progression within these interpersonal relationships. Since the 
interpersonal relationship is a crucial aspect of art psychotherapy, it was also 
hypothesized that the bridge drawing, within the context of art psychotherapy, may 
reflect the patient’s unconscious experience of the therapeutic relationship. Thus the 
bridge symbol, common in most people’s scope of knowledge, was naturally expected to 
lend itself in this process.   
Hays and Lyons (1981) conceived the Bridge Drawing Assessment as “a single 
drawing [art therapy] assessment for diagnostic and treatment purposes” (Pletnick, 1996, 
p. 39).  They were specifically motivated to develop the assessment in order to assess 
“the bridge as a symbol, its history and presence in the arts, and its use as a projective 
drawing and therapeutic,” (Hays and Lyons, 1981, p. 207) to examine the parallels 
between the symbolic or metaphorical use of the bridge and transitions in life.  
 
 Design of the Bridge Drawing Assessment Study 
Hays and Lyons (1981) conducted a pilot study to collect preliminary data on the 
symbolic meaning of the bridge in a drawing assessment, with the aim of obtaining “an 
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indication of how a normal population that is going through a difficult change would 
draw a bridge going from some place to some place” (p. 208).  
Their study included high school students ages 14 to 18 who were in the normal 
range of development. Hays and Lyons (1981) explained that they chose adolescents 
because this period of development is a transition itself from childhood dependence to 
autonomy in adulthood, much like the crossing-over associated with the bridge.  The 
exclusion criteria included psychopathology or special characteristics that would require 
placement outside a mainstream high school environment.  The sample consisted of 78 
males and 72 females (n = 150).  The ethnic and racial composition of the sample was 
1:7.5 of African Americans to Caucasians. 
The test was administered and data were collected during the 45-minute English 
class period, but no particular time limit was given during the test.  The following 
directions were given to the students to complete their bridge drawing: 
• Draw a picture of a bridge going from some place to some place. 
(After the majority of students were finished drawing the bridge) 
• Indicate with an arrow the direction of travel. 
• Place a dot to indicate where you are in the picture. 
• On the reverse side of the paper, put your age and sex. 
• If you wish, you may describe your picture in words                        
(Hays & Lyons, 1981, p. 208) 
From the drawings in the sample of 150 normal adolescent students, the authors 
categorized the data into the results that will be described in the next section.  
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Bridge symbolism 
The bridge was chosen by Hays and Lyons (1981) as they saw the bridge as a 
metaphor for communication in art therapy assessments: “Through art we attempt to 
‘bridge’ the verbal communication gap with the nonverbal qualities inherent in artistic 
expression” (p. 207). Thus the Bridge Drawing Assessment was inspired by the nature, 
function and role of bridges. Hays and Lyons (1981) pointed out that “Architects and 
engineers write about the significant historical association between mankind and bridges. 
The history of bridges and how they aided interaction links them closely to man’s 
primary need to communicate with others” (p. 207) As Hays and Lyons (1981) wrote, 
“Even today, in dreams and artwork, a bridge is seen as crossing over something ‘bad,’ 
perhaps an obstacle of some type, or going from some place to a better setting” (p. 207), 
and noted that “to bridge means be-ridge, to erect an elevated structure over a 
depression” (p. 207). They also pointed to Jung’s finding of “crossing of a river as a 
symbolic image for a fundamental change of attitude” (Jung as cited in Hays & Lyons, 
1981, p. 207).  
Hays and Lyons (1981) added other elements to their assessment beyond just 
drawing a bridge. Subjects are instructed to also add an arrow symbolic of their direction 
of travel and a dot to represent them in relation to the bridge. These elements were 
chosen to elaborate on the dynamics surrounding the communication of change being 
expressed in the subject of the bridge. 
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Someplace to Somewhere: Physical Location Symbolism in Context to Bridge Subject 
According to Hays and Lyons (1981), the places on either side of the bridge 
served multiple purposes. Someplace represented the past or the place from which a 
person was coming. Somewhere represented “the hoped for place in the future” (Hays & 
Lyons, 1981, p. 208). The places on either side of the bridge provided the opportunity for 
the bridge to be shown as attached or non-attached. “If the bridge touched one side and 
not another, the commitment seemed to be greater to the touched side” (Hays & Lyons, 
1981, p. 213). Hays and Lyons said that they included this directive in the assessment 
design to be used with adolescents because “it was our feeling that the bridge drawing 
would help reveal the ability of a normal adolescent to deal with this period in their lives 
because they are literally ‘going from someplace to someplace else’” (1981, p. 208). 
 
Arrow Symbolism in Context to Bridge Subject  
While Hays and Lyons (1981) did not identify from the outset why they chose to 
include the arrow in their bridge drawing directives, the arrow is a commonly used 
symbol across cultures to aid in directional communication. In his book, The Psychology 
of Graphic Images (2002), Massironi explained that “the communicative power of arrows 
lies in the fact that they can convey information about orientation, intensity and direction 
of a force and they can do so in a nonambiguous, perceptually eloquent fashion” (p. 167). 
Hays and Lyons reported on what they observed the role of Directionality in their 
subjects’ artwork: 
The majority of collected patients’ drawings had movement from left to right, 
with right seen as good, or getting better. Directionality is of importance when the 
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movement is right to left because it may be viewed as a step backward in therapy, 
unless the left is defined as good by the patient. (1981, p. 213) 
In this statement, Hays and Lyons used the term directionality to mean the graphic 
presentation of the arrow in relation to the subject placement of self in the bridge 
drawing, as they had previously stated: “An arrow was used to denote the direction of 
travel when crossing the bridge” (1981, p. 209). 
 
Placement of Self Symbolism in Context to Bridge Subject 
As with the arrow, Hays and Lyons did not give any overt explanation for their 
choice to include the directive, “Place a dot to indicate where you are in the picture” 
(1981, p. 208) . In the explanation of their findings regarding the variable of placement of 
self in the picture they stated 
The placement of the dot to represent the self indicates the distance ahead in 
crossing the bridge as well as the distance that has been traversed. This reveals 
how the person sees himself/herself in relationship to a goal, solution or problem. 
(Hays & Lyons, 1981, p. 209)  
They provided a similar rationale in their analysis of results for therapeutic use: 
With the addition of the dot (representing self) placed in the bridge drawing, the 
therapist and patient can gain a concrete statement of where the patient is located 
in the picture. Patients report, even after repeated bridge drawings , how revealing 
it is to know where they are in the total schema of things. (Hays & Lyons, 1981, 
p. 213) 
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Hays and Lyons also reported that “[patients] particularly found it easy to respond to the 
concreteness of self (the dot) in relation to the other symbolic parts of the drawing” 
(1981, p. 215). 
In their report of their initial study of adolescents, Hays and Lyons organized their 
findings into the 12 variables which they said were “most helpful” (1981, p. 209) in 
bridge drawing analysis. These 12 variables included, but expanded beyond, the 
directives of somewhere, someplace, the arrow, and the dot.   
 
Results of the Bridge Drawing Assessment Study: 12 Variables 
Based on their evaluation of this one-time study, Hays and Lyons (1981) 
identified twelve characteristics which they proposed might be useful when assessing 
bridge drawings.  They developed these characteristics according to principles described 
by Hammer (1958) in The Clinical Application of Projective Drawings, which identified 
“size, pressure, stroke, detailing, symmetry, placement, motion and defective synthesis as 
some of the variables utilized to address the expressive components of projective 
drawings in general” (as cited in Hays & Lyons, 1981, p. 208).  
  Hays and Lyons’ (1981) twelve graphic characteristics were Directionality, 
Placement of self in picture, Places drawn on either side of the bridge, Solidarity of 
bridge attachment, Emphasis by elaboration, Bridge construction, Type of bridge 
depicted, Matter under the bridge, Vantage point of the viewer, Axis of the paper, 
Consistency of the gestalt, and Written associations to the drawing. Each of these is 
described in more detail below.   
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Directionality 
 Directionality is defined as the direction of travel, represented by an arrow drawn 
in the picture. Arrows indicating travel from left to right travel were most common, with 
75% of subjects reporting this directionality. Hays & Lyons (1981) indicated that the left 
side could be considered the past and the right side, the future, because in Western 
culture people read from left to right.  This perspective is consistent with perspective of 
many in the art therapy community, and it was upon this clinical perspective that Hays 
and Lyons (1981) based their interpretation.  However, due to lack of clinical proof of 
this interpretation there are problems with the internal validity of this point. 
          A bi-directional arrow was the second most prevalent indicator at 20%, and was 
attributed to an interpretation of the directive to indicate the direction of travel as “which 
way could you travel” (Hays & Lyons, 1981, p. 209).  The authors also remarked that 
right-to-left directionality in the drawing was especially important, as that might be an 
indication of backward motion. 
 
Placement of Self In Picture 
The subjects in the study had varying placement, but the majority placed their 
dots somewhere between the left side and the middle of the paper (Hays & Lyons, 1981). 
Where subjects placed the dots in the picture indicated to the Hays and Lyons where the 
subjects were in relation to their goals or resolution of conflicts. 
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Places Drawn on Either Side of the Bridge 
 The representations on each side of the bridge indicated to the artist a connection 
to a goal.  Half of the subjects studied did not connect their bridges to anything.  Of those 
who did, Hays and Lyons found three categories of associations: named landmasses, 
symbolic connections and unidentified places (Hays & Lyons, 1981). When subjects 
described named land masses the authors stated, “These were considered concrete or 
realistic responses because they referred to a specific bridge familiar to the subject” (p. 
209).  Examples of symbolic connections were given as “Heaven-Hell, civilized-
uncivilized and reality-fantasy” (p. 209).  Attachments to the bridge were thought to be 
associated with the subject’s emotional attachment to the past or their wish for the future. 
Hays and Lyons (1981) associated these most often with adolescents’ feelings of hope or 
hopelessness. 
 
Solidarity of Bridge Attachments 
  How well the bridge was drawn in the area attached to any land was evaluated in 
terms of how grounded it appeared.  As noted above, half of the subjects did not make 
any attachments at all; in the other half, Hays and Lyons noted that the right/future side 
was not as well attached and, in their opinion less grounded, than the left/past (Hays & 
Lyons, 1981).  Solidarity allowed further assessment of attitudes of hope or hopelessness 
towards elements to be overcome: hope was associated with secure attachments and 
hopelessness with insecure attachments (Hays & Lyons, 1981).  
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Emphasis by Elaboration 
Emphasis by elaboration was defined as areas of the drawing that the artist spent 
more time, as indicated by greater attention to detail and/or more pressure in the lines 
drawn in those areas compared to other parts of the drawing. Elaboration was also 
evaluated in terms of  “attention to details, space utilization, color, numbers and types of 
items included” (Hays & Lyons, 1981, p. 213).  Overall they stated that the place where 
elaboration was found in the drawing represented “a wish to regress, progress, or just 
communicate” (p. 213).   
Hays and Lyons reported that 95% of the subjects gave the most attention to detail 
to the bridge itself, and understood this as emphasizing the importance of the bridge, “not 
merely its use as means to an end” (Hays & Lyons, 1981, p. 209). Because the bridge is a 
communicative element, elaboration of it indicated a wish to communicate.  
Hays and Lyons (1981) also reported that emphasis on either side of the bridge 
was meaningful. If greater elaboration was observed on the past/left side, Hays and 
Lyons suggested there might be a desire to regress.  Elaboration of the future/right side 
indicated a desire to progress (Hays & Lyons, 1981, p. 209).  
 
Bridge Construction 
The authors defined bridge construction in terms of the materials of which the 
bridge was apparently made.  “The materials used to build the bridge will show the 
strength of the bridge and the commitment to maintain the communication” (Hays & 
Lyons, 1981, p. 209). They also found that that subjects associated strength of the bridge 
with the type of construction material. The most common  materials depicted were 
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steel/metal at 65% and wood at 15%.  Hays and Lyons interpreted the use of metal to 
indicate strength (1981, p. 209).  
 
Type of Bridge Depicted 
 The types of bridge depicted referred to the architectural style of the bridge. 
Findings indicated that most subjects drew bridges which they knew from their 
experience or environment. The arch-type bridge was used in the majority of female 
drawings, whereas male drawings depicted both suspension and arch bridges equally 
(Hays & Lyons, 1981). Hays and Lyons (1981) did not report anything of further 
significance of this category. 
 
Matter Drawn Under the Bridge 
 Hays and Lyons categorized what subjects drew under their bridges as either 
threatening or non-threatening, with 60% of subjects drawing non-threatening matter. 
Subjects described some threatening associations as “troubled water” and “cold, black 
water” (Hays & Lyons, 1981, p. 209). 
 
Vantage Point of the Viewer 
The authors described three possible views: “eye level, seen from above or seen 
from below” (Hays & Lyons, 1981, p. 209). The view from above, or “bird’s-eye view”, 
was found in 10% of the drawings, which Hays and Lyons interpreted as the subject’s 
“wish for control or power” (1981, p. 209). The view from below, or “worm’s-eye view”, 
was attributed to possible feelings of inferiority, but was found in only one drawing. 
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Some drawings represented a mixed view, which the authors attributed to problems with 
the subject’s perspective (Hays & Lyons, 1981).  
 
Axis of the Paper 
Hays and Lyons defined two categories for placement of the axis of the paper: 
vertical and horizontal. They reported that the concept of the bridge seemed readily 
associated with a horizontal axis, as this was seen in 84% of the subjects’ drawing. The 
authors stated, “Those who chose the vertical axis did not connect the bridge to anything 
on either side. Perhaps this axis was used as a defense against making any connections to 
the bridge” (Hays & Lyons, 1981, p. 211). 
 
Consistency of the Gestalt 
The picture as a whole was evaluated, based on the assumption that “any 
indications that parts of the picture did not seem to fit with others would show 
incongruity,” and defined two categories of consistency, harmonious and incongruous, 
with the latter being a drawing that seemed to have parts which did not fit (Hays & 
Lyons, 1981, p. 211).  
 
Written Associations to the Drawing 
Student were given the options to describe their pictures in the own words, on the 
back of the drawing (Hays & Lyons, 1981, p. 208).  Hays and Lyons reported that most 
subjects used the written associations to describe “physical qualities of the bridge, what 
the bridge crossed over, or what was on either side of the bridge” (Hays & Lyons, 1981, 
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p. 211). Hays and Lyons(1981) did not indicate what percentage of subjects chose to give 
written associations. 
 
Clinical Applications of Hays and Lyons Research 
        After studying data collected from administration of Bridge Drawing Assessment to 
a normal adolescent population, Hays and Lyons (1981) evaluated its use with a 
treatment population and reported that certain of the foregoing 12 variables yielded useful 
information about their patients.  
 Hays and Lyons (1981) said, 
The ten variables proving to be most useful in therapy were: directionality, 
attachment, elaboration, matter crossed, viewer vantage point, placement of self, 
places the bridge connects, bridge construction, associations and synthesis of the 
picture. These ten items illustrate the benefits derived by the patient and therapist 
in addressing issues relevant to change. (p. 213)  
 Hays and Lyons interpreted solidarity of attachment as an indication of patients’ 
concerns feelings regarding the place where the bridge was attached.  If the attachment 
was to a real place or an imagined place the authors felt this indicated, respectively, 
commitment towards goals or a lack of serious intent in therapy (1981, p. 213).  By 
looking at where the emphasis occurred, on the left or right side, or on certain objects 
such as the bridge, Hays and Lyons(1981) said they could assess where the patients focus 
was: in the past (regressive) or in the future (progressive) (p. 213).  Hays and Lyons 
(1981) linked the vantage point of the viewer in the drawing to the patient’s style of 
communication in the following manner: “honest (close and eye level), controlling 
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(above) or insecure (below)” (p. 213).  Goal adherence and communication style can be 
assessed by the evaluation of the construction of the bridge (Hays & Lyons, 1981, p. 
213). 
Hays and Lyons said the consistency of the gestalt was most helpful when used in 
the group setting where “it appeared quite easy for group members to see whether or not 
a drawing was integrated or confused, and they were able to address their peers regarding 
the quality of statements made in the drawing” (1981, p. 213). 
 Overall Hays and Lyons (1981) said that “Patients reported an ease in associating 
to the bridge drawing when compared to other art therapy tasks” (p. 210). 
 In conclusions, Hays and Lyons (1981) stated:  
We have found twelve variables appearing in the bridge drawing which can be 
useful in the interpretation of the drawing and also act as a springboard for further 
communication with the patient. The drawing, like the real bridge it was patterned 
after, makes connections for people, helps in problem-solving or overcoming 
obstacles, and aids in communication. (pp. 215, 217)  
The main limitation of Hays and Lyons’ (1981) study was that the interpretation of the 
twelve categories was based primarily upon the authors’ own observations and clinical 
experiences.  There are minimal empirical data to support their findings. 
 
Further Research Using the Bridge Drawing Assessment 
Since the publication of Hays and Lyons’ report on the Bridge Drawing 
Assessment in 1981, the bridge drawing has been an assessment used in five masters’ 
theses in which it was utilized: to provide a prognosis for aftercare in substance abusers 
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(Meserve, 1989); to assess responsiveness to AIDS treatment (Landley, 1990);  to 
diagnose eating disorders (Scardino, 1994); or to predict relapse in substance abuse after 
detoxification (Pletnick, 1996).  The Bridge Drawing Assessment was also used in 
conjunction with other assessment tools in Rachel Braun’s (2008) thesis that focused on 
metaphor and chronic pain. 
 
Meserve 
  For her 1989 thesis, An Art Technique to Provide a Prognosis of Continued 
Patient Aftercare Therapy for Substance Abusers, Meserve(1989) conducted a pilot study 
in which the hypothesis was “that art therapists’ blind rating of two bridge drawings 
made by a substance abuse inpatient at beginning and end of treatment, would provide a 
prognosis of continuing aftercare equivalent to that of the attending psychologist’s 
prognosis” (Meserve, 1989, p. 59).  
The study was comprised of 10 adult subjects – all volunteers – of both genders 
who were at a private hospital substance abuse unit following detoxification treatment 
(Meserve, 1989, p. 59). The data collection included the administration of the bridge 
drawing to these 10 inpatients “during their regular art therapy session, therefore, subjects 
had available to them, a full range of media” (Meserve, 1989, p. 60).  
The data analysis was performed by “Four registered art therapists [who] met in a 
group in the same room and individually blind rated each subject’s initial and final 
drawings of the bridge technique” (Meserve, 1989, p. 61).  The analysis of the blind 
raters was based upon the twelve variables identified by Hays and Lyons (1981).  The 
data analysis also included a psychologist, who used Yalom’s therapeutic factors of 
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instillation of hope, interpersonal learning, cohesiveness, and imparting of information 
(Meserve, 1989).  The results of factors, combined with the psychologist’s prior 
knowledge of the patients, were compared to those of the four art therapists.  
The psychologist evaluated the patients according to Yalom’s four factors on a 
zero-to-seven scale, where zero was exceptional and seven was regressing.  The art 
therapists evaluated the patients using the twelve characteristics described by Hays and 
Lyons (1981), by describing them as Improving (I), No Change (N) or Regressing (R).  
Both the psychologist and art therapists were asked to give drawings a good, fair or poor 
value, and the give their opinions regarding the likelihood that the person would continue 
their treatment on an outpatient basis (Meserve, 1989). To test her hypothesis that there 
would be no statistic difference between prognosis ratings by art therapists evaluating 
subjects’ drawings and psychologists evaluation of Yalom’s therapeutic factors (p. 63), 
Merserve (1989) compared the two sets of results using Hayslett’s binomial tests after 
validity problems using Siegel’s X squared one sample test.  Meserve (1989) also used 
population correlation to account for the differences between the interval scales of the art 
therapist raters and the psychologist raters (p. 94). 
Meserve (1989) found no statistical correlation (less than 0.05) between the 
psychologist’s and art therapists’ ratings of prognosis, either on the nominal scale of 
Good, Fair or Poor, or by comparing the psychologist’s evaluation Yalom’s four factors 
to the art therapists’ ratings of the 12 bridge drawing variables. However, she did find a 
positive correlation when between the psychologist’s use of Yalom’s four factors and a 
subset of the 12 bridge drawing variables used by the art therapists, namely: placement of 
self in the picture; places drawn on either side of the bridge; solidarity of bridge 
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attachments; and matter drawn under the bridge.  The implications are that when 
comparing art therapists ratings to criteria specific to that field it is important to make 
sure the criterion are equivalent or statistical measurements may show a misleading lack 
of validity.  Meserve (1989) also found positive correlations between nominal prognosis 
and the ratings given, on their respective scales, by the psychologist and art therapists. 
In her analysis of the data, Meserve (1989) reported that the major limitations of 
her research were the use of non-compatible variables and rating instruments, as she 
explained: 
In retrospect, it is believed that for the art therapist’s rating of a patient’s two 
drawings that a scale should have been used that was the same as that provided to 
the psychologists; this is the 0 to 7 scale. Additionally while it is considered of 
importance that the art therapist evaluator be familiar with all twelve Hays and 
Lyons variables and look for them and their progress between drawings, a rating 
based of four variables which are considered of high importance would yield a 
more manageable assessment. (p. 121) 
In her conclusion Meserve (1989) also remarked on the limitations introduced by 
the use of blind raters in this study. She suggested that, if the raters had been familiar 
with their subjects’ histories and had met with each subject individually, they could have 
given a more comprehensive assessment of the subject.  A possible implication of this 
finding may be that if the art therapy raters had the same information about subjects that 
was available to the psychologist raters, in addition to viewing the artwork, they may 
have shown an advantage in predicting outcomes to treatment follow-through. 
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Landley 
The hypothesis of Carol Landley’s (1990) master’s thesis was that the bridge 
drawing assessment, done with an AIDS patient population, would be a predictor of their 
response to treatment given for their medical condition. Landley (1990) stated, “The art 
therapy projective test was used to determine the mental outlook of a group of similarly 
afflicted patients, and from this the response of the patients to their medical treatment 
was postulated” (p. ii). A total of 13 subjects, all diagnosed as HIV-positive, participated 
in the beginning of her study. 
The data were collected by an independent test administrator. The subjects were 
provided with a 12”x 18” piece of drawing paper, a pencil, and assorted fine-tipped 
markers. The subjects were given the directives for the bridge drawing assessment as 
provided by Hays and Lyons (1981).  When completed, the drawings were collected by 
the test administrator, assigned an identification number, and sent to Landley, who then 
had them evaluated by a group of registered art therapists (ATRs) to rate (Landley, 1990).  
A second bridge drawing was also collected, but only four subjects of the original ten 
were available to provide the follow-up drawing. 
 Raters were provided with written instructions, the definition of the 12 variables 
described by Hays and Lyons (1981), and an evaluation form.  On the form raters were 
asked to evaluate and comment on each variable; and then, based on these factors, to rate 
the patient’s prognosis as Good, Fair or Poor.  The criteria for these ratings, agreed upon 
and defined by Landley and the participant’s physicians, were: 
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Good – The patient’s mental outlook seems good. No major signs of depression 
are evident. 
Fair – The patient’s mental outlook seems fair.  Depression indicators are 
moderate. 
Poor – The Patient’s mental outlook seems poor. There are major indications of 
depression. (Landley, 1990, p. 31) 
There was no visual guide given to the raters, and the raters scored the data 
independently.  
The physician also evaluated the subjects three months after the drawing task was 
performed, to give their opinion regarding the patients’ response to their treatment. They 
also rated each patient’s prognosis as Good, Fair and Poor, which were defined as: 
Good – The patient’s condition is unchanged. There are no more complications 
due to the HIV infection since the beginning of the study. 
Fair – The Patient’s condition is depleting. There are no new serious infections or 
diseases, but the patient may be suffering from weight loss, fatigue, 
unexplained fever or minor infections related to the HIV infection. 
Poor – The Patient’s condition is seriously deteriorated, and he/she is headed 
towards the final stages of the disease. (Landley, 1990, p. 31) 
By the time Landley was ready to analyze the data, three of the subjects had 
moved out of the area and were not available for the physicians’ evaluations, leaving 
Landley to analyze the results for 10 of the original 13 subjects. 
Landley used a scatter plot to look for correlations between the art therapists’ and 
physicians’ ratings, but did not otherwise describe how she had analyzed the data to 
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determine the percentage of agreement between raters.  She reported “a strong positive 
correlation between the predictive evaluations of the ATR’s and the observational 
evaluation of the medical doctor” (Landley, 1990, p. 49) in six of 10 subjects. Of the four 
that did not show a positive correlation, Landley theorized that two could be attributed to 
rater bias to the subjects.  The results for the remaining two were complicated by them 
being a married couple, which Landley thought could have affected their artwork in this 
assessment.  
 Landley described the limitations of her study as limited time and sample size, 
and the fact that raters were not totally blind, since they knew the participants had been 
diagnosed as HIV positive.  Landley also suggested further study of Hays and Lyons’ 
(1981) interpretation that left and right are linked with past and future, because these 
might not be applicable in subjects with a fatal diagnosis (Landley, 1990). Landley also 
suggested that the ATRs’ non-controlled environments while rating drawings could have 
affected their process. She also indicated potential problems with inter-rater variability 
(Landley, 1990). 
 
Scardino 
 Karen Scardino (1994) also used the bridge drawing assessment in her master’s 
thesis which compared the bridge drawings of women diagnosed with eating disorders 
with the bridge drawings of women without that diagnosis to observe for differences in 
graphic indicators between populations. In a sample of 20 women, half with an eating 
disorder diagnosis and half with no diagnosis, she had blind raters compare the bridge 
drawings of the two populations for differences.   
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Each rater was given written directions for rating, and a checklist containing 11 of 
the 12 categories identified by Hays and Lyons (1981).  Consistency of the Gestalt was 
not evaluated by Scardino.  The raters were given more extensive written descriptions 
about the artwork  the subjects than requested in the original Hays and Lyons (1981) 
study; no visual references for scoring were provided.  
The data were analyzed by calculating percentages of similar characteristics in 
each variable and comparing the results between raters.  A summary of the results 
showed that the three variables with the most variation between populations were places 
drawn on either side of the bridge, bridge construction, and type of bridge drawn.  
Similarities between the two groups were noted in four categories: placement of self, 
directionality, axis of the paper, and what was drawn under the bridge.  Scardino (1994) 
suggested that the similarities could be attributed to the fact that all participants had 
recently graduated from a master’s degree program and thus were all going through a 
transition in their lives. 
Scardino (1994) noted a problem with inter-rater reliability, as raters had differing 
definitions of what a concept such as elaboration looks like in a drawing. Scardino(1994) 
therefore suggested that future studies should do more to control for these differences by 
clarifying definitions, and giving raters have a better idea of what they should be looking 
for in each scoring category.  She also recommended that in future studies, more 
standardized information should be provided by subjects and given to raters for each 
variable (1994) (see Appendix G). 
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Pletnick 
The fourth thesis research which used the bridge drawing assessment was Carol 
Pletnick’s (1996) master’s thesis. In her study Pletnick hypothesized that “the use of the 
bridge drawing test can be a prognostic indicator of treatment compliance for [substance 
abuse] patients after detoxification” (p. 44).  
The study included 16 subjects from two different adult detoxification units.  All 
were provided with written instructions to complete their bridge drawing assessment, 
which was a variation on the 1981 original study conducted by Hays and Lyons (Pletnick, 
1996). After the subjects completed their drawing on 12” x 18” paper, using their choice 
of fine or thick tip markers or pencil, they were instructed to put their drawings into 
envelopes which were then coded, to allow for blind rating of the study (Pletnick, 1996).  
Pletnick (1996) evaluated follow up in aftercare by having a phone call placed to 
the detoxification program to which subjects had been referred within two weeks of their 
discharge: “The referral source was asked simply if the individual registered in the 
program or not” (p. 47). Pletnick analyzed the data by dividing the drawings into two 
groups of patients: those who complied with aftercare, and those who did not. Pletnick 
(1996) then used a master checklist which she had created which was a tool to evaluate 
factors such as defenses and psychosexual stage seen in the artwork (Levick), 
developmental stages appearing in artwork (Lowenfeld), and other criteria for motivation 
for treatment in substance abuse populations outside of the art therapy field (p. 47). The 
art media used and which hand was used to draw the artwork was also included in 
information evaluated to try and determine internal motivation variables and external 
motivation variables (p. 47).  
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Pletnick concluded that “of the Twelve variables identified in the Hays and Lyons 
study (1981) five provided a prognostic indication of treatment compliance for the 
subjects in this study. They are directionality, emphasis by elaboration, placement of self, 
type of bridge and matter crossed over” (Pletnick, 1996, p. 145).  She also found that 
subjects “using a full range of colors were more likely to follow through with aftercare” 
(p. 145). 
 
Braun 
 Rachel Braun’s (2008) thesis The Use of Metaphor in Art Making for Acceptance 
and Change with People Who Experience Chronic Pain used the Bridge Drawing 
Assessment as one of her “multiple sources of data” (p. 53) that also included self-report 
measures for chronic pain acceptance (CPAQ) and stages of change associated with pain 
(PSOCQ). Along with the bridge drawing, participants were asked to make a “storm 
drawing” (p. 53) and open-ended interviews were completed for both drawings. Braun 
(2008) also incorporated data from participants’ medical records and participant’s 
responses to a validation interview that were collected one month after the initial data 
collection session.  
 The study was designed for ten participants. Eight people responded to 
recruitment flyers but only four participated in the study; the other four were excluded 
due to lack of adequate availability to fully participate in the data collection process. The 
participants were English-speaking adults between the ages of 18-80 in treatment at a 
Philadelphia area pain clinic with chronic pain condition existing for at least 6 months. 
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The data collected was analyzed through a “collective case study format” (Braun, 2008, 
p. 71) which coded data for emergent themes from which categories of meaning were 
created. Each of the four cases was analyzed through this process and then data was 
compared between cases.  
 Braun’s stated objective in using the Bridge Drawing Assessment was “to 
understand the meaning of the images created, the process of describing the images and 
the experience of creating a bridge as a metaphor for change in the chronic pain 
experience” (p. 60). In her presentation of Results, Braun (2008) compared the 
participants’ answers on the Pain Stages of Change Questionnaire and the predominant 
themes presented in verbalizations to the Bridge Drawing Assessment and found that “the 
lack of overlap in themes among the participants in this section seems to correlate with 
the fact that the four participants scored into three different stages of change” (p. 160).  
Braun (2008) reported finding that both drawing assessments and responses 
participant gave regarding their drawing process all elicited responses regarding 
acceptance to change. The emergent theme identified was “the act of openness in 
partaking of the drawing tasks and interview seems to indicate a willingness to change” 
(p. 183) 
The research focus of Braun’s 2008 thesis was not the Bridge Drawing 
Assessment and therefore no conclusions were generated specific to that assessment. In 
describing her study’s limitations in the Discussion chapter, Braun wrote that while the 
assessments using the bridge and storm as projective objects for acceptance and change, 
each of these assessments showed a correlation to their related concept. She said that this 
phenomenon may have been influenced by the focus of the open-ended responsive 
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interview being geared toward collecting data regarding acceptance and change, 
indicating there was no clear evidence to support that either of the specific drawing 
assessments chosen were in fact better than any other in eliciting projective information 
about acceptance or change. Later in her thesis, Braun recommended that future research 
look at each metaphor separately or that participants chose their own metaphor for 
acceptance or change to see if there is an emergent theme of a graphic indicator repeated 
in the data.  
 
Summary of Current Bridge Drawing Research 
 In both Meserve (1989) and Landley (1990), specific bridge drawing variables 
were not explored individually, as the focus of their studies was comparing prognostic 
ability between art therapist blind raters and either physician (Meserve) or psychologists 
(Landley).  Scardino (1994) explored the variables individually but concluded that it was 
as the “collective whole” (p. iii) that provided the most useful information to the 
clinician. Scardino (1994) did find a major significant variable which showed divergence 
between an eating disorder (anorectic) population and a non eating disorder population 
which was “the strength of the bridges drawn” (p. 22), with the anorectic population 
appearing to draw weaker bridges (e.g., foot bridges) (p. iii). Written association in the 
eating disorder populations were found by Scardino (1994) to be “highly intellectualized, 
symbolic or abstract” (p. 73) in contrast to what she termed “more reality based and 
concrete” (p. 73) in the non eating disorder population. Scardino related this finding to 
the use of intellectualization, denial and avoidance to defend against their feelings (p. 73). 
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 Both Landley (1990) and Pletnick (1996) included observations regarding the use 
of the arrow to indicate direction of travel. Landley recommended that it would be 
important to clarify the meanings associated to direction of travel in a specific population. 
She questioned whether the same criteria for evaluation of direction of travel would be 
applicable in a population diagnosed with a terminal illness.  She suggested that in this 
population, either no movement or looking back towards the past might be positive, with 
the former keeping patients connected to a time in their lives when they were healthier 
(right to left arrow), and the latter indicating patients were not progressing to a worsening 
stage in their illness.  Pletnick (1996) observed a particular use of the arrow use in the 
substance abuse population: “This study finds that the use of more than one arrow 
following the dot is an indicator of noncompliance with aftercare recommendation” (p. 
132). 
 Meserve, Scardino and Pletnick all reported findings in the area of Placement of 
Self in the Picture. Meserve (1989) noted it as important, but did not specify or explain 
why she thought that.  She did state:  
It is interesting to note that the one instruction almost universally ignored by the 
substance abuse patients, was to place a dot to indicate where the person is on the 
picture. It appears that the request in nearly all cases was interpreted to draw a 
person or an object…. It would be an interesting study to compare this directive 
with different populations. (p.122) 
Pletnick (1996), who later evaluated a substance abuse population using the bridge 
drawing, reported a finding that “that exclusion of a dot represents the individuals strong 
denial of self and the situation (detoxification) that they currently face. It also represents 
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the lack of self esteem and the problems with identity seen in the substance abuse 
population” (p. 133).  
Pletnick also reported the finding that, regarding Emphasis through Elaboration, 
“the results indicate that those who were more willing to express themselves affectually 
(through the use of color) and to communicate these feelings via the artwork were more 
likely to register in aftercare” (p.130). 
Scardino (1994) made a statement in agreement with Hays and Lyons (1981), that 
placement on bridge was hypothesized as an indicator able to show commitment to 
communication. Pletnick (1996) also asserted a similar finding to the bridge as a 
communicative element: 
I agree with Hays and Lyons (1981) in their finding that the bridge represents the 
communicative element of the drawing. It is the opinion of this researcher that 
those individuals that did not follow through with aftercare plans placed emphasis 
on the here and now, the bridge, and chose not to explore other areas such as the 
past (the area behind the dot) or the future (the area ahead of the dot). They 
simply communicated where they were, in a detoxification program, by 
emphasizing the bridge. In contrast, 71% of the individuals that registered in 
aftercare from both detox A and B placed emphasis either on the environment on 
both sides of the bridge or on equal parts of the picture. Their pictures are more 
globally focused and included emphasis on past, present and future events.  (p. 
135) 
Meserve (1989) also identified Solidarity of Bridge Attachments and Places 
Drawn on Either Side of the Bridge as important in her observation but provided no 
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rationale for isolating these elements, along with Placement of Self in the Picture and 
Matter Drawn Under the Bridge, for comparison to Four of Yalom’s Therapeutic Factors 
(Installation of Hope, Interpersonal Learning, Cohesiveness and Imparting Information) 
(p. 137). Pletnick (1996) identified a link between Bridge Attachments and Places Drawn 
on Either Side stating, “Inclusion of a place is needed to identify an attachment” (p. 134), 
but she did not find the Solidarity of Bridge Attachments a significant prognostic variable 
for aftercare follow up.  As noted above, Pletnick (1996) did find that “further inclusion 
of two places represent one’s commitment to making the transition between these two 
places whether it is aftercare or home” (p. 134). 
Although Meserve (1989) reported Matter Under the Bridge to be important as a 
prognostic indicator for substance abusers following up with recommended aftercare, 
Scardino (1994) cautioned that Matter under Bridge had poor inter-rater reliability in her 
study due to what she felt was “lack of understanding by the raters as to what exactly 
threatening or non-threatening matter looks like” (p. 69). 
 Due to her observance with problems in inter-rater reliability amongst art 
therapist raters, Scardino (1994) recommended future researchers collect expanded 
written associations to drawing. She created the “Scardino Association Sheet for The 
Bridge Drawing Projective” (p. 93) (see Appendix G) with a list of questions she felt 
would clarify meanings in a more focused and defined manner to be able to better 
understand what the subject was attempting to communicate through their bridge 
drawing.  
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 A detailed comparison of how Meserve (1989), Landley (1990), Scardino (1994) 
and Pletnick (1996) each used the Bridge Drawing Assessment in their respective theses 
appears in Appendix J.  
Notably, Braun (2008) provided an example for an alternate framework to process 
the Bridge Drawing Assessment data.  
For instance, participant C’s drawing of a bridge (figure 5) may also indicate what 
is going on somatically; if the arch of the bridge were viewed as the arch of her 
foot, the dot on the bridge might be viewed as the tender area of her foot where 
nerve fibers are affected. This sort of information may in turn offer the clinician a 
better understanding of the pain experience. (pp. 185-186) 
No previous research had linked the bridge as a projection of the self and the dot 
indicating a location on a conflict or issue within the self prior to this research. 
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY 
 
Design 
 Grounded Theory is the research design that was applied to this research study. 
Grounded theory is defined as 
inductively derived from the study of the phenomenon it represents. That is, it is 
discovered, developed, and provisionally verified through systematic data 
collection and analysis of data pertaining to that phenomenon. Therefore, data 
collection, analysis and theory stand in reciprocal relationship with each other. 
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 23) 
The objective of this study was to investigate pictorial and verbal responses to the 
bridge drawing in a normal population. The responses were analyzed or coded using the 
Strauss and Corbin (1990) and Charmez (2006) texts in the development of theory in 
regards to metaphor, symbolism and meanings that are useful in understanding the Bridge 
Drawing Assessment process.  
 
Location and Time 
This study was conducted in a Drexel University conference room located on 
Hahnemann Center City Campus in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. It began following 
approval by the IRB and ended May 1, 2009. 
 
Enrollment 
This study was designed to recruit ten healthy adult university students, between 
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the ages eighteen and sixty-five, from the Drexel University student body population. Six 
subjects responded within the open recruitment period, all six subjects that responded 
were eligible to participate in the study. Females and males from varied age, race, and 
socio-economic status were eligible for this study.   
 
Subject Type 
Participants/subjects included healthy adult university student volunteers. This 
population was considered “normal” or in absence of having a mental illness as defined 
by the DSM IV (APA, 1994). The usage of this population was to develop baseline data 
in beginning theory development.   
 
Subject Source 
Participants/subjects were recruited from the student body at Drexel University’s 
Hahnemann Center City Campus in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and Drexel University’s 
Main Campus in West Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
 
Recruitment 
Recruitment method for this study was through posting requests, in flyer form, 
posted in the New College Building at Drexel University’s Hahnemann Center City 
Campus in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and the Drexel University’s Main Campus 
location in West Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The flyer (see Appendix A) provided the 
title of the study, a description of the inclusion and exclusion criteria and instructions for 
contacting the researcher by telephone. In addition, information about a small stipend, 
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which was offered upon completion of agreed upon research participation requirements, 
was included in the flyer. The first ten individuals that met the inclusion criteria as 
determined through a telephone screening interview (see Appendix B) and agreed to 
participate in the study were recruited.  The participants were recruited one-by-one and 
data collection began once they agreed to participate in the study, reviewed the informed 
consent process with the co-investigator, and signed the consent form. The recruitment 
period was closed before ten participants were recruited. Due to time constraints of 
completing the research project, the recruitment period was closed after three months 
with only six participants. The flyers were removed once the recruitment period was 
closed. Anyone who responded after the recruitment had stopped were informed that the 
study was closed. 
The researcher had initial contact by telephone with participants when they 
responded to the recruitment flyer. At that time they were screened to determine if they 
met the inclusion criteria for the study.  A telephone script (see Appendix B) was read to 
the participant detailing the inclusion and exclusion criteria which qualified or 
disqualified them for participation in the research project. If they met the inclusion 
criteria and wished to participate in the study, a meeting was scheduled to review 
informed consent (see Appendix D) and collect data. Participants were compensated at 
the conclusion of this meeting. 
 
Subject Inclusion Criteria 
• Healthy undergraduate and graduate students ages 18-65, who were enrolled at 
Drexel University’s Hahnemann Center City Campus or Drexel University’s 
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Main Campus location in West Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
• Students who were undergraduates must have been enrolled in and attending 
school for two consecutive years. Graduate students must have been enrolled and 
attended for one year. These criteria had been introduced in order to minimize the 
risk of enrolling students who may have been more psychologically or 
emotionally vulnerable. 
 
Subject Exclusion Criteria 
• Individuals who were faculty or staff members at Drexel University’s Center City 
Hahnemann Campus.  
• Individuals who were enrolled in the Creative Arts in Therapy Graduate Program 
at Drexel University’s Hahnemann Center City Campus. 
• Undergraduate students with less than two years of consecutive enrollment and 
attendance. 
• Graduate students with less than one year of enrollment and attendance. 
 
Instrumentation 
Bridge Drawing 
For the purposes of this study, a Bridge Drawing was created following the first 
three directives listed in Hays and Lyons’ 1981 article, “The Bridge Drawing: A 
Projective Technique for Assessment in Art Therapy.”  They are the following: 
• Draw a picture of a bridge going from some place to some place. 
• Indicate with an arrow the direction of travel. 
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• Place a dot to indicate where you are in the picture. 
The directives were modified from the Hays and Lyons article where they not applicable 
to this specific research project. The fact that there was an interview with the participants 
substituted for the request for a written description. Also subjects were given  the 
directives before beginning to draw, differing from Hays and Lyons (1981) who gave the 
directive to draw the bridge first and then gave the rest of their directives once most 
subjects had completed their Bridge Drawings. 
Participants/subjects were provided with a blank sheet of 12”x 18” white drawing 
paper as well as variety of markers, colored pencils, crayons, and a number two lead 
pencil to complete their bridge drawing. Thirty minutes were provided to complete this 
drawing; a five minute warning of time was given as well as a one minute wrap-up. 
 
Semi-Structured Interview 
For the purpose of this study, one semi-structured interview was conducted 
following the completion of the Bridge Drawing. The interview was audio recorded. The 
researcher directed broad questions (see Appendix C) to the participant/subject. The 
interviews primarily focused on the story the participant associated with the bridge 
drawing they had created.   
 
Informed Consent (20 minutes) 
The first twenty minutes of the meeting was devoted to the informed consent 
process. Participants/subjects were informed of the purpose and procedures of the study, 
and reviewed their rights in regards to this study. The participants were informed that the 
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data collection session was being audio taped. These recordings were identified by a 
subject identification number and kept in a locked cabinet in the Hahnemann Creative 
Arts in Therapies offices at Drexel University.  The subject was informed that the audio 
tapes would be erased, cut and discarded upon the completion of this research. 
Participants/subjects were informed that their artwork would be reproduced as part of this 
research, but that no identifying information would be attached to any artwork.  Each was 
given the option to have their artwork returned to them once the research project had 
been completed.   
Participants/subjects were asked to reflect back to the researcher that they 
understood what was expected of them in their own words. If the participants/subjects 
demonstrated to the satisfaction of the investigator that they comprehended the 
procedures of the research study, the participant/subject was asked by the researcher to 
sign two identical copies of the informed consent (see Appendix D), one to leave with the 
participant and the second copy to be filed securely in the Hahnemann Creative Arts in 
Therapy offices. 
 
Data Collection 
The data collection session was divided into two parts. The art-making segment 
lasted up to thirty minutes. The semi-structured interview segment lasted up to one hour 
and was recorded electronically by the researcher during the interview. 
Participant/subjects were assigned a research number which they were asked to use as an 
identifier on their drawing and in recordings to protect their identities. 
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Data Collection I – The Bridge Drawing  (30 minutes) 
Participants/subjects were provided with a 12”x 18” sheet of white drawing paper 
and various art materials including markers, colored pencils, crayons, and a number two 
drawing pencil. They were given the following directives: 
• You may use any of the provided materials 
• Draw a picture of a bridge going from some place to some place (Hays & 
Lyons, 1981). 
• Indicate with an arrow the direction of travel (Hays & Lyons, 1981). 
• Place a dot to indicate where you are in the picture (Hays & Lyons, 1981). 
• You will be given 30 minutes to complete this drawing; you will be told 
when you have five minutes remaining and be given a one minute wrap-up 
notice. If you are finished before the 30 minute allotted time period you 
may inform the researcher. 
 
Data Collection II – Semi-Structured Interview (60 minutes) 
Once the drawing task had been completed the interview phase commenced. The 
process began with Interview questions that included, but were not limited to the 
following: 
A. Tell me about your drawing? 
B. Where did you place your self on the bridge?  
1. Probe-What made you choose that place on the bridge? 
2. Probe-What is your thinking about where you would be 
going and how you would get there? 
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C. What kind of bridge did you draw?  
1. Probe- What materials is the bridge made of? 
2. Probe-What does it go over? 
3. Probe- How sturdy is the bridge? 
D. What is your direction of travel?   
1. Probe-Which way are you going? What is there? 
2. Probe-What is in the opposite direction?  
                        E.    How did you feel about drawing the bridge? 
       1.  Probe- What was the experience like for you? 
       2.  Probe- Why did you choose you paper direction? 
       3.  Probe- While we were discussing this drawing,  
             did you find yourself thinking about  
             anything related in your life? 
The objective of these questions was to provide the researcher with raw data to begin to 
develop a theory regarding the meaning attached to the elements of the bridge drawing 
and how it could best be utilized as a therapeutic tool. 
 
Data Analysis 
Once the data collection had been completed, the researcher transcribed 
electronically recorded data into written text. Data Analysis followed coding procedures 
recommended by Strauss and Corbin in Basics of Qualitative Research: Grounded 
Theory Procedures and Techniques (1990). The following is a brief overview of how the 
data were analyzed by using Strauss and Corbin’s grounded theory definitions.  
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All data from the participant were put through a coding process, where coding is 
defined as “the process of analyzing data” (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 61). The coding 
process involved looking at a Phenomenon, in this case the response to the Bridge 
Drawing Assessment, and exploring its causal conditions, intervening conditions and the 
concepts involved (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) in the responses to the Bridge Drawing 
Assessment.  A system of categories and sub-categories were established through an open 
coding process to organize the concepts identified of the phenomenon. Category is 
defined as “a classification of concepts. This classification is discovered when concepts 
are compared one against another and appear to pertain to a similar phenomenon. Thus 
the concepts are grouped together under a higher order, more abstract concept called a 
category” (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 61). 
Once categories were established through open coding, axial coding occurred.  
Axial coding is defined as “a set of procedures whereby data are put back together in a 
new way after open coding, by making connections between categories. The axial coding 
process aided in the development of the theory through “uncovering the patterns” 
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 130) in data to see relationships and meaning. This was a 
continual comparative process of taking data from both open coding and axial coding and 
further breaking down the categories into theoretical codes.  From the constant 
comparison of open coding, axial coding and theoretical coding data, a grounded theory 
regarding meanings and the Bridge Drawing Assessment was developed through a 
selective coding process. 
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Possible Risks and Discomforts to Subjects 
The risk in this study was minimal due to the normal healthy subject  
population. There were no invasive procedures involved in this research project. Some 
mild anxiety may have been involved in the art making part of the process if the subject 
was self-conscious regarding his or her drawing ability.  
 
Special Precautions to Minimize Risks or Hazards 
The risks were minimized due to dealing with a healthy subject population of 
“normal” adults. The inclusion criterion requiring students to be established in their 
academic careers also aided in minimizing the risk to this population. Subjects were 
assured that this study was not focusing on their artistic ability and the researcher 
carefully reviewed confidentiality policy to assure their privacy in this process. The 
questioning, although it revealed some personal material, was focused upon the 
metaphoric aspects of the bridge and did not probe to encourage sensitive personal 
material. The participant was informed that they did not have to answer any question that 
caused them undue discomfort and that they could withdraw from the study at any time. 
Participants were informed that they would not receive the stipend if they did not 
complete the data collection process. The metaphoric content and the art materials used 
were chosen to minimize risk to participants. 
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CHAPTER IV: RESULTS 
 
Overview 
The major findings of this study are organized as they emerged through the 
grounded theory coding process: Results of Open Coding; Results of Axial Coding; 
Results of Theoretical Coding; and Results of Selective Coding identifying the central 
theme of the grounded theory. Through these coding processes, a theory of meaning that 
a normal population associates to aspects of the bridge drawing art therapy assessment 
was developed.  The transcriptions of subjects verbal description to their Bridge Drawing 
Assessment process was the primary data analyzed in this study. 
Throughout this chapter, the process of identifying emergent themes leading to 
the selection of the central theme will be explored in greater detail, in order to 
demonstrate how these findings evolved from the research process through data 
collection, and then systematic data evaluation through multiple coding processes, using 
a constant comparative method within and between variables.  
The scope of this study was limited due to a small sample size. In addition the 
sample was non-diverse consisting of college students between the ages of 20-24 of 
Caucasian or Asian ethnicity. The data collection process was limited in design to only 
one contact with subjects during which they created and then described their bridge 
drawing assessment artwork. While keeping these limitations in mind, three central 
phenomena were identified through the constant comparative method of data analysis and 
selection:  1) The gestalt view of life transitions, relationships evoked through memory 
and feeling states; 2) The gestalt view of horizontal, vertical, and diagonal planes of 
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bridge axis, symbolic of social and cognitive development; and 3) The gestalt view of use 
of the bridge, the arrow and the dot in symbolic context.   
The  process of identifying emergent themes will be explored in greater detail 
through this chapter to demonstrate how these findings evolved from the research 
process, through data collection and then the systematic evaluation of data through 
multiple coding processes, using a constant comparative method within and between 
variables.  
 
Subjects 
 The design of the study initially included ten participants but only six participants 
who met the inclusion criteria responded to the recruitment announcements during the 
open phase of data collection. The study was open to volunteers of all age, race and 
gender that met inclusion/exclusion criteria. Of the six subjects four were male, two were 
female. Four were undergraduate students, two were graduate students. Four were 
Caucasian and two were of Asian descent. The age range of participants was 20-24 years 
of age. 
 
Analysis of the Data 
 The data collected in this study included the participants’ responses to creating a 
bridge drawing as documented in  tape recorded semi-structured interviews. The 
interview tapes were  transcribed into written transcripts and analyzed using a grounded 
theory methodology. The results of the analysis contributed to the development of a 
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theory regarding meanings associated to the Bridge Drawing Assessment in a normal 
population.  
The following tables show the progression of this process and are presented in the 
order (open, axial, theoretical, and selective) that the data were examined and then coded. 
The first step of this process was open coding where the data were placed into broad 
categories and then further broken down into the concepts contained in those categories. 
Axial coding involved looking at relationships in the open coding data for themes in 
action/interaction between categories creating sub-categories of data. An analysis of 
subject demographics associated to open coding data was also completed during the axial 
coding process. The next step of the process was theoretical coding using data already 
defined into categories or sub-categories from earlier coding processes. The process of 
developing theoretical sensitivity to data involves looking at it through a different 
analytic framework to create a more robust theory.  A constant comparative method of 
categories and concepts was used to identify emergent themes in the data. Those themes 
were selectively coded into the central category which includes the three central 
phenomena of the ground theory presented at the end of this section. 
 
Results of Open Coding 
Coding procedures are an integral part of the grounded theory process. “Coding 
represents the operations by which data are broken down, conceptualized, and put back 
together in new ways. It is the central process by which theories are built from data” 
(Strauss & Corbin, 1999, p. 57). The first step in the coding procedure is to identify 
themes of particular “phenomena in data” (Strauss & Corbin, 1999, p. 65) and name 
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them, this is called “categorizing” or open coding by Strauss and Corbin (1999, p. 62). 
The name given to the category will be more abstract than the subsequent concepts put in 
the group under it (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 57).  
 Subjects were asked to complete the Bridge Drawing Assessment as described in 
the methods section. They were then asked questions about their Bridge Drawing 
Assessment through a semi-structured interview format.  The verbatim data from these 
interviews were transcribed; coded; systematically categorized; and clustered according 
to their similar properties (see Appendix E). Categories were developed by using a 
constant comparative method seeking trends in subject responses. Trends in subject 
responses were defined by identifying related responses by multiple subjects in a specific 
area. These clusters of related subject responses were then labeled as a category. The 
responses were analyzed for further distinctions within the category, which are the 
concepts presented. The properties of the concepts are the actual verbatim data 
transcribed from the subject interviews.  
Multiple tables were generated, through this data analysis process, which 
represent the identified trends. The categories identified during the open coding process 
are: Meanings Associated to Motivation to Cross the Bridge; Meaning Associated to 
Placement of Self; Symbolism Associated to Bridge Sturdiness; Meaning Associated to 
Material Under the Bridge; Rationale for Use of Horizontal Paper Axis; Associations 
Inclusive of Metaphor/Symbolism; Desired Effect as an Influence of Art Material 
Choice; Associations to Color Choices; and Memories and Associations Evoked from 
Bridge Drawing. 
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 Due to the large amounts of contextual data evaluated in the open coding process, 
only summaries of the verbal associations are included in this chapter. For the full Open 
Coding data complete with properties containing verbatim association from transcription 
see Appendix E for Tables 1 through 9. After each category has been detailed, Table 10: 
Summary of Open Coding Results will follow, which provides a streamlined view of this 
initial coding process. 
 
Category 1- Meanings Associated to Motivation to Cross the Bridge 
In this category three concepts with related areas of responses resulted. Three 
subjects gave responses regarding gaining independence “crossing over to a new point in 
my life, like an unventured territory” and “trying to find as much freedom as possible”.  
Subjects three and six responded within the context of going towards home with subject 
three’s statement “going back to Morrsville, you know, like that was our home” and 
subject six’s “maybe going home”.  Subjects four and five responded that they were not 
moving, although subject five indicated that time was always moving forward and 
therefore they were always in a different place. Subject four identified no motivation to 
move but did identify a direction of travel with her arrow going from the bottom left to 
upper right. 
 
Category 2- Meaning Associated to Placement of Self 
  In the concept of Placement of Self symbolic of progress in concrete life events 
Subject one saw herself at the foot of the bridge symbolic of getting ready to move out on 
her own for the first time. Subject two identified his placement of the dot with his 
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progression toward the event of college graduation. This subject placed himself in a car 
on the bridge left of the middle. He associated the placement to have five semesters left 
before being able to graduate. Subject two also had responses that fell into the second 
identified category, Placement of self symbolic of self observed status within a 
philosophical framework. In this context, “philosophical framework” refers to the way of 
thinking utilized by the subject to better understand life.  For example, subject two had 
referenced placement of self on the horizontal axis with college graduation, and he 
associated his placement on the vertical axis with his break from family tradition by 
being the first to anticipate college graduation.  In this framework, his placement on the 
bridge was above the wooden boat he had associated with his family and his verbal 
statement indicated that in some some he was now different or separate from his family. 
Subject three had a similar reference to the vertical in that his placement at the top of the 
bridge corresponded with the statement, “Ups just better than below you know better the 
top than the bottom, so… absolutely who wants to be at the bottom you know”. Subject 
four placed herself at the foot of the bridge in philosophical connection to her relationship 
symbolism. She stated she was definitely not on the bridge and had no intentions of being 
on the bridge. She linked this with her statements “one thing is like that the person like I 
share the bridge comments with I like I’m kinda in like a hard up situation with that 
person right now, so not like I have or we or not like I’m burning a bridge with that 
person or anything”.  Subject five verbalized he would be in the “dead center” of the 
bridge symbolic of the philosophy of time moving us, but we always remain in the 
concept of “today”. 
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 Category 3- Symbolism Associated to Bridge Sturdiness 
Bridge sturdiness was observed as symbolic of ambivalence or non-ambivalence 
towards a life transition. Subjects one and four each independently referenced that their 
bridges were sturdy. Examples being, Subject one; “I hope its sturdy, like you could drive 
over it or walk over it and not fall in the water” and Subject two; “I chose like wood so 
like it wouldn’t be able to be like destructed and but at the same time it was built like 
very strong like with the um the sides, the pattern is like decorative cause I see this being 
more of more of like an older bridge”. Both subjects that went on to reflect ideas that 
there were weaknesses in their bridge material choice by  subject one saying “I hope its 
sturdy, like you could drive over it or walk over it and not fall in the water… I don’t 
know, I hope its strong enough that I could cross over it, at least that strong… Maybe I 
should have drawn some more details, like the logs with nails like it’s a strong wood 
bridge” and subject two’s statement “well sturdy enough but not so sturdy because if I 
wanted it to be extremely strong I would have made it out of metal or steel, something 
you know more man made”. This wavering between the idea of the bridge being strong 
and the acknowledgement that the bridge was actually vulnerable as they depicted it was 
labeled as ambivalence. 
The second concept was man-made material association to sturdy/strength. The 
symbolic use of man-made materials appears to be a sense sturdiness to the materials 
interpreted as a lack of ambivalence. Four subjects made descriptive statements regarding 
their bridge material being of man made materials. Subject two “yeah it has cables, its 
made of steel, it appears to be firmly anchored to the ground in the center where the most 
weight is…and the poles are symmetrical, they would have to be, I couldn’t really have 
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three poles here and two poles there. Things need to be symmetrical just for safety 
reasons. I would, I would drive over that bridge”; Subject three “I think its very sturdy”; 
Subject five “it’s made of rock and brick, its very sturdy” ; and Subject six “stone, 
concrete… very [sturdy]”, with no additional weaknesses attributed by these subjects. 
 
Category 4- Meaning Associated to Material Under the Bridge 
 Material under the bridge was viewed in have properties with a negative 
association, specifically that the material under the bridge was to be avoided not 
necessarily negative unto itself. Opposite of the negative meaning were positive 
associations to material under the bridge. In some subjects both positive and negative 
meanings were attributed to the same graphic indicators under the bridge. Subject one, “I 
hope its sturdy, like you could drive over it or walk over it and not fall in the water”; 
Subject two, “I went over what could have been, because I don’t really want to get off the 
bridge at this point. I want to go across the bridge”; Subject three, “I don’t know if you 
have ever seen the Delaware River, but like Its like rocks and everything like that”; and 
Subject four, “I feel like I don’t want to go in the water like that’s what the bridge is for 
so you don’t have to go into the mystery of the water, its not exactly been a fear like the 
mystery of the water and like the temperature like the coldness of the water underneath of 
the bridge”, all expressed the hope that the bridge would keep them from falling in the 
water they had depicted below it. Subject one did not state a reason for not wanting to fall 
into the water, Subject two expressed his desire to remain on the bridge to complete his 
journey as the primary purpose for wanting to avoid the material(water, boat etc) 
underneath, Subject three cited the dirtiness or rockiness of the water for his aversion and 
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Subject four identified the darkness or mystery and coldness as reasons. Subject six 
depicted a road underneath his bridge and stated “Some place I’ll never go”. 
 Subjects one and four both had positive associations to the concept “bridge over 
water” from their memories. Subject one describing the image as “calming and natural” 
and subject four as “I always like see the bridge over water and it being like how I said 
before, its like a fond memory”. It is unclear if the positive association is due to the 
whole schema of the bridge over water or if to the bridge or water alone.   
 
Category 5- Rationale for Use of Horizontal Paper Axis (chosen by all subjects) 
 Natural representation for bridge subject or having more room to show bridge was 
the first concept in this category.  Subject two stated, “Um well if I had it like this it 
would really be more sky and ground (reference to vertical) I think. It would kind of be a 
weird perspective to have a really short bridge, and a really big sky” and “it looks more 
natural to be like this (reference to horizontal)” ; Subject three stated “Oh you mean like 
vertical or horizontal. I don’t know, like how much of a bridge could you draw going 
vertical, it’d be very tiny”; and Subject six, “Cause, I could fit a larger bridge”. 
 More room for surrounding subject matter, and/or showing the bridge in its’ 
context was the second concept with responses by  subject four,“um I guess like the water 
around it is like a big play out for me to that’s why I like wanted to like use a lot of space 
for the water so that’s why I didn’t chose long ways” and Subject five “ it would have 
shown the bridge but it wouldn’t have shown you start and your end point” These 
subjects expressed the desire to elaborate on materials surrounding the bridge as 
motivation for the use of the paper in a horizontal axis. 
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Category 6- Associations with Specific Metaphor/Symbolism  
Most subjects had multiple symbolic references in their associations. One of the 
clearest metaphors was “Burning Bridges” which Subject four associated with the 
explanation of symbolism of ending a relationship, “burning bridges as being like uh um 
way of like explaining using imagery like words to explain like uh finishing off like a 
relationship or like screwing over a relationship”. Subject four also used additional 
symbolic language to describing “The mystery of water” with her related statements, 
“trying to come across with that too I feel like I don’t want to go in the water like that’s 
what the bridge is for so you don’t have to go into the mystery of the water, its not 
exactly been a fear like the mystery of the water… waters a very fond memory for me, 
one of my favorite states is being in water but like swimming in water, being like fully 
emerged in water but at the same time it’s like a huge fear, I think that’s like my biggest 
fear, is like dark water, not being able to see like in dark water and fire as a means of 
finality. She described her symbolic use of fire, “fire represents to me finishing 
something and having like no um memory of it anymore. It would be like, I hate say like 
killing something, that’s why I use the word finishing, um cause if you were to like end 
something or kill something… fires one of the only things that can be, like completely 
destroy something, so it was never there”. The last major symbolic reference identified 
by this subject was Night/darkness symbolizing negative emotions. This was identified 
by her description “I think I think of bridges at night, I might think of them as like in like 
a darker sense, So that’s why I  think I chose night, cause if I was thinking of  more light 
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hearted stuff I would chose day. So I think I chose like to think of bridges more in a 
darker sense like a darker emotion towards it” 
Other subjects identified symbolic association for their bridges and surrounding 
subject matter that led the drawing to be a metaphor in itself. Subject one immediately 
began describing her placement of self and direction of travel as a metaphor for becoming 
more independent. She used the statements “The side that I’m getting to , I guess living 
on my own being independent, venturing out for myself, I mean I haven’t lived with my 
parents in awhile but I’ve never lived all alone so I guess that’s what I’m going towards 
like Independence” to explain this association to her unidirectional arrow pointing to the 
left in her bridge drawing.   
Subjects two and six represented a bi-directional arrow for their direction of travel 
with clear associations that for them it meant not being restricted or keeping options 
open. Subject six made the statement about his arrow use, “cause I like to keep my 
options open and I just um didn’t feel I needed to be restricted to one way or the other” 
and “um, yeah I guess, struggling against the restrictions, trying to find as much freedom 
as possible”. Subject two explained his arrow choice as “They both represent the same 
sort of thing, there is really no other place for me to really put the direction of the bridge. 
I couldn’t really figure out what the best way to draw the cars going the other way, cause 
I would think can I be going the same way? So I put the line there first and then I put the 
arrow to show that you can go both directions.” 
Two subjects attributed meaning in this same manner using their placement of self 
on the top of the bridge as a positive symbolic association to having a positive life 
outlook. Subject two, as previously described in concept 2.2, had a positive association to 
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being on the bridge representing higher education as opposed to being down below the 
bridge in a wooden boat that he associated with the more antiquated family tradition of 
not attending college. Subject three, also previously described in placement of self, had a 
symbolic attribution “Abstract wise I always look at the top. Why go to the bottom if you 
don’t have to. If you have the choice to go somewhere further then why not you know? 
Why take the easy road, If its harder to go someplace than so be it. You can take the low 
road but the high road gets you there better” to making better life choices associated with 
being on the top of the bridge. 
 Subject five used his whole drawing to represent the symbolism of being in the 
now or present time. His direction of travel was to the future as time moved on but he 
was always in the same place which was the middle of the bridge which was the present 
moment. Statements made by the subject that represent this metaphor include, “I’m 
standing there and I’m looking back to yesterday and I’m looking off into tomorrow but 
in my mind you don’t actually ever make it in tomorrow your always in today” and “So 
your standing on the bridge and you can look back and forth between both places and 
your kinda moving in one direction but you don’t really realize it”.  
The next type of symbolism that was identified was a subjects’ use of his drawing 
process to represent the way he thinks. Subject five, as described in the paragraph above, 
went on to described how his graphic representation reflects his current theoretical 
organizational process, “but because of responsibilities I took on everything became more 
structured, so I have to know where I’m going to be today, have an idea where I’m going 
to be tomorrow and be able to keep track of where I was yesterday.” 
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  Subject two also provided a verbal example, “at all points it kinda turned into a 
diagram at this point thinking I probably shouldn’t write, but that’s how I would think 
though, I would want the bridges that I draw to be symmetrical, in a visual sense anyway. 
I tired to make it a little bit authentic but I made it an actual diagram of a possible bridge” 
indicating his drawing process was reflective of his overall thought organizational 
process. 
The use of the bridge as means to a transition was the largest symbolic category. 
Subject one associated the bridge as her transition to living by herself for the first time 
“I’m in the process of moving to my own apartment a one bedroom which I’m like a 
middle child so I’ve never actually ever like lived alone before.” Subject two was 
transitioning in reality from his senior year to graduation and contextually he was 
transitioning from the family blue collar tradition to being the first with a college 
education.  Subject three had a dual symbolic relationship of his moral growth in taking 
the “high road” in life as well as showing an actual trip back to his home with a group of 
friends. He depicts the ability to go some place perceived as negative, “Calan street 
bridge into Trenton to skate and come back and be alright  like  nice were leaving 
Trenton going back to Morrisville, you know, like that was our home , that was 
Morrsville”, and then the relief felt when choosing to return to positive and familiar 
surroundings. Subject four used it to process the changing status of her relationship with 
a friend, “in my mind how like this imagery was used like in the context to that person” 
with whom she was once close but now is “in like a hard up situation with that person”. 
Subject five appeared to relate his bridge to his transition to adulthood  stating “so I 
didn’t really keep scheduled things, I didn’t really keep lists of things to do, I just kinda 
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let everything pass in and out,  if I forgot  to do something I wasn’t too concerned about it 
um but because of responsibilities I took on everything became more structured, so I have 
to know where I’m going to be today, have an idea where I’m going to be tomorrow and 
be able to keep track of where I was yesterday.” And the need to develop a organizational 
philosophy to more successfully deal with the increasingly complex demands upon him. 
Subject six indicated he was on a journey home but was in the midst of the journey so his 
origination and destination were not part of the picture.  
Subjects one, two and four, associated their use of wood to the past or to being old 
which was the largest similarity in symbolic use other than the bridge or the arrow 
symbols. Since the bridge and the arrow were suggested symbols in the assessment 
directives, the connection between wood and antiquity was the most common 
spontaneous symbolic use identified in the data. 
 
Category 7: Desired Effect as an Influence of Art Material Choice 
There was major agreement that most subjects chose the art material they used to 
achieve a desired effect. Three concepts of material use were identified in this category. 
Crayons and colored pencils were often linked together for there use in “blending” colors 
and to achieve a softer visual effect. Markers were used for a more solid or outlining 
effect. They were seen as the choice of material to use for a more “dramatic” or “vivid” 
effect. This is reflected in the data by subject four, “I wanted to like represent like 
shadows and blurriness, but then be able to show both colors, that’s why I didn’t do this 
all one color, cause with marker I would only be able to do one color. So I wanted to use 
the crayons and the colored pencils to show the two colors” and black and orange in 
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marker to make it more dramatic; Subject five, “so I didn’t use any of the crayons cause  
I feel like there , they don’t give enough definition” and “I picked the marker for the rock 
because it’s the hardest thing, um, the marker is the most vibrant of the colors and it 
doesn’t allow any of the background to pass through so it would be sturdy and show 
through the strongness”; and Subject 6, “I felt more with the marker that you can get 
more of a definite color, sharp contrast with the paper 
 
Category 8- Associations to Color Choices 
This category as had two clear concepts in responses distinguished by emotional 
associations and reality based associations for colors used in their drawings. 
In the first concept, four subjects included descriptions of inspiration for color 
choices shaped by how they felt about a particular color. Examples of subject 
descriptions are: Subject two, “I figured purple would make a good arrow”; Subject three, 
“I hate Trenton it’s grey and it’s dim over there. I put gray for Trenton and green for 
Morrsville. I like green better so maybe that attracted me towards putting it up here 
better”; Subject four “I love the color green for some reason, different reasons, but I feel 
like the density of it like brings down the tone of it being green, beautiful healthy 
growing”; and Subject six and “Orange, I guess, its not exactly my house, but I always 
thought of it as a warm comforting color, so that’s one of the reasons I used that”. 
 The second concept that emerged in this area of data is subjects using color to 
realistically represent a subject using a typical color associated to the subject. The same 
four subjects with the addition of subject five responded in this concept. Subject two  
stated, “Its blue[reference to water], so its not around here, its um what I’m going over” 
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Subject three described his process as, “I shouldn’t have colored it blue it should be more 
like green, it’s just the reputation of it, waters blue” and his use of color to represent 
actual bridge pillars “there like big round columns almost, and there just all like real 
patchy looking, I guess that’s where I got the yellow , brown and the gray from”. Subject 
four described her technique for when she would “draw wood or maybe with an 
assignment at school, Id always want it done with the outline of markers and red with 
brown, black and sometimes with a little bit of yellow or orange crayon” to best reflect 
the actual texture of the wood. Subjects five and six respectively gave examples with 
color choice represented a certain object, such as “and the bricks red… the blue area 
which is actually just space around you” and “the rest I  feel just kinda represent, green 
grass, the stone bridge is grey, the roads black”. 
 
Category 9- Memories and Associations Evoked from Bridge Drawing 
Many memories and association were evoked during the data collection process. 
The meanings that were focused on in this category were chosen for their specific 
connection to the bridge drawing process. Past and present memories emerged through 
the continued comparative analysis of data. Two concepts were identified in this category 
involving five of six subjects making a connection to a relationship in the description of 
their bridge drawing. The relationships repeated a link to the process of drawing the 
bridge with association memories of friend and/or family. 
The first concept includes verbal associations to memories of friends. Five 
subjects used statements associated to friend links that were observed in the data. 
Examples are as follows: Subject one said, “I guess we have a park near our house and 
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there’s like a wooden bridge like across the water, and that’s I guess what I was 
picturing.” Subject three described his skateboarding experience with friends: “What I 
had was Trenton to Morrisville, we’d always go over the  Calan street bridge into Trenton 
to skate and come back and be alright  like nice were leaving Trenton going back to 
Morrisville, you know, like that was our home , that was Morrisville.”; Subject four, “but 
I like I thought about actually like bridges before and I have a friend that has like brought 
up bridges to me before”; and subject six stating “I remembered a good friend I had a 
long time ago, there was a bridge by her house that went over a waterfall, just halfway 
through it I kinda thought about that as I was drawing it, I remembered it had little 
openings towards the bottom, so I did add those in there” 
The second concept includes statements made by subjects one and two which 
focused on their role or place in the family. For example, subject one said “I’m like a 
middle child so I’ve never actually ever like lived alone before” and subject two said, 
“I’m the only person in my family that did actually get into college, lots of kids, no 
college degrees except for mine, so. I guess I went over what could have been, because I 
don’t really want to get off the bridge at this point, I want to go across the bridge… yeah, 
I mean like since I was like  ten or so my uncle always called me doctor, it’s like ok”. 
The following table is a summary of the Open Coding data that has just been 
presented to provide a brief look at the data presented to this point before moving on to 
describe the Axial Coding process. 
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TABLE 10: Summary of Open Coding Results  
 
Category Concept Summary of  Properties to Subjects Verbal Associations 
1.0: Meanings Associated to 
Motivation to Cross the Bridge 
 
1.1- Gaining independence Subject #1-   
To live by herself for first time 
 
Subject # 2-   
To be the first in the family to 
graduate college 
 
Subject # 6-  
To not be restricted 
1.0: Meanings Associated to 
Motivation to Cross the Bridge 
(continued) 
1.2- Returning home Subject # 3-  
To be on home turf which is viewed 
as positive  
 
Subject #6-  
To find comfort 
1.0: Meanings Associated to 
Motivation to Cross the Bridge 
(continued) 
1.3- No Movement Subject # 4-  
No motivation 
 
Subject #5-  
Motivation for movement is external 
in context of time moves me into the 
future 
2.0: Meaning Associated to 
Placement of Self 
 
2.1- Placement of Self 
symbolic of  progress in a 
concrete life events  
Subjects #1 – 
Moving out  on own for first time  
 
Subject #2-  
Graduating college 
 
2.0: Meaning Associated to 
Placement of Self (continued) 
2.2-Placement of self  
symbolic of self observed 
status within a philosophical 
framework 
Subject # 2-  
Transcending family patterns(first to 
graduate college) 
 
Subject #3-  
Always take the high road, top is 
better 
 
Subject #4-  
Perceived relationship status 
 
Subject # 5-  
Always in today 
3.0 Symbolism Associated to 
Bridge Sturdiness 
3.1-Ambivalence as reflected 
in sturdiness of wood 
Subject # 1- 
 Unsure of sturdiness but has hope it 
is. Verbalizes lack of detail- nails etc. 
 
Subject #4-  
Attributes strong ness yet 
acknowledges it can be destroyed  
3.0 Symbolism Associated to 
Bridge Sturdiness (continued) 
3.2-Man made material 
association to Sturdy/Strength 
Subject # 2-  
Significant thought into supports of 
metal suspension bridge with poles 
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TABLE 10: Summary of Open Coding Results  
 
Category Concept Summary of  Properties to Subjects Verbal Associations 
and cables placed symmetrically, 
attempt to show a real bridge 
 
Subject # 3-  
Concrete and metal described as very 
structurally sound even more so than 
the real bridge that inspired the drawn 
bridge 
 
Subject # 5-  
Rock and Brick, described as sturdy 
 
Subject # 6-  
Stone and concrete, described as very 
sturdy 
 
4.0 Meaning Associated to 
Material Under the Bridge 
4.1-Negative  or subject to be 
avoided 
Subject # 1- 
 Indicated she did not want to fall in 
the water 
 
Subject # 2-  
He did not want to get off the bridge 
at this point and did not want to be in 
the wooden boat below 
 
Subject # 3-  
Indicated the water was rocky and 
polluted 
 
Subject # 4-  
The water is on fire, cold, dark, and 
scary. Indicated she has no desire to 
be in the water as drawn 
 
Subject # 6- 
 Drew a road that he stated was not 
his focus and he had no intentions of 
traveling on it 
4.0 Meaning Associated to 
Material Under the Bridge 
(continued) 
4.2- Positive  Subject # 1-  
Described the water under the bridge 
as calming 
 
Subject # 4-  
Verbalized positive association to 
water when discussing material under 
her bridge but actually drew the water 
using a negative schema 
5.0 Rationale for Use of 
Horizontal Paper Axis (Chosen 
by all subjects) 
 
5.1- Natural representation for 
bridge subject, more room for 
bridge subject  
Subject # 2- 
 Would not look right vertical, more 
natural horizontal 
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TABLE 10: Summary of Open Coding Results  
 
Category Concept Summary of  Properties to Subjects Verbal Associations 
 Subject # 3- 
Bridge would be too “tiny”, stated 
you could jump across it vertical 
 
Subject #6-  
wanted to show a larger bridge 
5.0 Rationale for Use of 
Horizontal Paper Axis (Chosen 
by all subjects) (continued) 
5.2- More room for 
surrounding  subject matter, 
seeing the bridge in context 
 
 
 
Subject # 4- 
Wanted more space for water 
representation 
 
Subject # 5-  
Would not be able to see destination 
point using vertical axis 
6.0 Associations Inclusive of 
Metaphor/Symbolism 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.1- Burning bridges Subject #4- 
Metaphor: Irrevocable ending of a 
relationship 
6.0 Associations Inclusive of 
Metaphor/Symbolism 
(continued) 
6.2- Dark/opaque water 
association to unknown 
Subject # 4-  
Symbolism: solid darkness symbolic 
of projected fear of the unknown due 
to lack of transparency 
 
6.0 Associations Inclusive of 
Metaphor/Symbolism 
(continued) 
6.3- Fire as finality Subject # 4-  
Symbolism:  fire depicted to represent 
destroying something to the point of it 
being un-recognizable to its previous 
form 
 
6.0 Associations Inclusive of 
Metaphor/Symbolism 
(continued) 
6.4- In the present Subject # 5-  
Metaphor: time is fluid and 
progressive the next moment always 
being the reality one is in 
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TABLE 10: Summary of Open Coding Results  
 
Category Concept Summary of  Properties to Subjects Verbal Associations 
 
6.0 Associations Inclusive of 
Metaphor/Symbolism 
(continued) 
6.5- Bidirectional arrow and 
keeping options open 
 
Subject # 2-  
Symbolism: being able to go both 
directions to clarify inability to 
graphically show objects on the 
bridge going in both directions as you 
would see on a real bridge.  
 
Note: subject indicated in verbal 
associations that it also may make 
sense for the arrow to be going up and 
down bi-directionally after discussing 
past present associations to being on 
the bridge and material under the 
bridge 
 
Subject # 6-  
Symbolism: arrows allow a choice, 
subject did not want to be restricted 
(direction of travel was verbalized as 
going back towards the left) 
 
Metaphor: “Options Open” used to 
represent choice 
 
6.0 Associations Inclusive of 
Metaphor/Symbolism 
(continued) 
6.6- Arrow pointing right with 
moving forward association 
 
Subject # 1- Use of arrow going right 
was associated with intent to move 
forward with plan to move out and be 
independent  
 
6.0 Associations Inclusive of 
Metaphor/Symbolism 
(continued) 
6.7- Darker Sense Subject # 4-  
Metaphor: use of darker in 
representation of negative attributes 
and sense used to put the negative in 
the context of feeling 
 
 
6.0 Associations Inclusive of 
Metaphor/Symbolism 
(continued) 
6.8- Top/bottom linked to 
good/bad 
 
Subject # 2- 
 Symbolism: Being on the bridge was 
expressed as a preference associated 
with positive progress, being below 
was something to be avoided 
 
Subject # 3- 
 low road/high road metaphor 
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TABLE 10: Summary of Open Coding Results  
 
Category Concept Summary of  Properties to Subjects Verbal Associations 
6.0 Associations Inclusive of 
Metaphor/Symbolism 
(continued) 
6.9- Bridge drawing process 
related to global context of 
thought processes 
Subject # 2-  
Discussion of placement of graphic 
indicators in a planned manner 
resulted in verbalizations related to 
overall thought structure with a 
preference for planning and neatness 
 
Subject # 3- 
 Discussion of placement on top of 
the bridge led to verbal association 
about life philosophy of taking the 
high road even if it is harder 
 
Subject # 5- 
 Discussion of Bridge Drawing 
meaning resulted in relation to overall 
philosophy of being present used as 
framework adjusted for increasing 
demands of college life 
 
 
6.0 Associations Inclusive of 
Metaphor/Symbolism 
(continued) 
6.10- The bridge attributes 
symbolic of transition 
dynamics 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subject #1-  
a)compared crossing the bridge to life 
right now  
b) getting over bridge associated with 
meeting goal of independence  
c) lack of bridge detail symbolic of 
insecurity regarding never having 
lived alone 
 
Subject # 2-  
a) bridge provides symbolic structure 
for ambivalence “I am on a bridge 
and can’t turn around”  
b) bridge provides elevation from 
negative past association of lack of 
higher education in family 
 
Subject # 3-  
a)bridge allows for travel to a positive 
place from a negative place  
b)bridge allows for elevation over a 
negative object, symbolic of choosing 
a better path 
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TABLE 10: Summary of Open Coding Results  
 
Category Concept Summary of  Properties to Subjects Verbal Associations 
6.0 Associations Inclusive of 
Metaphor/Symbolism 
(continued) 
6.10- The bridge attributes 
symbolic of transition 
dynamics (continued) 
 
Subject # 4-  
a) bridge keeps an avenue open even 
when you are choosing not to use it  
b) the avenue is strong but can be 
destroyed if needed 
 
Subject # 5- 
 lack of organized thought to 
organizational framework to deal with 
increased life demands responsibly 
 
Subject # 6-  
Bridge allows for opportunity to 
return home with the option to leave 
again 
 
 
 
6.0 Associations Inclusive of 
Metaphor/Symbolism 
(continued) 
6.11 Wooden representing 
Past/Old 
Subject #1- “I love going to that park 
and like the bridge is like one of those 
old wooden bridges” 
 
Subject # 2-  
Symbolism-subject associated a 
verbal link to wooden boat drawn 
under the bridge with his family who 
none had ever been to college- 
previous generation 
 
Subject # 4- 
Symbolism: use of wood bridge 
linked to older bridge association 
 
 
7.0 Desired Effect as an 
Influence of Art Material Choice  
7.1- Crayon Effect 
 
 
Subject #4-  
Crayons used to produce shadows, 
blurriness and blending of multiple 
colors, stated crayon would not have 
“stood out” 
 
Subject # 5-  
Did not use crayons due to lack of 
definition to medium 
 
Subject # 6-  
Crayons used to produce blending, 
paired with colored pencils re: similar 
effect 
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TABLE 10: Summary of Open Coding Results  
 
Category Concept Summary of  Properties to Subjects Verbal Associations 
7.0 Desired Effect as an 
Influence of Art Material Choice 
(continued) 
7.2- Marker Effect 
 
Subject # 4- 
Marker to produce outline, definition, 
“more dramatic” 
 
Subject # 5-  
Marker for vibrant, opaque effect, 
show “strongness” 
 
Subject # 6-  
Marker gives “definite color and 
sharp contrast with the paper” 
7.0 Desired Effect as an 
Influence of Art Material Choice 
(continued) 
7.3- Colored Pencil Effect Subject # 4-  
Same effect as crayon to be able to 
“show two colors” 
 
Subject # 5-  
transparency 
 
Subject # 6-  
same effect attributed to crayon 
“blending” 
8.0 Associations to Color 
Choices 
 
 
8.1- Orientation to Emotional  
 
 
 
 Subject # 2-  
“Purple would make a good arrow” 
  
Subject # 3- 
a) red is “my favorite color” , b) 
Green is “pretty neat” 
c) “I hate Trenton it is Grey” 
 
Subject # 4-  
“I love green…beautiful, healthy and 
growing”  
 
Subject # 6-  
“Orange…is a warm comforting 
color” 
8.0 Associations to Color 
Choices (continued) 
8.2- Orientation to Reality Subject # 2-  
“Its blue [reference to water], so its 
not around here, its um what I’m 
going over” 
 
Subject # 3-  
a)“just the reputation of  it, waters 
blue”,  
b)used yellow, brown, and grey to 
represent aged concrete 
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TABLE 10: Summary of Open Coding Results  
 
Category Concept Summary of  Properties to Subjects Verbal Associations 
8.0 Associations to Color 
Choices (continued) 
8.2- Orientation to Reality 
(continued) 
Subject # 4-  
Black, brown, yellow were blended to 
try and achieve the look of natural 
wood 
 
Subject # 5-  
used red for bricks, blue for air 
 
Subject # 6-  
“just kinda represent, green grass, the 
stone bridge is grey, the roads black” 
9.0 Memories and Associations 
Evoked from Bridge Drawing 
9.1-Friend Link 
 
Subject #1-   
Lives with five roommates, never 
spent the night alone 
 
Subject # 3-  
Skateboarding in Trenton with friends 
“we come back to Morrsville with the 
guys…” 
 
Subject # 4- 
“ I have a friend that has like brought 
up bridges to me before”, this friend 
inspired the bridge burning metaphor, 
“I’m kinda in like a hard up situation 
with that person…” 
 
Subject # 6-  
Memory of “good friend” inspired 
detail put on bridge 
9.0 Memories and Associations 
Evoked from Bridge Drawing 
(continued) 
9.2- Family Link Subject # 1- 
 “which I’m like a middle child so 
I’ve never actually ever like lived 
alone before” 
 
Subject # 2- 
a)“ I’m the only person in my family 
that did actually get into college, lots 
of kids, no college degrees except for 
mine” 
b) “since I was like  ten or so my 
uncle always called me doctor” 
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Results of Axial Coding 
Following the open coding, connections were then made through a process called 
Axial Coding defined as: 
A set of procedures whereby data are put back together in new ways after open 
coding, by making connections between categories. This is done by utilizing a 
coding paradigm involving conditions, context, action/interactional strategies and 
consequences (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 96)  
In Axial coding, the paradigm model uses the following format which Strauss and Corbin 
demonsvtrate in its simplest form as: 
(A)CAUSAL CONDITIONS -Æ (B) PHENOMENON-Æ 
(C)CONTEXT-Æ  (D) INTERVENING CONDITIONS -Æ 
(E)ACTION/INTERACTION STRATEGIES -Æ 
(F)CONSEQUENCES  
(1990, p. 99) 
In the above model, the Causal conditions “refers to the events or incidents that 
lead to the occurrence or development of the phenomenon” (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 
100).  The phenomenon is defined as “The central idea, event, happening, incident about 
which a set of actions or interactions are directed at managing, handling, or to which the 
set of actions is related” (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 96). A brief definition of context is, 
“represents the specific set of properties that pertains to a phenomenon” (Strauss and 
Corbin, 1999, p. 101) for example if the phenomenon was pain, and the causal condition 
was a broken leg understanding the circumstances of how the leg was broken and the 
types of fractures would be the context (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 102). 
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 Intervening conditions include things such as culture and economic status which 
are “broad and general conditions bearing upon action/interactional strategies” (Strauss & 
Corbin, 1990, p. 103). Action/interactional strategies have four general components, 
observing the process in nature for the strategies or tactics in use in the goal oriented 
process or a reflexive response that may take its place (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 104). 
Also the researcher is observing for a “failed action/interaction” (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, 
p. 104) that did not take place. Consequences are a result of, “Action and interaction 
taken in response to, or to manage, a phenomenon” (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 106). 
 In this study there are limited variations in the context since the data was gathered 
in a systematic manner outlined in the methods section and is limited to the artwork and 
one interview session to gather associations to their artwork by the subject. The 
population sampled was selected from a limited scope of Drexel University Students who 
met the parameters for a normal population. The age range of participants was 20-24 
years of age and was not considered to be of significant variation. The variations that are 
present in the demographics are that of race, sex and education level- graduate or under 
graduate. Table 11 shows the breakdown of subject demographics below. 
These variations were explored for all categories for their impact on 
understanding the data derived in the open coding process to develop a richer theory 
regarding meanings in the bridge drawing assessment. Due to the small sample size no 
connections could be determined. There was one trend in demographic responses of note 
in the data. In the category of Symbolism Associated to Bridge Sturdiness the concept of 
“ambivalence as reflected in sturdiness of wood” was one of only two categories that 
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Table 11: Intervening Conditions-Subject Demographics 
 
Male Subject # 2, 3, 5,  6 Sex of Participant 
Female Subject # 1, 4 
20 Subject # 3, 4 
21 Subject #5 
22 Subject #2 
23 Subject #6 
Age of Participant 
24 Subject #1 
Undergraduate Subject # 2,3,4,5 Academic Level of Participant 
Graduate Subject# 1, 6 
Asian Subject# 1,5 Race 
Caucasian Subject# 2,3,4,6 
 
 
both females had responses and the only concept that only females responded. The third 
concept in this category, “Man made material association to sturdy/strength,” followed 
the gender trend with all male responses and the only category to have responses and 
agreement with all four males. The other concept that had all female agreement 
“childhood/past associations” in the category of Inspiration for Aspects of the Bridge, but 
this had agreement with 5 out of six subjects overall. Due to the small sample size no 
conclusions can be made regarding the effect of gender,  and these results will not be 
selected for grounded theory inclusion but future research may be beneficial to explore 
this possible gender trends. 
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Creation of Sub Categories 
 In addition to looking at context, data between categories was evaluated for 
interaction within the open coding data by further breaking down the categories to see if 
within their properties there was significant distinction. As related codes were identified 
new sub categories emerged. 
 Motivation to cross the bridge was broken down further from Independence into 
looking for Freedom by two subjects and Exploration of new territory by three subjects. 
One of the subjects that was looking for freedom also indicated he was thinking of 
heading home. Due to the idea of what the home represented to either subject not being 
explored in this study it is unclear if this is an indication of ambivalence or congruent 
with the concept of freedom for the subject. 
 Motivation to cross the bridge was also evaluated for movement as related to 
time. Two subjects related little movement with an indication of sense of attachment to 
being where they were. Two subjects indicated they were in a transition from the present 
with movement towards the future. There was also a subset of two subjects that were 
transitioning back to their home.  The dynamics of their association to home were not 
explored, but each indicated they were returning from someplace so a past meaning was 
assigned in this sub category. 
 Meaning associated to material under the bridge (category 4) was divided 
between either realistic association for material drawn under the bridge or the meaning 
was symbolic of choosing another path in life. Closer evaluations of the answers in the 
latter category resulted in the conclusion that all four subjects had an aversion to being 
exposed to the material under the bridge and it was seen as a negative consequence if 
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they left the bridge or the bridge failed to support them. A similar trend but of a converse 
nature was seen when meaning other than an attempt to represent reality influenced color 
choice. Four subjects that made emotional associations to color choice had positive 
attributes for colors other than black and grey. 
The Memories and Associations identified in Category 9, Memories and 
Associations Evoked from Bridge Drawing, had a sub category emerge where half of the 
subjects had an association linked to a friendship. Of the three, two of the friendship 
associations were positive and one had negative associations. Two other subjects had 
linked their process of going over the bridge to gaining independence from their family. 
When combined this results in five of six subjects linking a relationship with family or 
friends with the bridge metaphor. Also noted in concept 6.11 the use of wood was paired 
with the description of old or being related to the past. 
A Table 12 was created to develop connections between the concept of the 
metaphors and symbols used by subjects in relation to the other sub categories generated 
in the axial coding process. 
As discussed previously there were very few areas of overlap of more than two 
subjects using specific symbols and metaphors used beyond bridge to represent a 
transition. Three subjects made an association between old and the use of wood and 
overall three subjects verbalized a symbolic connection to their arrow use, two using bi-
directional arrows to “keep options open” and subject one’s use of the unidirectional 
arrow to represent her moving towards independence. 
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Table 12: Comparison of Individual Use of Metaphor and Sub Categories 
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1 -Arrow pointing right with 
moving forward association 
-Wooden representing old 
x x   x  x  x    x  
2 -Bidirectional arrow and 
keeping options open 
-Wooden representing old 
 x   x  x x x    x x 
3 Top/bottom linked to 
good/bad 
  x   x x x    x   
4 -Burning bridges  
-Dark/opaque water 
association to unknown  
-Fire as finality  
-Dark Sense 
-Wood representing old 
   x   x x x x x x  x 
5 -In the present  x  x    x   x   x 
6 Bidirectional arrow and 
keeping options open 
x  x   x x x   x x   
 
 
 
There was also a trend noted in three subjects who discussed their process 
drawing the bridge as a representation how they processed information in their daily 
lives, in other words the subject verbalized and made a connection between their bridge 
drawing as a representation of how they thought. The sub category table was then 
developed further in a table to examine the action/interaction strategies within and  
between variables and metaphor (see Table 13) and divided into intra-variable links and 
inter-variable links. 
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Table 13: Action/Interaction Strategies of Sub Categories and Within and Between Metaphor 
 Subject  1 Symbolism: -Arrow pointing right with moving forward   
                       association 
                     -Wood bridge linked to old reference 
Su
b-
ca
te
go
ry
 
Freedom 
Exploration 
Present to future 
Negative under bridge 
Family link 
Intra-variable Link: Freedom and exploration moving towards future congruent 
with use of arrow symbol 
 
Inter-variable Link: Exploration and present to future travel link in subjects 1 
and 2  
 
-Relationship link of Family and/or Friend linked with  Negative under bridge in 
subjects 1,2,3,4 & 6 
 
 Subject 2 Symbolism: - Bidirectional arrow and keeping options open 
                      -Wooden boat represented older generation 
                      -Top/Bottom linked to old/new 
Su
b-
ca
te
go
ry
 
Exploration 
Present to future 
Negative under bridge 
Strong support for 
bridge 
Positive color 
association 
Family link 
Bridge drawing 
symbolic of thought 
process 
 
Intra-variable Link: Metaphor congruent with making the transition to the 
future but wanting to maintain a connection with the past family link 
 
Inter-variable Link: Metaphor and Family link between subject 2 and 6 
 
-Negative under bridge paired with positive color association in Subjects 2,3,4 & 
6 
 
-Relationship link of Family and/or Friend linked with  Negative under bridge in 
subjects 1,2,3,4 & 6 
 
 Subject 3 Metaphor: High Road/Low Road 
Symbolism: Top/bottom linked to good/bad 
Su
b-
ca
te
go
ry
 
-Home 
-Present to past (return 
travel) 
-Strong support for 
bridge 
-Negative under bridge 
-Positive color 
association 
-Friend link 
 
 
Intra-variable Link: Bridge is strong and enables movement to safety, being on 
the bridge is good as opposed to being underneath or in a bad place 
 
Inter-variable Link: Home, return travel, Negative under bridge, Positive color 
association, Friend link both common in subject 3 and 6- no link between 
independent metaphors 
 
-Relationship link of Family and/or Friend linked with  Negative under bridge in 
subjects 1,2,3,4 & 6 
 
 Subject 4 Metaphors: -Burning bridges  
                      -Darker Sense 
Symbolism: -Dark/opaque water association to unknown  
                      -Fire as finality 
 - Wood used to represent older bridge 
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Table 13: Action/Interaction Strategies of Sub Categories and Within and Between Metaphor 
Su
b-
ca
te
go
ry
 
-Staying present 
-Negative under bridge 
-Positive color 
association 
-Friend link 
-Bridge drawing  
-symbolic of thought 
process 
 
 
 
Intra-variable Link: not moving may be linked to having multiple negative 
symbols that limit movement 
 
Inter-variable Link: Staying present and symbolic thought process link between 
subject 4 and 5 
 
- Relationship link of Family and/or Friend linked with  Negative under bridge in 
subjects 1,2,3,4 & 6 
 
 Subject 5 Metaphor: In the present 
Su
b-
ca
te
go
ry
 -Explore 
-Staying in present 
-Bridge drawing 
symbolic of thought 
process 
 
Intra-variable Link: Metaphor congruent with thought process link 
 
Inter-variable Link: Staying present and symbolic thought process link between 
subject 4 and 5 
 
-No negative association to under the bridge with no friend or family link 
 Subject 6 Metaphor: Bidirectional arrow and keeping options open 
Su
b-
ca
te
go
ry
 
-Freedom 
-Home 
-Present to past (return 
travel) 
-Negative under bridge 
-Positive color 
association 
-Family Link 
-Friend link 
Intra-variable Link: metaphor congruent for the desire to have freedom and be 
able to go home or as a marker for ambivalence 
 
Inter-variable Link: Home, return travel, Negative under bridge, Positive color 
association, Friend link both common in subject 3 and 6- no link with 
independent metaphor 
 
Metaphor, family, negative under bridge, positive color association link between 
subjects 2 and 6 
 
-Relationship link of Family and/or Friend linked with  Negative under bridge in 
subjects 1,2,3,4 & 6 
 
   
 
 
Intra-Variable Link 
  The most significant link suggested within a subject between the sub-categories 
and metaphor presented was in the area of the symbolic use of the arrow being congruent 
with a subjects’ feelings about movement to the future or the past. A Bi-directional arrow 
was seen with a mix of desire for freedom or independence but also a connection to 
family. A unidirectional arrow in subject one is possibly supported by having both 
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characteristics of the desire for freedom and independence as opposed to one or the other 
in Subjects three and six who had bidirectional arrows. 
In most subjects a congruent link could be established between their metaphor and 
a subcategory but since these links were individual for each subject the significance of 
this meaning is unknown. 
 
Inter-Variable Link 
The strongest link between subjects and sub-categories was seen in the 
occurrences of having a link to family/friend paired with negative associations to material 
under the bridge which is seen in subjects 1,2,3,4, and 6. Subject 5 did not make any 
associations to a relationship with others and had no negative attributes to the material 
under the bridge. There may also be a added connection of subjects making positive color 
association to tones other than black and grey which was seen in subjects 2,3,4 and 6. It is 
unclear if this would hold true for subject number one since she was not questioned on 
her use of color and little data was collected in this area. 
The other area of interest between subjects with common sub-categories was that 
of the subjects who chose to identify their destination as home. Subject six was heading 
home from verbalizing that he was going right to left. Subject two differed stating he was 
returning to his hometown but the direction was left to right.  
  
Theoretical Coding 
 Open coding and axial coding results were further evaluated through a Theoretical 
Coding process. Glaser as cited in Charmaz (2006) describes Theoretical Coding as “how 
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the substantive codes may relate to each other as hypothesis to be integrated into a 
theory” (p. 63). The data was evaluated for emergent themes, several of significance were 
identified through repeated reviews of data generated in open coding and axial coding 
process.  
 The first method of theoretical sampling used in this theoretical coding process, 
compared content for incidents of occurrence, seven focus areas were identified in the 
data through which the data were revaluated. The seven areas were; Meaning, Paired 
Opposites; Multiple Meanings; Multiple Meanings & Paired Opposites; Metaphor/ 
Symbolism; Gender Differences in Depicted Bridge Material; and Major Role of Past 
Experience. These focus areas were chosen based on the idea of Strauss and Corbin 
(1990) regarding “sampling on the basis of theoretically relevant concepts”. They are 
described in more detail in the following paragraphs with a summary table following the 
descriptions. 
 
Meaning 
All categories showed the majority of subjects attributed meaning to the separate 
aspects of their drawing even though in most categories there were different concepts 
about the meaning expressed. The exceptions where there was significantly more 
agreement in concepts were in the use of the horizontal axis of paper, past associations as 
influence for aspects of bridge, material choice associated with achieving a desired visual 
effect such as, using crayon and colored pencil for a blended effect and marker for a more 
solid or defined look  Symbolism and metaphor was also used by all subjects. 
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Paired Opposites 
Over half of the categories (1, 3, 4, 8, 9) produced concepts that were opposite in 
nature meaning responses of subjects in these categories were of a significantly different 
nature. For example in Category 8: Associations to Color Choices the response fell into 
either subjective or reality based representation. 
 
Multiple Meanings 
Multiple meanings were defined as multiple responses from a single subject in concepts 
of the same category were noted in several categories. For example in Category 1: 
Meanings Associated to Motivation to Cross the Bridge, subject number six had 
responses in both the gaining independence concept and going home concept. Another 
example of this is subjects meaning associated to color use. Several subjects gave 
responses regarding color chosen for the purpose of depicting reality and other colors 
were chosen due to their emotional value assigned by the subject. For example, Subject 
six stated “just kinda represent, green grass, the stone bridge is grey, the roads black” 
contrasting with subject six’s use of orange for a house because it was seen by him as “a 
warm comforting color” the color choice made to reflect a feeling of the house not 
actually a physical property of an actual house known to him. It would be unclear which 
use was being employed by a subject in their choice of color unless this was specifically 
identified by the subject. 
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Multiple Meanings & Paired Opposites 
There was an overlap between the last two themes in the categories with paired 
opposite concepts there was also evidence of one subject responding to multiple concept 
meanings. This demonstrates that one individual can represent two diverging ideas in one 
area. 
 
Metaphor/Symbolism 
  There was global use of symbolism/ metaphor by every subject. Very few specific 
symbols (e.g., use of arrow, top/bottom: good/bad, wood: old) other than the bridge itself 
were significant repeated themes. Within the use of metaphor associated to the bridge 
representations itself there were two concepts. The concept of the bridge was projective 
object for metaphors regarding thought processes and life transitions.  No significant 
overlaps emerged in either sub category. 
 
Gender Differences in Depicted Bridge Material 
Through the axial coding of the open coding data it was a striking contrast in 
responses between males and females in the category of Symbolism Associated to Bridge 
Sturdiness. Both females in this study both used wood and associated strength to the 
wood but it came with ambiguity allowing that it could be destroyed more easily than 
man made material. All four males in this study depicted man made materials and were 
very clear and concise regarding the strength/sturdiness of the bridge. No other categories 
showed such a significant gender difference. Due to the small sample size no conclusions 
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can be made regarding gender but as stated earlier, future research may want to explore 
this question using a larger sample. 
 
Major Role of Past Experiences 
Past association played a major role in all subjects’ choices when making their 
drawing. The majority of the subjects made multiple verbal connections between their 
bridge or surrounding areas to past memories. Only one subject generated all of his 
inspiration for the bridge and surrounding materials from a symbolic concept as opposed 
to a concrete memory or association to a subject from past experience. 
Table 14: Theoretical Coding: Thematic Comparisons provides an overview of 
the data presented in the previous section before moving onto results of thematic coding 
of the bridge drawing assessment directives. 
 
 
Table 14: Theoretical Coding: Thematic Comparisons 
 
Code Theme Example from Open and Axial Coding 
A Multiple Meanings Category 1, subject 6 
 
Category 4:Subject 4 
 
Category 8: Subject s 3,4,6 
Multiple responses from a single subject in concepts 
of the same category 
B Meanings  Category 1- Majority of subjects have specific 
associations to travel direction even though there is 
variation in inspiration 
 
Category 2- Majority of subjects have specific 
associations to placement of self even though there is 
variation in inspiration 
 
Category 3- Majority of subjects have specific 
associations to material used for bridge even though 
there is variation in inspiration 
 
Category 4- Majority of subjects have specific 
associations to material under the bridge even though 
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Table 14: Theoretical Coding: Thematic Comparisons 
 
Code Theme Example from Open and Axial Coding 
there is variation in inspiration 
 
Category 5- Majority of subjects have specific 
associations to choice of horizontal paper axis even 
though there is variation in inspiration 
 
Category 6- Majority of subjects have specific 
symbolic associations even though there in use of 
specific metaphors and symbols 
 
Category 8- Majority of subjects have specific 
associations to colors even though there is variation in 
inspiration(emotional & reality based) 
 
Categories 7- Majority of subjects have specific 
associations to choice of material. There is much less 
variation in this category, much more subject 
agreement on inspiration. 
 
Categories 9- Majority of subjects have specific 
associations to inspiration for aspects of bridge. There 
is much less variation in this category, much more 
subject agreement on past memories as inspiration 
 
C Similarities in 
Metaphor/Symbolism 
 
Category 1,2,3,4,5,6-All Subjects had an awareness 
of the bridge as a metaphor for something- Place in 
life, (school, relationships, status, independence) 
 
Category 6- n=2 for use of arrow and use of 
top/bottom in relation to good/bad, n=3 for use of 
wood to symbolize past or old 
 
D Differences in 
Metaphor/Symbolism 
 
Category 6-Variations in Metaphor/Symbolism- All 
subjects had multiple symbolic/ metaphor references 
in their bridge drawing responses few categories had 
more than two similar symbolic references outside of 
the bridge and life transitions (use of arrows, 
top/bottom both had n=2 with the exception of wood 
representing old where n=3)  
 
E Purposeful Use of Art Material Category 7 – Subjects 2,4,5,6 use of art material 
chosen to achieve a specific visual effect 
 
use of art material chosen to achieve a specific visual 
effect- colored pencil/crayon: blended/ Marker: vivid, 
solid 
 
 
 
F Horizontal Paper Axis 
Consensus 
All subjects chose Horizontal axis of paper, while 
they differed on specifics in explanations they are all 
related to being able to represent what they
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Table 14: Theoretical Coding: Thematic Comparisons 
 
Code Theme Example from Open and Axial Coding 
determined as important subjects in more context. 
 
G Past Associations Category 9- Significant use of Family/Friends as 
inspiration for aspects of their drawing. All Subjects 
related some aspect of their drawings to their past 
experience 
H Paired Opposites- opposing 
concepts in a category 
Category 1(motivation):Independence/Going 
Home(Going away from home/Coming back to 
home) also No Movement with Movement in codes 
within a category 
 
Category 3(Sturdiness of bridge): Overt 
Strength/Covert Strength 
 
Category 4(Under bridge meaning): 
Realistic/Symbolic and Positive/Negative 
 
Category 8(color choices): Emotional/Clinical 
 
 
I Gender effect on bridge 
material 
Gender may have a impact on ambivalence reflected 
in material choice of wood(female) vs. 
manmade(male) in the creation of the bridge 
J Metaphor using bridge to 
represent a transition 
Category 6- Subjects 1,2,3,4,6  
 
 
 
Theoretical Coding: Discriminate Sampling 
The next aspect of the theoretical sampling process is to begin the “discriminate 
sampling” (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 187), as part of the selective coding process of  
emergent themes. The process is described as “a researcher chooses sites, persons, and 
documents that will maximize opportunities for verifying the story line, relationships 
between categories, and for filling in poorly developed categories” (Strauss & Corbin, 
1990, p. 187). Due to the one time nature of the data collection design, it was not possible 
to return to validate information at the site or with the subjects. This left returning to the 
original document by Hays and Lyons (1981) from which this study utilized the 
directives. Also the drawings created by clients will be explored for how the graphically 
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relate to the verbal data presented in these areas. The process of exploring the data for the 
nature in which there is interaction amongst these variables (directive segment, 
verbalizations and graphic representations) to find meaning is explained in the next 
section. 
 
Theoretical Coding: Bridge Drawing Assessment Directives 
 The directives as developed by Hays and Lyons (1981) that were used in this study 
are as follow:  
• Draw a picture of a bridge going from some place to some place. 
• Indicate with an arrow the direction of travel. 
• Place a dot to indicate where you are in the picture. 
The directives are broken down into three distinct parts and will be evaluated 
accordingly. How these directives were followed in relation to their graphic 
representations and verbal association to meaning will be explored in this section. 
Following the description of findings, Table 15: Theoretical Coding: Bridge Attributes 
with Someplace and Somewhere; Table 16: Theoretical Coding: Arrow Indicating the 
Direction of Travel; Table 17: Theoretical Coding: Placement of Self and the Intra 
variable/ Inter variable comparison table of subjects use of graphic indicators with bridge 
placement meaning in Table 18 to show how data was analyzed to make the following 
trend identifications. 
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Table 15: Theoretical Coding: Bridge Attributes with Someplace and Somewhere 
Subject# 
 
 
Verbal Associations 
 
 
Graphic Indicators 
Associations to Bridge(type, support, attachment): 
Um it’s a bridge over water going from a piece of land or a 
park going to another one. Some flowers by the bridge. On 
one side of the land or park or whatever before crossing 
over to the other side 
 
Um just a plain bridge,  um just a plain bridge over water 
going to a land 
 
Um, I just it seems calming and natural I guess, its like a 
calming, a bridge over water, you go to a park, just instead 
of like the bridge over the schuykill that’s like metal and 
cracked, I just don’t feel like that’s what I wanted to show 
 
 like its just a cute calm like, I love going to that park and 
like the bridge is like one of those old wooden bridges, 
instead of like the traffic and the concrete and like the metal 
bridge out here or whatever 
 
Maybe I should have drawn some more details, like the logs 
with nails like it’s a strong wood bridge 
Type of Bridge: :Arch, represented by 
two curved parallel lines, no content 
between the lines 
 
Bridge Supports Used: No apparent 
supports 
 
Attachment Type: T shaped endings on 
left side on grassy land. Less defined 
on right side. Upper right looks like 
upside down 7, bottom right none. 
Bridge does touch right side also. 
 
Association to From Someplace:  
 
I guess the not-so-pretty land, cause it’s a little more 
colorful, more creativity I guess, because I do get to live 
alone, I do get to decorate the apartment the way I want to, 
and get the furniture I want and like its my space. 
Left attachment(someplace): Faint 
sketchy green mound in lower left 
quadrant. Two blue outlined flowers in 
marker slightly down and to the right 
from placement of self on left cusp of 
bridge 
1 
 
Association to Somewhere: 
 
On one side of the land or park or whatever before crossing 
over to the other side 
 
The side that I’m getting to , I guess living on my own 
being independent, venturing out for myself, I mean I havnt 
lived with my parents in awhile but Ive never lived all alone 
so I guess that’s what Im going towards like Independence 
Right attachment (somewhere): Faint 
sketchy green mound in lower right 
quadrant, outer perimeter more 
defined than left side. Four flowers- 
two on lower left, two on upper right 
of right bridge cusp. Crayon used for 
flowers, filled in look with 
pink/purple. 
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Table 15: Theoretical Coding: Bridge Attributes with Someplace and Somewhere 
Subject# 
 
 
Verbal Associations 
 
 
Graphic Indicators 
Associations to Bridge (type, support, attachment): 
 
the lines should be parallel but they aren’t and I was trying 
to find something that looked like it could be metal for a 
bridge so I chose black and instead of just coloring it all the 
way in I kinda shaded it like I’ve seen before, sorta like 
cross hatching to try make it look like those are metal 
columns. Basically overdone. 
 
I would want the bridges that I draw to be symmetrical, in a 
visual sense anyway. I tired to make it a little bit authentic 
but I made it an actual diagram of a possible bridge. 
 
but ah yeah it has cables, its made of steel, it appears to be 
firmly anchored to the ground in the center where the most 
weight is..and the poles are symmetrical , they would have 
to be, I couldn’t really have three poles here and two poles 
there. Things need to be symmetrical just for safety reasons. 
I would, I would drive over that bridge. 
Type of Bridge: Suspension bridge  
 
Bridge Supports Used: many 
foundation supports below (12), upper 
cables represented by dotted lines. 
Two center supports emerge from 
beyond bottom boundary of the page, 
appearing like a big “H”. Side support 
columns are five on each side to grass 
on hillside. 
 
Attachment Type: bridge is connected 
by the pillars on each side to the 
ground but the bridge itself goes 
beyond the page boundary on both the 
left and right. 
 
Association to From Someplace: 
Yeah but I have five terms in a row, spring summer fall 
winter spring 
Left attachment (someplace): Green 
mound filling lower left corner ending 
a couple inches short of center, one 
tree near left corner and two 
bushes(look like dark green clouds) to 
the right of the tree. Lower green is 
attached to water. Upper green is 
where bridge supports attach. 
2 
Association to Somewhere: 
 
and then I graduate ... towards the toll booth ... not there 
yet, not quite to the college loans 
 
so I put rocks over here and not rocks over there, because I 
think that might be a little over kill 
 
vertical plane:  
Its blue, so its not around here, its um what Im going over. 
Im not making anything up Im just trying to figure out what 
I can bring into this from my personal life to help you out. 
Im the only person in my family that did actually get into 
college, lots of kids, no college degrees except for mine, so. 
I guess I went over what could have been, because I don’t 
really want to get off the bridge at this point, I want to go 
across the bridge.  
 
It’s a wooden boat so it could be, uh cause actually you 
don’t see too many pure wooden boats anymore, let alone 
something like that. 
Right attachment (somewhere): Green 
mound coming from right corner and 
extending farther than right side 
ending near mid page. One tree in 
lower mid mound, and two rock that 
appear like black clouds. Lower green 
is attached to water. Upper green is 
where bridge supports attach. There is 
toll booth on the bridge attached to the 
mound going past the right boundary 
of the paper.  
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Table 15: Theoretical Coding: Bridge Attributes with Someplace and Somewhere 
Subject# 
 
 
Verbal Associations 
 
 
Graphic Indicators 
Associations to Bridge(type, support, attachment): 
 
Calan Street Bridge, get the idea, that’s what these side 
things are, we’d always walk across this 
Pretty tight and narrow, you could always tap a car comin  
 
Um, your basic bridge you got three pillars, you know two 
towards the end one right in the middle, very structurally 
sound I guess. And then obviously over something, water. 
Think it your everyday bridge. 
 
round, kinda like round, maybe that’s why I did that to 
make them look round that cause um there not really square 
…there like big round columns almost, and there just all 
like real patchy lookin, I guess thats where I got the yellow 
, brown and the gray from 
 
Um metal and concrete in the bridge thats all, that’s why I 
put black cause I was thinking bridge and metal but then 
you have stone pillars holding it up 
 
Type of Bridge: Suspension 
Flat bridge with metal sides 
 
Bridge Supports Used: Three evenly 
spaced pillars coming from beyond the 
bottom boundary of the page, 
appearing solid 
 
Attachment Type: Bridge runs into 
each side, fully attached on left side, 
right lower side is just short of 
attaching, right upper side is attached 
fully 
 
 
 
Association to From Someplace:  
 
 I put gray for Trenton 
 
Subconsciously Trentons bad, don’t like Trenton 
 
Well I don’t know if you’ve been in Trenton before but its 
not nice, you can only handle it for awhile walkin around its 
like like oh my god,  people throw things at you, like, 
Cause I’m white, you know that’s why, were all white kids 
over there skating around on our skateboards. Anytime your 
leaving there your like yes, nice. 
 
 
Left attachment (someplace): 
grey outline of semi-circle left side 
mid page with five grey rectangles and 
grey thin marker scribbles 
3 
Association to Somewhere:  
 
Morrsville- paradise 
and green for Morrsville. I like green better so maybe that 
attracted me towards putting it up here better.  
 
 
 
 
 
Right attachment (somewhere): green 
semi-circle right side mid page, filled 
in mostly by green marker 
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Table 15: Theoretical Coding: Bridge Attributes with Someplace and Somewhere 
Subject# 
 
 
Verbal Associations 
 
 
Graphic Indicators 
Associations to Bridge(type, support, attachment): 
 
This is my bridge and I chose it to be going over water, and 
I when I imagined the bridge I imagined it having, like 
being pretty wide like car size, um and having um like 
siding, that whats like this siding is going over to more like 
a green place 
 
 yeah wood and nails, that’s I was like trying to make those 
black stamps for some kind of nails but I couldn’t really 
make the stamps with a crayon 
 
I imagine the bridge being very sturdy, that’s why I made, 
well sturdy enough but not so sturdy because if I wanted it 
to be extremely strong I would have made it out of metal or 
steel, I something you know more man made, but I chose 
like wood so like it wouldn’t be able to be like destructed 
and but at the same time it was built like very strong like 
with the um the sides, the pattern is like decorative cause I 
see this being more of more of like an older bridge, but at 
the same time more like an old traditional strong bridge 
with like heavy like strong sides,  like heavy décor, like 
decorations, but at the same time very strong and supported 
because of like those sides 
 
Type of Bridge: Arch Bridge, 
presented on a diagonal axis from 
lower left to upper right 
 
Bridge Supports Used: none observed 
 
Attachment Type: lower left bridge 
extends onto the ground, upper right 
the bridge and sides appear to 
encompass the almost all but the 
extreme upper left of the land mass 
 
4 
Association to From Someplace: 
 like maybe theres like a town behind me, fire you what I 
mean everythings on fire, and fire like, like wooden pieces 
in the water floating on fire, I think that’s what that might 
be or wood from the bridge broken off on fire, but the 
whole bridge not yet itself like up in flames 
 
I felt it was necessary, to add that land to represent I was 
like in town , like the shore kinda like of a town that was 
like long, on the other side is like a more of like a skinny 
like entrance, not as like as long or anything, like more 
umm thin, like a thin island, but like a large thin island, but 
just like a thin entrance, like it was like nature and trees so 
it would be dense around so it would like be the only place 
to enter. 
 
 
 
Left attachment (someplace):  
 
small triangular area with a rounded 
bottom edge outlined by black and 
orange marker, crayon used, oblong 
vertical oval used to represent self on 
this land mass 
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Table 15: Theoretical Coding: Bridge Attributes with Someplace and Somewhere 
Subject# 
 
 
Verbal Associations 
 
 
Graphic Indicators 
 Association to Somewhere: 
looking over more to like a green, but like dark cause I did 
mine at night, so that’s why everything has like a black 
background. 
 
Not on the bridge but like looking over across the bridge, 
right when your bridge started to like the other side. That 
was a very, like a dark night. Can’t really see into the other 
side 
 
What s on like the other side of the bridge for me, Like the 
darkness and like the,  how it’s like a small spot, I tried not 
to make it like the greenery on the other side, or the land on 
the other side big because its supposed to be like very 
distant so whether it is big on the other side or not like you 
cant see that its very big because its like very distant, that’s 
why the bridge goes from like reasonably big to like being 
the last wood plank being like very small and obviously it 
would be like the same size so Im trying to show that it’s 
pretty far away. The more important subject of it is the 
other side and then the darkness of the water. 
 
 
Right attachment (somewhere): 
Circular green covered over with 
brown/black mass extending from 
upper right corner, bridge structure 
surrounds almost entirely except for 
upper left of mass 
5 Associations to Bridge(type, support, attachment): 
um, this is yesterday and this is tomorrow, the bridge is 
actually today , that’s why everything else below it isn’t 
that structured. Its just kinda free floating  
 
um, the bridge is made of rock and brick, but when you 
look down, you can kinda see right here, you can kinda see 
through the bridge, so you can see that there is nothing else 
right below you, but you can definitely see that theres 
something else behind you and something else in front of 
you 
  
The bridge is made of rock and brick, cause its sturdy 
 
That was the rock and that was the brick, kinda see through 
the brick underneath of you. 
 
Cause you cant really see that much of  tomorrow, you can 
see more of today and more of yesterday that’s already 
happened and I think of things in perspective um I enjoy 
perspective pictures more because you have a better idea of 
where things are in relation to one another, which is your 
point of reference um it gives you feeling, it gives you 
depth to it um its more vibrant because its three dimensions 
and has feeling to it as opposed to being flat and stagnant 
Type of Bridge: Suspension , 
presented on a diagonal from mid 
lower left to right upper between the 
mid line and right corner  
 
Bridge Supports Used : four 
rectangular beams, one on each corner 
attaching to landmass. Suspension 
cables are across the bridge 
represented by sketchy think black 
lines 
 
Attachment Type: bridge body and 
supports connect it on both sides 
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Table 15: Theoretical Coding: Bridge Attributes with Someplace and Somewhere 
Subject# 
 
 
Verbal Associations 
 
 
Graphic Indicators 
Association to Someplace: 
theres kinda some light off by where yesterday is 
 
you can see more of today and more of yesterday that’s 
already happened and I think of things in perspective um I 
enjoy perspective pictures more because you have a better 
idea of where things are in relation to one another 
 
Left attachment (someplace): Green 
circular mound emerges from left 
bottom corner, green colored pencil 
lines create rectangular divisions in the 
mound. 
 
 
Association to Place to Somewhere: 
 
and but tomorrows not normally that bright, cause your not 
really sure whats out there. 
 
walking off to tomorrow 
 
Cause you cant really see that much of  tomorrow 
Right attachment (somewhere): Green 
rectangular mound, almost appearing 
like a green quarter of a cheese wheel 
coming from the upper right corner of 
the paper. Brown is shown touching 
the water appearing like an 
embankment  
Associations to Bridge(type, support, attachment): 
 
It’s a bridge, um it’s a trail, its just a path you can walk on 
 
stone, concrete 
 
 
 
 
 
Type of Bridge: hybrid arch and 
suspension. (arch over road with 
pillars) Bridge goes across the 
horizontal mid line of the paper, 
skewed to the left 
 
Bridge Supports Used: the thin(pinky 
width) pillars are represented(right far 
not depicted) 
 
Attachment Type: bridge is attached 
and shows end on the right side, the 
left side is attached to the ground but 
the end goes beyond the boundary of 
the paper. Thick black line connect left 
side of bridge to orange house. 
6 
Association to From Somewhere: 
 
 
it’s a long path, a dirt path 
 
Well  it’s a place I can think about going to get away, I 
guess, just kinda be on my own 
 
I am standing towards the side with the fence 
 
Left attachment (somewhere): solid 
green mound depicted with markers 
extending out from the middle left and 
tapering off to the lower left. Going 
past the left boundary of the paper 
above the midline there is a 
rectangular orange house that is 
connected to the bridge by a black 
rectangle. The house has a red door, 
two black windows one upper and one 
lower and then a window with red 
curtains 
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Table 15: Theoretical Coding: Bridge Attributes with Someplace and Somewhere 
Subject# 
 
 
Verbal Associations 
 
 
Graphic Indicators 
 Association to Someplace: 
 
maybe going home 
  
 
It’s a home on the way home 
 
so , its just kind of like a comforting house, the kinda thing 
that you like to see as you walk home 
 
Right attachment (someplace): 
A green mound extending from the 
lower left corner, drawn in green 
marker and not as filled in as the left 
side. A fence is slightly above mid line 
on the right side and only half can be 
seen as it goes beyond the boundary of 
the paper. 
 
 
 
 
Table 16: Theoretical Coding: Arrow Indicating the Direction of Travel 
Subject # 
 
 
Verbal Associations 
 
 
Graphic Representation 
Arrow Description: no verbal description of the arrow  
 
Direction of Arrow: 
Left to right 
Physical Properties of  
Arrow: black crayon, single line, 
slight curve with off center point 
 
1 
Meaning of Direction of Travel: 
The side that I’m getting to , I guess living on my own being 
independent, venturing out for myself, I mean I havnt lived with 
my parents in awhile but Ive never lived all alone so I guess 
that’s what Im going towards like Independence 
 
That I’m crossing over to a new point in my life, like an 
unventured territory I guess. I’m going to the new part 
Location of Arrow: a finger 
width above the middle of the 
bridge 
 
2 Arrow Description:  
actually it would probably make more sense that way, to look at 
it high and low. They both represent the same sort of thing, 
there is really no other place for me to really put the direction of 
the bridge. I couldn’t really figure out what the best way to 
draw the cars going the other way, cause I would think can I be 
going the same way? So I put the line there first and then I put 
the arrow to show that you can go both directions 
 
I sort of crosshatched it in different direction to make, to point 
out the two different sides of it to make it more noticeable 
instead of just one arrow 
 
I used purple because I figured purple would make a good 
arrow 
Direction of Arrow:  
bi-directional 
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Table 16: Theoretical Coding: Arrow Indicating the Direction of Travel 
Subject # 
 
 
Verbal Associations 
 
 
Graphic Representation 
Physical Properties of Arrow: 
thick, purple colored pencil 
outline darker  with lighter puple 
colored pencil crosshatched 
inside. Two points, one in each 
direction, almost “H” shaped 
Note: two center bridge columns 
look like arrows pointing up 
 
 Meaning of Direction of Travel: 
 
Yeah, but obviously I cant really turn around at this point, I’m 
on a bridge 
 
Im the only person in my family that did actually get into 
college, lots of kids, no college degrees except for mine ,so. I 
guess I went over what could have been, because I don’t really 
want to get off the bridge at this point, I want to go across the 
bridge.  
 
 
 
Location of Arrow:Above the 
bridge, upper right corner, 
opposite of subject placement 
 
Arrow Description: No verbal attributions to the arrow 
 
Direction of Arrow: left to right 
 
Physical Properties of Arrow: 
red marker, single line not 
connected to the point 
 
3 
Meaning of Direction of Travel:  
 
 
Um, What I had was Trenton to Morrsville, we’d always go 
over the  Calan street bridge into Trenton to skate and come 
back and be alright  like  nice were leaving Trenton going back 
to Morrsville, you know, like that was our home , that was 
Morrsville 
 
 headed back towards Morrsville  
 
vertical plane:  
 
on the top part of the bridge other than the low part. 
 
 
Abstract wise I always look at the top. Why go to the bottom if 
you don’t have to. If you have the choice to go somewhere 
further then why not you know. Why take the easy road,  If its 
harder to go someplace than so be it. You can take the low road 
but the high road gets you there better 
  
Location of Arrow: direct center 
of the drawing in midline of the 
bridge 
 
4 Arrow Description:  
 
but how its darker where the arrow gets farther. Father away 
from where my circle is it gets darker, I cant really see, so I 
don’t like plan on crossing that bridge. 
 
was thinking about how I was going to have to specifically 
describe about the arrow and the , like the arrow came naturally, 
I just like always knew it was going to be that one way but 
when I was like … 
 
 
Direction of Arrow: 
Diagonal, lower left to pointing to 
the right upper corner 
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Table 16: Theoretical Coding: Arrow Indicating the Direction of Travel 
Subject # 
 
 
Verbal Associations 
 
 
Graphic Representation 
Physical Properties of Arrow: 
heavy black crayon, single line, 
centered and attached point 
 
 Meaning of Direction of Travel: 
 
Yeah, would be going the way of the arrow, but like at the same 
time I don’t feel I’d be moving 
 
 
Location of Arrow: to the left of 
midline within the bridge, point 
ends at center of paper and bridge 
 
Arrow Description: no arrow used Direction of Arrow: no arrow 
shown 
Physical Properties of Arrow: 
no arrow shown 
5 
Meaning of Direction of Travel: So your standing on the 
bridge and you can look back and forth between both places and 
your kinda moving in one direction but you don’t really realize 
it 
 
Location of Arrow: no arrow 
shown 
 
Arrow Description:  
 
cause I like to keep my options open 
 
and I just um didn’t feel I needed to be restricted to one way or 
the other 
 
Im all about options 
 
Direction of Arrow:  
 
one to the left and one to the right 
Physical Properties of Arrow: 
black marker, single line, small. 
Left arrow point touching right 
arrow end, right arrow point not 
connected to own stem or other 
arrow 
 
6 
Meaning of Direction of Travel: 
 
going across the bridge that’s far away, towards the part that 
I’m not 
 
maybe going home 
 
Location of Arrow: directly 
above the bridge, less than a 
finger width, directly left of 
center 
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Table 17: Theoretical Coding: Placement of Self   
 
 
 
Placement  
of self 
Subject # 
 
 
Verbal Associations 
 
 
Graphic Indicator 
 
Left of  
Middle 
2 Well really it wouldn’t make any sense for me 
to be standing anywhere else. I wouldn’t be 
standing on top of the towers, I like skydiving 
but I don’t like just climbing random things. 
 
Started with the red car but, the color of the 
car is red, I used purple because I figured 
purple would make a good arrow. A few 
rocks down here, rocks on each side. I usually 
drive cars. 
 
If there wasn’t a bridge there I’d probably be 
somewhere down here 
 
Im almost to the middle but I’m not there yet  
wrote “me” with arrow 
to self drawn in car on 
bridge 
Middle 5 dead center [of the bridge] 
 Today 
 
I’m standing there and I’m looking back to 
yesterday and Im looking off into tomorrow 
but in my mind you don’t actually ever make 
it in tomorrow your always in today. Youre 
kind of just looking off into thinking what its 
going to be and by the time your there your 
still in today 
none 
3 So that was the basic idea of it. Ah, Calan 
Street Bridge, get the idea, that’s what these 
side things are, we’d always walk across this 
Oops, forgot to put where I was(adds in dot) 
right here 
Pretty tight and narrow, you could always tap 
a car comin 
 
Um just past the middle toward Morrsville, 
headed back towards Morrsville on the top 
part of the bridge other than the low part.  
Ups just better than below you know  better 
the top than the bottom,so 
Red dot on top of 
bridge, closer to middle 
Right of Middle 
6 I am standing towards the side with the fence 
 
um, that’s a good question, I just always, I 
don’t know I guess I picture myself heading 
towards that side  
 
unless there is a good view from there, the 
hillside 
Black dot directly over 
support ,closer to end 
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Table 17: Theoretical Coding: Placement of Self   
 
 
 
Placement  
of self 
Subject # 
 
 
Verbal Associations 
 
 
Graphic Indicator 
 
1  S1: Oh I’m the black dot before the bridge, 
on the way going to the bridge crossing over. 
S1: I guess its like the start of  just a lot of 
different things going on in life 
S1: yeah, I guess overall, you know growing 
up or maturing, however you want to classify 
that, being independent I would say 
S1: The side that I’m getting to , I guess 
living on my own being independent, 
venturing out for myself, I mean I haven’t 
lived with my parents in awhile but I’ve never 
lived all alone so I guess that’s what I’m 
going towards like Independence 
dot paired with written 
“me” 
Not on Bridge on 
Left Side 
4 Im at a diagonal  like of the bridge. But its 
like when you look at it normal but like In my 
mind like the way I tried to represent it, I’m at 
the very foot of the bridge. Like completely 
looking on the bridge but not like on it, like 
not a foot on it. I put like this very small like 
piece of grey land here, but Im like 
completely looking down at the bridge, Im 
like on the bridge right before it starts but Im 
not on it yet. 
 
I meant to be like standing up, I wanted to 
more make myself like standing, like standing 
over like looking at it, I didn’t want to put 
myself like over it so you would think that I 
was on the bridge. I wanted to make sure you 
knew I was like off the bridge, but like 
standing like at the entrance of it, I didn’t like 
want to put just my body  like my head, like 
this is where my mind is, right here because I 
knew you would think I was in the water so 
that’s why I made it like a long one, like a 
body looking over 
vertical open oval 
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Table 18: Directive Related Verbal and Graphic Indicators in Relation to Each 
Other and to Bridge Placement 
Subject # 
 
B
ridge center 
B
ridge left 
B
ridge 
horizontal 
B
ridge 
D
iagonal 
A
rrow
 center 
A
rrow
 right 
side 
A
rrow
 diag 
N
o arrow
 
D
ot left 
D
ot right 
D
ot center 
N
o dot 
1 
(nd) 
G  VG  G    VG    
2 
(bs) 
G  VG   G   VG    
3 
(bs) 
G  VG  G     VG   
4 
(bc) 
   VG   G  VG    
5 
(bc) 
   VG    G   V V 
6 
(bs) 
 G VG  G     VG   
KEY 
V= Verbal data available, G= Graphic Data Available 
(nd)= no data (bs) bridge subject (bc) bridge context: motivation for horizontal axis 
 
 
 
 
 
Theoretical Coding: Discriminate Sampling Results 
Use of diagonal bridge in subjects four and five appears in subjects that use a 
higher level of symbolic language, bridge meanings are related within the whole context 
of a metaphor graphically and verbally. In other words the subject drew the metaphor, the 
metaphor did not develop from the drawing process but rather it was already a 
preconceived idea that the subject intentionally represented during the drawing process. 
Subjects four and five both expressed a strong desire to use and communicate perspective 
when describing their choice to use the diagonal plane. This connects with earlier open 
coding data in concept 5.2 where both subjects four and five indicated that their choice 
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for using the horizontal axis of the bridge was made to allow fuller expression of 
surrounding areas or being able to see the bridge within its context. 
When a horizontal bridge was used it was placed by all subjects at midline 
between the top and the bottom. Placement of self by two of the four subjects took on 
meaning in both the horizontal plane representing an actual physical transition happening 
or having happened in the subjects life or the vertical plane where the idea expressed was 
more conceptual. Subject two associated a deeper past association connected to his 
family and subject three saw his placement of the dot on the top of his bridge indicating 
his “high road” being better philosophy. This use did not however appear to be deliberate 
by the client, in other words their verbal associations did not indicate an awareness of 
these dynamics during the drawing process, but only through the attempt to explain it was 
the connection made. 
This dual representation is viewed as a link to similar to the result found regarding 
multiple meanings being associated to one graphic indicator, multiple goals can be 
expressed using the vertical and horizontal planes. 
Placement of self using the dot and use of the arrow for direction of travel have a 
strong contextual relationship with each other to better understand subjects are feeling 
about and perceiving the status of their progress towards an identified life transition.  
Subject one was the only subject’s drawing that read graphically in the accepted 
left to right future progression. Her dot placement on the left correlated with her verbal 
association to being at the beginning of her journey and her use of a uni-directional arrow 
to the right supported she was planning to move out on her own in the near future.  
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No other subject followed this pattern in this clear cut fashion. Subject two did 
not use a dot but rather used an arrow to show him self in a car heading towards the right 
side, his clear graphically represented direction of travel was contradicted by a bi-
directional arrow. As stated earlier the vertical relationship was also clearly important for 
subject two graphically and in his verbal associations.  
Subject three did use this pattern with a left to right progression leaving from a 
perceived negative of Trenton to his dot showing he was closer to the positive future 
association of returning home. However his verbal statements placed more meaning 
emphasis on the vertical placement of the dot being on the top of the bridge to reflect a 
philosophical standpoint.   
Subject four graphically represented an arrow following the midline of her 
diagonal bridge going from lower left to upper right, which contradicts her verbal 
statement that she is not planning on moving from her self placement at the foot of the 
bridge in the lower left corner.  
Subject five did not graphically represent either a dot on an arrow but indicated by 
his verbal statement that he was in the “dead center” of the bridge and that while he never 
moved from that place there was always time moving him towards the future. Subject six 
does not follow the simpler visual pattern of left to right past to future. In a sense the left 
is associated with the past as he links it with returning home. So at one point it may have 
been his past, but now it is his future. The bidirectional arrow supports this verbal data 
where client reports liking to keep his options open. Subjects six graphically represented 
his dot on the right side of the bridge. To read this drawing visually one may assume that 
he is nearing the end of his transition, yet according to subjects six he is only starting on 
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his way back home and anticipates it will be a long journey which he says his placement 
on the right side indicates he is just starting down that path. 
There appears to be a connection between the placement of the arrow and the 
desire to communicate the importance of progressing towards a goal.  When a subject’s 
verbal statements about the direction of travel indicated that progress towards a goal was 
an important part of what the drawing was intended to communicate, the subject appears 
to have placed the arrow in close proximity above the bridge.  Subject one was very clear 
on her intentions and desire to move out on her own towards the future, and her use of a 
single arrow placed above the bridge is seen as possibly signifying this feeling of 
importance. Subject six asked at the start of his drawing task if he could use a 
bidirectional arrow before he even began drawing. He also stated he struggles against 
restriction and likes to keep his options open. He is very clear on his desire to have both 
directions open to him and his placement of the arrows above the center of the bridge are 
seen in this context. Subject two also placed his horizontal bi-directional arrow above the 
bridge but farther away closer to the right corner. The more evident arrows that he 
identified when explaining his drawing were the two vertical arrow like bridge supports 
near mid line. Since subject two spent more time verbally focusing on his transition 
within his family that he represented on the vertical plane, this use of the arrow is seen to 
follow the same emergent pattern that the arrow use in proximity to the bridge 
communicates how important the status of the direction of travel indicated is to the 
subject. 
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Selection of Coded Data 
 The data that has been presented to this point will now be evaluated based on its 
relevancy to the research objective. This objective has previously been stated as: to 
development of a theory regarding meanings associated to the Bridge Drawing 
Assessment in a normal population. In accordance with that purpose any emergent theme 
that may be generalized to being applicable in other art therapy assessments will be 
disregarded at this point. Only emergent themes that have specific relevancy to the 
unique aspects of the Bridge Drawing Assessment will be included in the subsequent 
section reporting on the three identified phenomenon central to the research objective.  
Table 19: Selection for Relevancy Specific to Bridge Drawing Assessment illustrates 
how the phenomenon were selected; 
 
 
Table 19 : Selection for Relevancy Specific to Bridge Drawing Assessment 
 
 
Central Phenomenon 
C
ode 
Specific to Bridge 
D
raw
ing 
G
eneral to A
rt 
Therapy 
The bridge was used by all subjects as a projective object of change represented 
in the form of life transitions  (actual and/or abstract understanding of changes 
in thinking or relationship evolution) 
 
LT/C yes  
 Three subjects attributed verbal meaning to their direction of travel that 
reflected a feeling state connected to their life transition 
 
AFS yes  
The bridge is viewed with positive attributions in conjunction with material 
under the bridge in a negative framework.  
PBNUB yes  
Present and past relationships (from memories) were associated with the subject 
identified transitions. 
PPRT yes  
The positive bridge and negative material under the bridge dynamic occurred in 
conjunction with associations to past and present relationships in 5 of 6 
subjects. The remaining subject had neither connection to a relationship or 
positive or negative attributions to the bridge or material under the bridge. 
 
PBNUB 
and 
 
PPRT 
yes  
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Table 19 : Selection for Relevancy Specific to Bridge Drawing Assessment 
 
 
Central Phenomenon 
C
ode 
Specific to Bridge 
D
raw
ing 
G
eneral to A
rt 
Therapy 
When verbally identifying their process of making decisions in the creation of 
their bridge drawing, there was a connection between subjects drawing process 
to their overall thought processes.    
 
ITP no yes 
Multiple meanings were attributed to the same graphic indicator; some 
meanings were of a divergent nature. 
 
MM no yes 
Drawing materials were used to achieve a desired effect  
 
DMDE no yes 
Colors were used to either represent a reflection of reality or had an emotional 
attribution to use. Emotional associations to color occurred in conjunction with 
emotional associations to the bridge, material under the bridge and associations 
to past and present relationships 
 
RBC or 
EBC 
no yes 
Limited sample size was a prohibitive factor in making any statistically 
significant conclusions overall, but especially in conjunction with subject 
demographics. 
 
 
LSS yes  
The use of a more complex perspective related bridge placement, seen in the 
results by diagonal bridges, is indicative of a  complex pre-formed concept 
before beginning drawing. This appeared in the results in conjunction with such 
as a culturally understood metaphor such as “Burning Bridges” and “In the 
Present”  that subjects verbally identified as using from the onset. 
 
DBP to 
MCT= 
LSI 
yes  
The use of the horizontal axis has meaning to subjects regarding a physical 
transition that may have happened, be happening or about to happen in their 
lives on a more concrete plane. The use of the vertical axis appears to have 
meaning associated with a more abstract idea of status. The horizontal and 
vertical axis as communicative planes can take place in the same drawing. Data 
presented on the horizontal and vertical level represent a more spontaneous 
development of the assessment components that the use of the diagonal bridge 
presentation and associated meanings (not as much higher level thinking used 
from onset in drawing but can be used when processing post art making).  
 
HA 
=CLT, 
VA= 
PLS= 
both SI 
yes  
Placement of the arrow and dot in relation to each other and the bridge work in 
conjunction to allow for communication of context. The more important issue 
will be placed above the bridge but in close proximity to the bridge. When the 
arrow is within the bridge it has less communicative importance than when it is 
above the bridge. The use of the dot and the arrow did not follow any 
standardized format in presentation and if judged on graphic indicators alone 
would be misleading to the observer. 
 
POA and 
POD= 
COITPO
OO 
yes  
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Identification of Central Phenomena 
The following three emergent themes have been selected from the data and 
identified as the three central phenomenon which make up the central category of this 
grounded theory. 
Central Phenomenon One: Life Transitions. The bridge was used by all subjects 
as a projective object of change represented in the form of life transitions. Life transitions 
were communicated in context to a relationship in the majority of subjects. The subject of 
the bridge was associated with positive feelings and material under the bridge was 
negative or to be avoided. .  
Central Phenomenon Two: Horizontal, Vertical, and Diagonal Planes of Bridge 
Axis Symbolic of Social and Cognitive Development. Transitions appear on three 
different graphic planes representative each of an intellectual mode of processing. 
Horizontal, vertical and diagonal planes of bridge presentation appear to evoke different 
levels of thought processing and content.  
The horizontal plane was observed to be the least complex plane, where material 
of a more concrete nature was explored by subjects. The horizontal axis of bridge content 
was observed being used to communicate actual reality based transitions that have 
occurred or were occurring in the subjects’ life. Content associated to vertical plane may 
be connected to the self during processing, but may still be abstract or of a philosophical 
nature. The diagonal plane was closely associated with subject’s metaphor use as a 
managing framework for their artwork. Material processed on this plane appears more 
complex and was identified externally by the subjects for its use in communicating a 
specific intention from the onset by use of perspective. 
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Central Phenomenon Three: Feelings of Progress and Status Evaluated Through 
Use of the Bridge, the Arrow and the Dot in Symbolic Context.  Placement of the arrow 
and dot in relation to each other and the bridge appeared to work in conjunction as a 
communicative element for feeling regarding progress and status of importance to the life 
transition. Where they were placed, in context to the bridge subject, seemed to 
communicate the level of importance. A possible conclusion from the current data was 
that important issue will be placed above the bridge but in close proximity to the bridge. 
When the arrow is within the bridge it seemed to have less communicative importance to 
the subject, than when it is above the bridge.  
Determining which plane the symbol is in context to can only come from subjects 
association to their artwork. The use of the dot and the arrow did not follow any 
standardized format in presentation and if judged on graphic indicators alone would be 
misleading to the observer. Beyond the dot and the arrow, subjects often attribute 
multiple meaning to one graphic indicator.  
 
Grounded Theory of Meanings That A Normal Population Associates to Aspects of the 
Bridge Drawing Assessment 
Through the systematic analysis and presentation of the grounded theory 
methodology presented in this chapter, a framework has been established from which 
three central themes were identified from the current subject data. The grounded theory 
will be stated as; 
The bridge symbol in conjunction with the arrow (direction of travel) and 
dot(placement of self), provide a  projective assessment to eliciting change themes 
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specifically in the form of life transitions in a college population. The arrow used in 
conjunction to the bridge provided meaning associated to progress in relation to the 
identified life transition. The use of the dot was associated with meaning associated to 
status within the context of the life transition. The subject of the bridge was associated 
with positive feelings and material under the bridge was negative or to be avoided.  
Horizontal and Vertical bridge placement appear to allow greater spontaneous 
imagery expression using a less sophisticated framework from the outset (less defended). 
Diagonal bridge placement was associated to use with a higher level thought process 
engaged from the onset limiting spontaneous image production for processing of 
unconscious content. 
Placement of the arrow and dot in relation to each other and the bridge appear to 
work in conjunction, allowing for importance of a subject to be communicated. The more 
important issue may be placed above the bridge but in close proximity to the bridge. 
When the arrow is within the bridge it seems to have less communicative importance in 
this context than when it is above the bridge. Determining which plane the symbol is in 
relationship to can only come from subjects association to their artwork. The use of the 
dot and the arrow did not follow any standardized format in presentation and if judged on 
graphic indicators alone may be misleading to the observer. 
 This grounded theory of meanings associated to aspects of the Bridge Drawing 
Assessment in a Normal Population will be discussed in the next chapter in conjunction 
with its relevance to current literature and clinical application.  
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Presentation of Bridge Drawings 
 
 The subject’s bridge drawings are presented in Figures 1.1 – 1.6. To protect 
confidentiality subjects names have been substituted for identification numbers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
      Figure 1: Subject One 
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      Figure 2: Subject 2 
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         Figure 3: Subject 3 
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Figure 4: Subject 4 
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 Figure 5: Subject 5 
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            Figure 6: Subject 6 
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION 
 
Overview 
 
The purpose of the discussion chapter is to establish and elaborate upon 
connections between the relevant bodies of research presented in the literature review 
chapter and the outcome of the grounded theory analysis presented as a result of this 
research study.  
The purpose of this study was to explore the meanings of the symbolism and 
metaphor associated to the Bridge Drawing Assessment through the elicitation of verbal 
associations to the bridge drawings of a normal population. To gain greater insight in this 
area, subjects were asked to create a picture of a bridge going from some place to 
someplace, represent themselves in the picture with a dot and indicate their direction of 
travel with an arrow. They then were prompted to give a verbal description of their 
drawing, which was recorded on audio-tape. The responses of the subjects were 
transcribed and the transcriptions were analyzed using a grounded theory method.  
The artwork of subjects was used to compare graphic representations within 
subjects’ Bridge Drawing Assessment to subjects’ verbal statements about their Bridge 
Drawing Assessment. This research method was selected in hopes to provide insight into 
the meanings each person attributed to various aspects of the Bridge Drawing Assessment 
through emergent themes identified in the coded data.  
Through these coding processes the resulting data were selectively coded for the 
strongest emergent themes identified as the central phenomena. These three phenomena 
make up the central category of the grounded theory of meanings associated to the Bridge 
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Drawing Assessment in a normal population, and have been linked through concept of 
gestalt exploration.  
Blom (2006) said the gestalt concept 
can be considered an entity or whole of which the total is more than its 
component parts, which has a certain degree of structure and which remains 
recognizable as a whole, as long as the relationship between the parts remains. 
(p.18) 
The exploration of artwork through this type of holistic conceptual framework is an 
integral part of art therapy practice and provides a unifying umbrella for the three central 
phenomena within the central category.  
The three central phenomena that make up the central category are:  1) The gestalt 
view of life transitions, relationships evoked through memory and feeling states; 2) The 
gestalt view of horizontal, vertical, and diagonal planes of bridge axis  symbolic of  social 
and cognitive development; and 3) The gestalt view of feelings of progress and status 
evaluated through the use of the bridge, the arrow and the dot in symbolic context.   
The Major findings of the study will first be reviewed in their context of relevance 
to the research objective and as they relate to current literature. Then the limitations of 
this study and implications for future research using the Bridge Drawing Assessment will 
be discussed. 
 
Major Findings 
The major findings of this study were selected through a process of identifying 
emergent trends in the data that were in some way unique to the Bridge Drawing Art 
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Therapy Assessment or were seen as a possible strength of the assessment. During the 
selective coding process, findings observed to have broad general applicability across art 
therapy assessments, such as use of color or use of drawing material to achieve a certain 
effect, were not selected as central phenomena because they were viewed as general 
outcomes of art therapy assessment, rather than as outcomes specifically influenced by 
the Bridge Drawing Assessment. Therefore, while other connections could be made to 
previous bridge drawing research, only previous research findings related to the central 
theme will be discussed in this chapter.  
It is important to now that, while the design of the current study was based on 
Hays and Lyons (1981), the presentations of the directives varied in the sequence they 
were given to subjects. Hays & Lyons (1981) waited until all subjects were finished their 
bridge drawings to give the subsequent directive of placing a dot to represent themselves 
and an arrow showing their travel direction. They also asked subjects to provide written 
descriptions of the drawing. In the current study all directives were given before the 
subjects began to draw, they were asked only to give verbal associations after their 
drawing, and no written associations were collected in the current study. Precisely how 
this difference might have affected the results is unclear. However, it is worth noting that 
the presentation of directives in the present study could have given subjects the 
opportunity, which the adolescent population in Hays and Lyons’ (1981) study did not 
have, to plan for placement and direction from the start of the assessment. This may 
related to the first central phenomenon, such that when subjects had a cognitive 
framework already established, as was seen for subjects four and five, less spontaneous 
relationships developed within the context of symbolic use, due to a higher level of 
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thought processing being engaged before the drawing was begun. However it is thought 
that, in the population sampled, having such a clear defined framework for collective 
symbol use might have allowed a subject to spend more time developing personal 
connections and meanings than Hays and Lyons (1981) original directives would have 
permitted. 
Presentation of directives varied somewhat among prior research studies that used 
the Bridge Drawing Assessment. The procedures of Landley (1990) and Scardino (1994) 
both followed Hays and Lyons’ (1981) protocol for giving the  directives. It is unclear 
how Meserve (1989) gave the directives, while Pletnick (1996) reported that all of the 
directives were given at once in written and verbal format.  While it is beyond the scope 
of this project to examine how the presentation of directives might have affected the 
reported results in each study, this might be an area to be explored in future research. 
 
Unifying Theoretical Framework 
Understanding the whole or gestalt of the Bridge Drawing Assessment was a 
natural unifying framework to group the three central phenomenon. Betensky (as cited in 
Junge, 1994) identified within the concept of the gestalt, three important forces in the art 
therapy process: “visual perception (seeing the art), cognitive perception (talking about 
the art), and emotion (feeling associated with the art)” (p. 213).  
 The majority of previous Bridge Drawing Assessment research, while allowing 
for a written explanation by subjects, did not explore the verbal statements subjects may 
have attributed to their drawings. The current study was specifically designed to explore 
the verbal statements subjects attributed to their bridge drawing artwork. Those 
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verbalizations were examined both independently and in conjunction with the artwork. 
The research findings suggest that the most dynamic view of a client’s art therapy process 
comes from viewing the artwork in conjunction with the verbal statements attributed to 
the artwork, therefore giving a larger picture which may be beneficial to both subject and 
clinician. Exploring the artwork in conjunction with the verbal expression of thoughts 
also allowed feelings attributed to or evoked by the artwork to be identified for possible 
therapeutic discussion. Bertensky (as cited in Junge, 1994) describes a transference 
process: 
When past events were re-experienced through a painting or sculpture, that art 
production became instrumental in helping the young expressionist specify old, 
lingering feeling which had originated in the past events, but had been carried in 
patterns of mechanistic transference into subsequent situations, objectively 
different from the historical one. Such lingering feelings carried on a life of their 
own…strong enough to block development. (p. 216)   
 The term bridge was defined by Hays and Lyons (1981): “To bridge means to be-
rige, to erect an elevated structure over a depression “ (p. 207) and Berlin et. al. (1991) 
stated that “the word metaphor is derived from the Greek meta pherein, to carry over” (p. 
359). Therefore, the transference process within gestalt theory as described above by 
Bertensky (as cited in Junge, 1994, p.216) would make the bridge symbol and the use of 
the bridge as metaphor carriers to explore past events (recent or long ago) for their 
influence upon current functioning.    
Edinger’s definition of subjective meaning specifically identifies art as a way of 
finding meaning in life through interactions with other, possibly unrelated aspects, 
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thereby creating a connection to a “whole” (1992, p. 108). The Bridge Drawing 
Assessment appears to be well suited to explore subjective meaning relating to life 
transitions in a normal population for improved assimilation within the transitional state, 
and a more complete sense of self appears to be achieved when graphic and verbal 
responses are viewed in conjunction with one another.  
The choice of Hays and Lyons (1981) to develop an assessment that clearly 
presents a framework of easily recognizable symbolic objects and asks the subject to 
explore the relationship of those symbols to one another. Initially it seemed the findings 
of the current theory would validate only the use of the bridge as an object of change, the 
arrow as an object of directional communication, and the dot as symbolic of current 
location within the transition framework.  However, in writing a summary of the 
directives given to subjects accordance to Hays and Lyons (1981), this researcher 
realizated that those symbolic uses of the bridge, dot and arrow were already spelled out 
for the client.  It was clear that the subject was being asked to use the bridge to get from 
one place to another. It was clear that the arrow was to indicate the direction that a 
subject associated to whatever he or she was trying to communicate in the expression of 
the first directive. Lastly, the subject was clearly told to use a dot to represent himself or 
herself in the picture. Thus it was likely that the linear way in which the directives were 
presented led a subject to interpret each subsequent directive within the framework of the 
previous directive.   
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Exploration of Central Phenomenon 
Each of the three central phenomena will now be explored in more depth, in 
relationship to previous research using the Bridge Drawing Assessment. The use of 
symbol and metaphor in the context of the meanings related to each specific phenomenon 
will also be addressed. Art therapist Patricia St. John wrote, “Art Therapy uses symbols, 
metaphors, visual images, and the process of art making to heal and restore physical and 
mental health” (St. John, 2006, p. 3). In this research the terms symbol and metaphor 
have been used in conjunction with one another to identify trends in meaning associated 
to aspects of the bridge, but first the terms will be discussed in terms of how they relate 
individually to each central phenomenon. The research objective stated a purpose of 
finding meaning. For the purposes of this discussion, Edinger’s (1992) concept of living 
or subjective meaning, first presented in the literature review, is used: 
It is this sense of the word we use when we describe a deeply moving experience 
as something meaningful. Such an experience does not convey abstract meaning, at least 
not primarily, but rather living meaning which laden with affect, relates us organically to 
life as a whole. Dreams, myths, and works of art can convey this sense of subjective, 
living meaning which is quite different from objective abstract meaning. (p. 108) 
The definition of “living meaning” (Edinger, 1992) most closely resembles the goal of 
the therapeutic process of increased understanding and acceptance of self in relation to 
the world. Exploring how symbol and metaphor are connected with the process of finding 
subjective or “living meaning” (Edinger, 1992) is most closely related to the research 
objective to better understand the potential clinical application of the Bridge Drawing 
Assessment. The results discussed are based on a small non-diverse sample of normal 
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college students between the ages of 20-24.  Three areas of emergent data, termed central 
phenomena, have been identified that are representative of meanings attributed to aspects 
of the bridge drawing assessment in a normal population, specifically college students in 
their early twenties. Lifespan development issues specific to this age group will be 
explored for their possible impact on current findings. 
 
Central Phenomenon One: Life Transitions, Relationships and Associated Feeling 
Central phenomenon one has been identified as: The gestalt view of life transitions, 
relationships evoked through memory and feeling states. The bridge was used by all 
subjects as a projective object of change represented in the form of life transitions. Life 
transitions were communicated in context to a relationship (identified from memories) in 
the majority of subjects. The use of the arrow represented feeling states regarding 
progress in life transition. The subject of the bridge evokes positive feelings and material 
under the bridge evokes possible negative or avoidant feelings.  Specific attributes of the 
relationship were identified in the creation of sub-categories. It was noted as a significant 
trend in subjects’ verbal associations with major agreement in subject data in the use of 
the bridge being symbolic of a transition in all subjects. This was the only symbolic 
association with agreement across subjects. The theoretical coding process validated this 
relationship between the bridge symbol and life transitions. This finding is supported the 
use of the Bridge Drawing Assessment by both Braun (2008), and particular by Pletnick 
(1996) whose rationale was “the bridge drawing test was chosen for this study for its ease 
in administration (one drawing) and its application to how an individual would handle a 
difficult change (i.e. substance abuse to abstinence)” (p. 42). 
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Use of Symbols with Meaning Associated to Life Transitions 
The theme of life transitions was identified as significant in Open Coding process.  
The relevant data were derived from Category 1: Meanings Associated to Motivation to 
Cross the Bridge; Category 6: Associations with Specific Metaphor/Symbolism; and 
Category 9: Memories Evoked from Bridge Metaphor (see Table 10 and Appendix E). 
Multiple authors suggest that the ability of a therapist to utilize symbol and 
metaphor in therapeutic interactions is key to accessing unconscious material necessary 
for catharsis (Berlin, et al., 1991; Gorelick, 1989; Naumberg, 1987). All subjects utilized 
symbol and metaphor throughout their process of giving association to aspects of their 
bridge drawing. Other art therapy drawing assessments such as Barry Cohen’s 
“Diagnostic Drawing Series” (Cohen, et al., 1988), Gantt and Tabone’s (2003)“Draw a 
Person Picking an Apple from a Tree”, and Silver’s (1983) “Tests for Emotion and 
Cognitionn” could provide the opportunity for projection of life transitions, but they do 
not invite the subject to do so as Hays and Lyons (1981) have done in their development 
of the Bridge Drawing Assessment. Therefore the bridge drawing might be the vehicle of 
choice for art therapist when looking to access conscious or unconscious content in the 
area of life transitions.   
 
Use of Symbols with Meaning Associated to Feelings and Relationships 
Two areas emerged in the selective coding data as important symbolic indicators  
associated with meanings subjects attributed to feelings: the use of the arrow and matter 
depicted under the bridge.  
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Through the evaluation of life transitions in the axial coding process there was an 
emergent link to Relationships. As observed in Category 9 of the open coding data, there 
was a focus that emerged from subjects’ verbal accounting of memories which  
influenced components included in subjects’ bridge representation. The properties further 
narrowed down the memories to have either a strong link to Family and/or to Friend 
relationships. Five out of six subjects had this phenomenon occur and this was the second 
strongest trend observed in the data. Therefore the link was made between life transitions 
and relationships (identified as memories) to friends and family. Due to the overlapping 
nature of these categories related to feelings, they will be presented together. 
The use of the arrow as a symbolic indication regarding direction of travel linked 
with the expression of feelings associated with movement towards a goal were initially 
observed as a trend in Category 6, where three subjects made verbal associations 
regarding the symbolic meaning of their arrow use. Arrows were not often described for 
their physical properties, but rather in the subject’s verbalization the arrow was used as 
being a symbolic representation of the subject’s attitude or feeling towards the identified 
direction of travel. This agreement in fifty percent of the subjects led to the statement in 
this grounded theory that the presence of the arrow provides subjects a means to 
communicate information regarding their evaluation of progress towards a goal.   
Hays and Lyons (1981) found that the most common direction of travel amongst 
their adolescent sample was the use of an arrow going from left to right with a link to 
moving into the future by 75% of their sample, but there was limited support in the 
current sample for their finding. Subject One was the only subject in this study who 
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represented her arrow going from left to right with the verbal association indicating 
movement towards the future. 
Subjects Two and Four had arrows going from right to left but their verbal 
associations offered limited support to the idea of “backwards motion” as hypothesized 
by Hays and Lyons (1981). Subject Two felt a positive connection with his journey back 
to his home, going home being supported as going backwards but the overall meaning 
given was not of an emotional regression. This may be explained by the current 
population included in the study were college students who often return home at 
semester’s end with no major intra-psychic conflict involved in the transition as it is an 
accepted part of the experience. Subject Four indicated her arrow traveling in a right to 
left pattern but her verbalizations indicated she was not planning to follow the direction 
of the arrow. It is unclear how this contradiction between verbal and graphic indicators 
would support or not support the idea of moving backwards without further exploration 
of the ambivalent message with the subject. 
The divergence of the current findings from Hays and Lyons (1981) may be 
explained by differences in sample demographics between studies.  For instance, Landley 
(1990) also found that the use of arrow in her study was divergent from the findings 
reported in Hays and Lyons (1981). She suggested this variance was due to how the 
specific population she sampled, those with a terminal illness (AIDS), may view direction 
of travel within a different scope that a “normal”(Landley, 1990, p. 55) population, such 
that “facing or going to the past, to a presumably better time before this disease, might be 
considered good” (p. 55).   
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Five out of six subjects had positive associations to being on the bridge and 
negative associations associated to material under the bridge.  All five of these subjects 
also had a friend or family identified verbally in a memory association.  The one subject 
who did not have a friend and family link had no negative or positive associations to the 
bridge or the material under the bridge. In essence the data indicated that when there was 
a memory of a family or friend verbalized by the subject, there was also an identification 
of positive (being on bridge) and negative (matter under bridge) feelings generated to 
aspects of the drawing. When there was no relationship link there was also no assignment 
of emotional meaning to aspects of the drawing. This appeared to be a significant trend, 
showing a connection to the use of the bridge as a projective object for life transitions and 
the other elements of the bridge drawing, such as use of the arrow and matter under the 
bridge which the data indicate, evoking connections to relationships. Therefore all of the 
elements combined in the Bridge Drawing Assessment provide a  projective stimulus for 
subjects to express their thoughts, feelings and perspectives regarding an identified 
transition in their lives and how they are progressing through those transitional states. 
When evaluating the usefulness of verbal associations to graphic indicators, the 
results of theoretical coding revealed that there can be multiple meanings assigned 
verbally to one category. For example, subject 6 indicated that his desire for travel was to 
not be restricted but he also fell into the property of returning home. Graphically this is 
supported by the representation of a bi-directional arrow, but verbally he associated his 
direction to heading home. The use of the arrow may be seen as a symbolic element that 
highlighted some of the possible unconscious conflicting emotions elicited through the 
Bridge Drawing Assessment. The use of the bi-directional arrow by subjects three and six 
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support some of the conflict noted in their verbal responses regarding the desire for 
freedom or exploration with their feelings of desiring to maintain connection to family or 
to return home. How each of these subjects verbally identified their direction of travel 
was fundamentally different, with one going back and one going forward, but the graphic 
representation looked the same. 
Material Under the Bridge is the second selected emergent theme related to 
feelings related to self and progress in life transitions. Hays and Lyons (1981) stated, 
“Even today, in dreams and artwork, a bridge is seen as crossing over something ‘bad,’ 
perhaps an obstacle of some type, or going from some place to a better setting” (p. 207).  
In the current data this was supported by five out of six subjects that made negative 
verbal statements directly about the material under the bridge, and that the purpose of the 
bridge was to keep them from being exposed to what was underneath. One subject in this 
study did not report a negative link with material under the bridge. These results diverged 
from the  research results presented by Hays and Lyons (1981), where 60% of subjects 
reporting non-threatening matter and only 40% making negative or threatening 
associations. 
Scardino (1994) identified an issue of poor inter-rater reliability in the category 
Matter under the Bridge due to what she felt was, “lack of understanding by the raters as 
to what exactly threatening or non-threatening matter looks like” (p.  69). This 
observation by Scardino (1994) could possibly be explained by the current research 
findings that the subject matter under the bridge was not viewed by subjects in the current 
sample as negative per se, as seen in subjects one, two, three, and six, but rather that these 
subjects viewed the matter under the bridge as something to be avoided. Subjects verbal 
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attributions indicate it is the situation of being in the material underneath, as opposed to 
being on the bridge, that was viewed as negative. Therefore the current research indicated 
it may indeed be difficult to determine the significance of the Matter under the Bridge 
unless it is clarified by the subject. The ideas expressed by bridge researcher Sweetman 
(1999) may shed some light on this finding: 
…there is still more to the bridge than just usefulness and looks. However shallow 
the water, the smallest stream can seem a Rubicon. Our other aim must be to 
consider the bridge as symbolic marker, denoting a stage that the traveller [sic] 
has reached on a journey that may not, perhaps be reversed. (p. 32, 58)  
In this statement, Sweetman (1999) indicates that even a small stream, that in no way is 
given a negative meaning, can be seen as an obstacle keeping one from progressing on a 
journey. Therefore, finding a way to successfully bridge that obstacle is the desired 
outcome, as opposed to not being able to continue on the journey which would be 
perceived as negative. 
The idea that matter under the bridge is connected to self and feelings is 
moderately supported by previous bridge drawing research of Meserve (1989) and 
Pletnick (1996). Meserve(1989) selected Hays and Lyons’ (1981) category of Matter 
Under the Bridge as one of four “most important” (Meserve, 1989, p. 108) variables 
when evaluating artwork for prognosis of follow up to aftercare following inpatient 
substance abuse treatment. Meserve (1989) did not provide a rationale for this selection 
but it may be explained by Pletnick’s (1996) findings that,  
When “nothing” was the matter crossed over the subject revealed “nothing” about 
self. Also when “nothing” is identified as the matter crossed over, I would 
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question the state of hopelessness the subject may be experiencing as well as their 
readiness to self disclose personal information to aid their recovery process (p. 
138) 
Subject five was the only subject who did not identify specific subject matter 
except air as being beneath his bridge. Subjects were not screened for their addictions 
history so it is unclear how this finding may relate to Pletnick’s (1996) findings in a 
substance abuse population. There is a possible relationship connected with the use of the 
diagonal bridge axis (which subject five used) and the use of higher level defense 
mechanisms to limit exposure to self and feelings in artwork that could support Pletnick’s 
(1996) finding that lack of identified matter under the bridge could be connected with 
resistance to disclosing information about self and feelings which will be explored in the 
next section. 
 
Central Phenomenon Two: Horizontal, Vertical, and Diagonal Planes of Bridge Axis 
Central phenomenon two has been identified as: The gestalt view of horizontal, 
vertical, and diagonal planes of bridge axis may be symbolic of social and cognitive 
development. Symbolic meanings associated to placement of the bridge will be explored 
in the context of the plane where the graphic representation was generated and the verbal 
meaning attributed to such placement. A possible link to previous Social and Cognitive 
development research will be discussed. 
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Symbolic Meaning of Bridge Placement: Evaluating Axis  
The different uses of space associated to the graphic representation of the bridge were 
identified in subjects drawings. Bridges themselves were placed either on the horizontal 
axis (subjects one, two, three and six) or the diagonal axis (subjects four and five). 
Subjects use of the vertical plane was observed in two ways, either through the use of 
columns supporting the bridge or secondary elaboration such as flowers outside of the 
bridge. When these graphic indicators were evaluated in conjunction to meanings 
subjects associated in relationship an emergent trend appeared establish a tentative link to 
levels of intellectual modes of processing. 
This horizontal plane was observed to have the least complex meanings, as 
observed by subjects verbally identifying transitions of a more concrete nature. In other 
words, the horizontal plane appeared to be used by subjects to communicate actual 
reality-based transitions that had occurred or were occurring in their lives. The use of the 
vertical plane appeared to link with material presented and processed as connected to the 
self, but may be associated to ideas of self that are abstract or of a philosophical nature. 
Representation of the bridge on a diagonal plane is thought to possibly represent the 
highest form of processing observed, showing intellectualized content of metaphor in a 
managing framework meaning subjects attributed meaning through intentional use of 
perspective. This is reinforced by Arnheim’s (1974) statement that 
Whether taught or not, children eventually acquire the art of making diagonals. As 
we shall see during the development of spontaneous drawing children first master 
the relation between horizontal and vertical and then proceed from there to 
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oblique directions. That is, they attain the representational concepts needed to 
handle increasingly complex shapes and shape relations. (p.170) 
Arnheim (1974) explains that these representational concepts, once learned, become the 
building blocks for more complex representation of meanings graphically as a person 
develops. 
In the same way, early representational concepts are not straight-jackets but the 
indispensable forms of early conceptions. Their simplicity is appropriate to the 
level of organization at which the mind of the young draftsman operates. As the 
mind becomes more refined, the patterns it creates become more complex, and the 
two growth processes constantly reinforce each other. At levels of high 
complexity, representation concepts are no longer as easily detected as they are in 
early work, but far from being overcome or cast aside by the mature artist, they 
remain- at a level appropriate to the richness of his thought- the indispensable 
forms that alone enable him to express what he has to say. (pp. 170-171)  
The occurrence of material being reported by subjects on multiple planes was 
observed across the sample and is supported by a basic advantage of art therapy identified 
by Harriet Wadeson (1980). Wadesons’ (1980) coining of the term “spatial matrix” states 
that the ability to represent multiple and seemingly conflicting ideas simultaneously in 
imagery allows for a level of communication not present in verbal language.  
Accordingly, the spatial matrix can convey aspects of relationships that may include 
paired opposites such as “closeness and distance” (p. 11) and “bonds and divisions” (p. 
11) all in one cohesive package of a picture. This differs from verbal communication that 
has to occur in a linear fashion and encompasses the use of many words to attempt to 
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explain the dynamics of a relationship that does not occur in a linear fashion.  The Bridge 
Drawing Assessment appears to lend itself to this process due to the natural use of planes 
in the representation of a bridge in context to someplace. Janssen (1943) wrote: 
No one can question the importance of bridges in our daily lives. Even our 
ordinary conversations are colored with frequent references to bridges. We say 
that if we stay on the bridge, we shall cross the river. How often are we reminded 
that we should not cross our bridges before we reach them? Or again, we are 
cautioned not to burn our bridges behind us. When we have triumphed in the face 
of tremendous odds, we say that we have bridged our difficulties. Bridges thus 
have come to represent stages in human experience. (p. 210) 
Janssen’s (1943) example relates the multi-faceted symbolic use of the bridge to life 
stages which can be experienced differently across a culture but are unified within the 
common framework of the bridge. Similarly, the different aspects of processing 
experienced by subjects, all with their own personal meaning, can be explored within the 
unifying framework of the bridge based on the tentative findings that link material 
expressed on different planes to different levels of cognitive and emotional functioning. 
The hypothesized link between bridge planes and emotional and cognitive development 
will now be explored in greater detail. 
 
Proposed Relationship to Emotional and Cognitive Development in Art Therapy 
The work of Rawley Silver (1987, 1989, 2003), who has been developing her art 
based assessment systematically evaluating cognitive and emotional aspects of 
development over the last 30 years. One example of Silver’s assessment, used with 
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groups or individual children and adults who were asked to look through a set of 15 
stimulus cards divided into categories, and to select one from each category.  Once they 
had selected their cards, “they are asked to make their drawings tell a story, adding 
whatever they need to make the story more interesting. They are also asked not to copy 
the stimulus drawings, but to draw the subjects in their own individual ways” (Silver, 
1989, p. 122). 
 Through content evaluation of drawings made, Silver determined there are three 
recognized levels of the ability to select content: “the lowest level is concrete, the 
intermediate level is functional, and the highest level is abstraction” (p. 124). Her scoring 
system assigns points and descriptions to each of three levels of selection ability: 
Content (ability to select)_______ 
1 point:  shows ability to select on the basis of perception; subjects are 
unrelated in size or placement 
3 points:  shows ability to select on the basis of function; what subjects do 
or what can be done to them, concrete associations 
5 points:  shows ability to select on the basis of concept or class; goes 
beyond concrete associations, suggests predetermined ideas, imaginary 
play, abstract   thinking; implies more that is visible. (Silver, 1989, p. 125) 
The application of Silver’s (1989) selection criteria to the meanings subjects 
associate to the Bridge Drawing Assessment could provide a framework of selection 
according to content associated to the horizontal, vertical and diagonal graphic 
presentation of the bridge.  
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All subjects in this study, if assessed using Silver’s scoring criterion, would have 
scored at least three points for their ability to select. It is within the three-to-five range of 
points that there may be a correlation within axis/plane use. Subject one used the 
horizontal plane to project her plan to move out on her own in the near future but it was 
the vertical expression of her flowers moving up the right side of the paper that were 
connected with her hope and excitement about being able to decorate her own space. 
Similarly subject two used the horizontal plane to identify his progression through his last 
semesters before graduation. The data within vertical plane elicited responses related to 
his personal conflict of separating himself from his family by choosing to finish his 
college education and be the first person in his family to graduate college.   
Selection of content to be expressed on the horizontal plane would be of a more 
concrete nature as seen in Silver’s three point category going into what would be a 4-
point value of the vertical plane representing an area between concrete use but before 
there is a full sense of abstracting, planning or preconceived ideas as is seen in the 5-
point category. The 5-point category is where I would place subjects four and five who 
represented their bridges on the diagonal plane (bottom left to upper right). In accordance 
with Silver’s 5-point category description, selection was predetermined and abstract. 
Both subject’s four and five stated that they had a desire to represent a perspective and 
give the drawing a deeper dimension. Subject five was so attached to the concept of 
presentation of his metaphor that he omitted the use of the arrow and the dot to represent 
self. He also had no associations to actual relationships in his verbal data. The metaphor 
represented what Silver would term as “an abstract” (1989, p. 125) state of being that 
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may have covered over the more concrete or actual transitions and self oriented meanings 
that may have been observed respectively  on the horizontal and vertical planes. 
 Silver also describes in her use of what she calls “Drawing from Observation” 
(Silver, 1989, p. 238) which is the evaluation of the concept of space by understanding 
the developmental origins of the concept. She describes the findings of Piaget and 
Inhelder, which state that once a child can regard “a single object in isolation. Eventually 
they develop a coordinated system, perceiving objects in three directions: left-right, 
before-behind, and above-below” (Silver, 1989, p. 238).  Silver’s systematic 
classification of concepts of space, selection of content and their organization to achieve 
representation could be helpful in itself to observe the ability to use higher level thought 
processes. Lowenfeld (1987) explains why this would be an important aspect of an 
assessment for a clinician to understand how to observe and utilize. 
It is possible to look at the children’s growth in art as being a process of 
organizing thought and representing environment in such a way as to give us an 
understanding of the development of thinking. It seems clear then that these 
developmental stages are not merely developmental stages in art, but are 
developmental stages in the whole growth pattern and that the art product is 
merely an indication of this total growth. Actually, the art activity may be growth 
in itself. (p. 47) 
The use of metaphor involving the bridge symbol was most prominent in subjects 
four and five, both who represented the bridge on the diagonal plane. Symbols are the 
building block of metaphor, therefore a symbol can exist independently but a metaphor is 
always inclusive of symbols. Meaning comes from understanding what is attached to a 
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symbol. Without understanding the meaning attached to a symbol the value of a metaphor 
would be diminished. The use of metaphor appears to allow better identification of 
unconscious symbols by linking them with those that are conscious and already 
integrated into the ego functioning of an individual allowing for an assimilation of the 
previous unconscious symbol into conscious awareness so that it may too be integrated. 
While it is important to understand the distinction between symbol and metaphor, it is not 
necessary to make an ongoing distinction of how they were presented in the data to 
achieve the research objective. Therefore they have been used in conjunction in the 
narrative of the grounded theory. However, it is important to look at the metaphors and 
symbols that emerged specific to the bridge, as this related directly to the research 
objective of better understanding potential uses for the Bridge Drawing Assessment and 
how it may be differentiated from other art therapy assessments.  
Therefore Lowenfeld’s (1987) finding was that levels of thought processing 
within artwork can generalize to the overall patterns of thought processing used by the 
person. This concept is also a fundamental underpinning of Silver’s (1989) development 
of a series of art therapy assessments to assess cognitive and social functioning. Silver 
(1989) recognized the value of being able to assess levels of cognitive and social 
functioning through non verbal assessment and found that persons with learning 
disabilities, hearing loss or other disabilities which affect communication were able to 
cognitively process information at a more sophisticated level than their verbal or written 
abilities may have indicated.  Silver (1989) also found that, at times, learning was 
facilitated and cognitive and social development could be improved through the use of 
art. Therefore, it may be useful for more research to explore whether a single drawing 
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therapy assessment, such as the Bridge Drawing Assessment, could be adapted to the 
evaluate cognitive and social development levels shown in artwork, within the context of 
the art-making process and meaning attributed to both process and content of the 
drawing.  It is hypothesized that this adaptation would increased the proposed benefits of 
the gestalt framework analysis of the Bridge Drawing Assessment by adding the 
opportunity to assess cognitive development information, in addition to information 
about progress and status as related to life transitions.  
 
Central Phenomenon Three: The Gestalt of the Bridge, the Dot and the Arrow 
The gestalt view of feelings of progress and status evaluated through the use of 
the bridge, the arrow and the dot in symbolic context.  The bridge, the arrow and the dot 
as utilized in the Bridge Drawing Assessment may be effective in eliciting material 
related to feelings of progress or status related to change or life transition because they 
are all familiar subjects within our collective culture. Lowenfeld (1987) gives an 
explanation of the effecter mode of learning: “It should be emphasized that learning takes 
place in the context of that which is know. The brain assimilates new information that is 
only understood in relation to information it has already processed” (p. 47). Therefore, 
understood uses of the bridge as explained by Steinman and Watson (1941) in Bridges 
and their Builders:  
Bridges symbolize the ideals and aspirations of humanity. They span the barriers 
that divide, and they bring peoples, communities, and nations into closer unity. 
They shorten distances, speed transportation and facilitate commerce. They carry 
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their burdens that the tasks of men may be lightened. They serve the needs of the 
lowliest as of the highest. (pp. xv-xvi) 
Therefore an accepted understanding of the bridge as symbolic marker representing a 
uniting force between two previously unconnected areas, universally accessible to all, to 
bring unity, relieve burdens and cross over obstacles. Thus when looking to promote 
understanding of a novel concept in a life transition, the use of the familiar transitional 
nature of the bridge may expedite the assimilation of new material within an understood 
framework. 
Sweetman (1999) also asserted that 
…there is still more to the bridge than just usefulness and looks. However shallow 
the water, the smallest stream can seem a Rubicon. Our other aim must be to 
consider the bridge as symbolic marker, denoting a stage that the traveller [sic] 
has reached on a journey that may not, perhaps be reversed. (p. 32, 58)  
These statements indicate an accepted connection of the bridge as symbolic marker 
representing a uniting force between two previously unconnected areas, universally 
accessible to all, to bring unity, relieve burdens and cross over obstacles. Thus this bridge 
can lend itself to the assimilation of new information and to assist in resolving a conflict 
related to a transition in lifespan development. 
 This finding supports Hays and Lyons (198) assertion that “through art we 
attempt to ‘bridge’ the verbal communication gap with the nonverbal qualities inherent in 
artistic expression” (p. 207). The results of this study also support Hays and Lyons (1981) 
finding that  
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The placement of the dot to represent the self indicates the distance ahead in 
crossing the bridge as well as the distance that has been traversed. This reveals 
how the person sees himself/herself in relationship to a goal, solution or problem. 
(Hays & Lyons, 1981, p. 209)  
It was not until data was evaluated in the gestalt sense that a true dynamic of levels of 
meanings and interactions were seen in the results of this data. When looking at the 
relationships between the bridge, the dot and the arrow, only subject one’s drawing 
followed the left to right progression consistent with her verbal data. In all other subjects 
there was a personal use of the arrow and dot symbols in relation to the bridge. Trying  to 
understand why these graphic indicators had been produced in such a matter was 
observed to only be achieved when asking a subject to elaborate on their choice of arrow 
characteristics and placement. The symbol of the arrow collectively was used by subjects 
to indicate direction of travel.  The results of this study, however, indicate that each 
subject used a unique arrow presentation differing in presentation of form and color. 
Exploration of their choice of placement in context to other drawing elements provides 
for a deeper understanding of feelings and possible conflicts which can only be achieved 
through verbally processing elements in the artwork as related to each other and the 
whole. 
The use of metaphor involving the bridge symbol was most prominent in subjects 
four and five, both who represented the bridge on the diagonal plane. Symbols are the 
building block of metaphor, therefore a symbol can exist independently but a metaphor is 
always inclusive of symbols. Meaning comes from understanding what is attached to a 
symbol. Without understanding the meaning attached to a symbol the value of a metaphor 
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would be diminished. The use of metaphor appears to allow better identification of 
unconscious symbols by linking them with those that are conscious and already 
integrated into the ego functioning of an individual allowing for an assimilation of the 
previous unconscious symbol into conscious awareness so that it may too be integrated. 
While it is important to understand the distinction between symbol and metaphor, it is not 
necessary to make an ongoing distinction of how they were presented in the data to 
achieve the research objective. Therefore they have been used in conjunction in the 
narrative of the grounded theory. However, it is important to look at the metaphors and 
symbols that emerged specific to the bridge, as this related directly to the research 
objective of better understanding potential uses for the Bridge Drawing Assessment and 
how it may be differentiated from other art therapy assessments.  
 
Symbolic Meaning of Dot Placement 
Hays and Lyons (1981) asserted that the placement of the dot was a reflection of 
where the person was in regards to the status of their conflict resolution. This assertion 
was partly supported in the current data. The idea of the dot being a reflection of status 
was supported in Category 2 of the results. The analysis of the verbal data in conjunction 
with the visual data was also partially supported in the discriminate sampling results 
of the theoretical coding process. Subject two for example, had responses in both concept 
of “Placement of Self symbolic of progress in concrete life events” and “Placement of 
self symbolic of self observed status within a philosophical framework”. Subject two 
attributed his dot placement as a marker of progression towards college graduation, back 
to the left because he still had five semesters left before graduation. In this example, if the 
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idea of finishing college was seen as a resolution of a conflict, it would be congruent with 
the Hays and Lyons (1981) assertion about what the placement of the dot reflects. As the 
artwork was discussed subject two also related his placement on the bridge above the 
wooden boat as symbolic of him being the first to go to college in his family, where the 
family was associated with the wooden boat.  Subject two verbalized that if he would be 
located any place else on the bridge it would be below on the boat, but he also stated 
firmly that he did not want to get off the bridge. The conflict is assumed to be of a 
philosophical nature, becoming different from his less formally educated family, possibly 
lending support for Hays and Lyons (1981) findings. However, the idea of conflict is 
ambiguous and never directly identified by subject two, and so his statements can only 
partially support a connection between placement of the dot and the concept of status of 
conflict resolution.  Instead, the placement of the dot in this sample was representative of 
status in a life transition which was fully supported by the data.  
Scardino (1994) proposed that “Placement on the bridge could indicate 
commitment to communication” (p. 57). Six of ten subjects in the eating disorder 
population placed themselves on the bridge as compared to nine of ten subjects in the 
control group (Scardino, 1994). Scardino (1994) did report that a subject’s written 
association of  being “unsure of what lies ahead” (p. 59) in connection to lack of 
placement of the dot in her bridge drawing. A subject in the “normal” population who 
also did not place herself on the bridge, identified in her written association that she 
“placed herself on the side where she resides” (p. 59) or her home, which Scardino 
(1994) described was the place she was when making the drawing and could have been a 
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literal interpretation of her actual physical location at the time. There was no support for 
this in the current data.  
In her 2008 thesis, Braun made an observance that placement of self in the picture 
does not have to be limited to the idea of the dot as the sole representation of self. She 
presented the idea that a person with chronic pain may make a somatic representation of 
themselves. The example she gave being a subject may project their foot onto an arch 
bridge as a symbolic representation of their foot. The subject would place their dot at the 
source of the pain in the drawing as in relation to their foot (Braun, 2008, pp. 185-186). 
Again this was an inference the researcher made based upon the graphic indicators in the 
drawing and knowledge of the subjects chronic pain condition in her foot not from 
meaning attributed by the subject. There were no data in the current study to support 
Braun’s (2008) observation.  
 
Contextual Placement of Arrow and Dot in Relation to the Bridge 
Placement of the arrow and dot in relation to each other and the bridge work in 
conjunction to allow for communication of feelings a subject had to the transition subject. 
The more important issue will be placed above the bridge but in close proximity to the 
bridge. When the arrow is within the bridge in this sample, it appeared to have less 
communicative importance than when it is above the bridge. Determining which plane 
the symbol is in context to can only come from subjects association to their artwork. The 
use of the dot and the arrow did not follow any standardized format in presentation and if 
judged on graphic indicators alone would be misleading to the observer. Since previous 
bridge drawing research mainly focused on rating the graphic indicators of a drawing 
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without verbal input, there is not other research reported in the area of contextual 
placement of the arrow and the dot in relation to the bridge.  
There are previous bridge drawing research findings that appear to support the 
idea of the gestalt concept that there can be a greater benefit looking at the Bridge 
Drawing Assessment in conjunction to verbal associations. Scardino (1994) made a 
recommendation for future research that a researcher should obtain more specific 
understanding of what the subject felt they were representing. Her Appendix H, 
“Scardino Association Sheet for The Bridge Drawing Projective” (p. 93) is similar to the 
semi-structured interview format used in this study and is included in Appendix G of this 
text. The objective of both of these interview guides is to elicit the personal meanings 
subjects attribute to their drawings to gain more clarity of subject’s conscious 
understanding and intent towards their artwork.  Another example of this is made by 
Landley (1990) in her suggestions for future research. 
Another area that needs further study is the applicability of the standards for 
“normal” responses to the Bridge Drawing test when dealing with HIV and AIDS 
patients. For instance, the left-to-right, past-to-future directionality  might not be 
interpreted the same by a subject who had a fatal disease. Facing or going to the 
past, to a presumably better time before this disease, might be considered good. 
Recalling the doctor’s evaluation criteria , an “unchanged” medical state is the 
best that really could be hoped for. Lack of motion of any kind might therefore be 
considered good. (p. 55) 
Understanding how a specific population may attribute different meanings specific to that 
population appears to be achievable only by exploring the meanings within a gestalt 
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framework. This framework has also been identified as important in the development of 
this grounded theory of meanings attributed to the Bridge Drawing Assessment in a 
normal population.  
 The clinical applications of the research findings will now be discussed. 
 
Clinical Applications 
This study was designed to better understand personal meanings that a normal 
population associate to aspects of the bridge drawing assessment. The overall purpose 
was to expand Bridge Drawing Assessment research for an improved understanding of 
the best clinical applicability for this assessment. The original data reported by Hays and 
Lyons (1981) did not offer any measures of validity or reliability but rather subjective 
interpretation of the artwork and written associations of subjects that were the basis of 
their twelve variables.  
An example of the problematic nature of such methods of evaluation was found in 
Landley (1990).  In her thesis using the Bridge Drawing Projective Test, Landley (1990), 
presented the “Discussion of a Typical Drawing” (p. 32). She used statements of 
interpretation for graphic indicators such as, “There is little elaboration, giving the picture 
a feeling of isolation. This lack of background suggests that the patient feels disconnected 
from the environment” (p. 32). Conclusions such as this may be misleading, as only a 
part is being interpreted out of context of the whole experience of the patient. The 
artwork described in this way belonged to a 28 year old male in an advanced stage of 
HIV. This patient was “at this point completely bedridden, and has very little muscle 
control” (p. 26). While it is very plausible that Landley’s (1990) interpretation of this 
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patient’s drawing is correct, there are also multiple other reasons evident that the graphic 
indicators may have been influenced by his ability to physically elaborate in his artwork. 
The current research findings lead to the conclusion that without the patient’s 
associations to the drawing, or some other kind of baseline evidence of his physical 
capabilities, the interpretations seem premature. 
The focus of the thesis by Meserve (1989) was to compare the blind ratings of 
art therapists using Hays and Lyons’ (1981) twelve variables to those of psychologist 
using a rating scale based upon Yalom. While Meserve was not able to show any 
significant results in the area of her research objective, in her Table No. 2  Meserve 
(1989) presented an illustration of “Art Therapists’ Evaluation of 12 Variables” (p. 87). 
This shows 75 to 100 percent agreement across all four raters but there appeared to be no 
definitive pattern established for where the agreement occurred.  Also, a large divergence 
in ratings within the same subject and appears just as common among the art therapists. 
For Example, in Pt. 6 (p. 87) there was full agreement amongst raters in the variables: 
Placement of Self and Written Associations but major disagreement in Solidarity of 
Attachment and Type of Bridge in regards to the graphic indicator reflecting I for 
Improvement; N for No Change; or R for Regression. Meserve (1989) did not analyze 
this data for patterns or connection, but it is a good illustration of the inconsistency in 
attempting to rate a drawing blind with no formal rating system available for the 
assessment.  
Similarly, Landley (1990) reported “an obvious disparity in the ratings of the 
ATR’s” (p. 49), which she theorized was attributable to raters having been schooled in 
different masters programs that may have had different “rating criteria for children” (p. 
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49).  It is unclear whether having a formal rating system would have improved the inter-
rater reliability or whether there is an effect of the training program on the ability of a 
rater to evaluate artwork. This would be an interesting topic for future research. 
 Scardino (1994) did report using the written associations made subjects in her 
study in conjunction with their connection to the graphic indicators in their drawings. She 
appeared to think that this was beneficial and in her discussion she made the 
recommendation for future research projects that more specific written associations be 
requested which she elaborated on in her Appendix H (p. 93). Scardino (1994) developed 
specific questions focused on getting a broader understanding of meanings attributed to 
the graphic indicators Placement of Self, Meaning of Places on Either Side of the Bridge, 
Bridge Attachments, Emphasis by Elaboration, Bridge Material, Type of Bridge, Material 
Under the Bridge, Vantage Point of the Viewer and any additional information of 
importance (see Appendix G). 
As identified in the literature review, these issues are pertinent to current art 
therapy debates regarding future directions for the use of assessment in the art therapy 
profession, specifically the debate over how to more effectively use art therapy 
assessments. The implications of the current findings for the importance of using the 
gestalt framework in the Bridge Drawing Assessment will be explored in connection with 
the pertinent literature. This discussion will be followed by a summary of the limitations 
of the current study, as well as recommendations for future research using the Bridge 
Drawing Assessment. 
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Standardization of Projective and Art Therapy Assessment Implications 
The Bridge Drawing Assessment in this research study was useful in eliciting a 
subject’s verbalization of previously unconscious content to the ambiguous stimuli of a 
bridge. The relationship between the bridge, the arrow and the dot allows an additional 
layer of subjective meaning and feelings in relation to transitions to be identified.  
Examples of this are woven through the transcribed data and established themes. As 
identified in the theoretical coding process all six subjects attributed meaning to their 
bridge drawing. Therefore the bridge drawing is regarded as a potentially useful 
projective assessment in exploring dynamics of life transitions. Currently there is no 
standardized format to analyze the bridge drawing projective assessment. The question 
asked is: should there be one? 
As identified in the literature review the debate regarding the future of art therapy 
assessments as well as projective assessments has been and continues to be a topic of 
great debate (Bellemar, et al., 2003; Deavers, 2002; Gantt, 2004; Hibbard, 2003; Kaplan, 
2000; Lilienfeld, et al., 2000; Malchiodi, 1998; McNiff , 2004; Wadeson, 2002). There is 
no conclusive answer from this data due to the limited sample size. The results indicate 
that while there are some areas of the Bridge Drawing Assessment that lend themselves 
to collective meaning, the same aspect can also have an alternate meaning. From the data 
it appears that, to get the full benefit of the assessment, each would need to be evaluated 
on a case by case basis. These findings are supported by Donna Bett’s (2005) 
dissertation,  A Systematic Analysis of Art Therapy Assessment and Rating Instrument 
Literature.  In her Abstract she summarized her findings as  
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Based on a review of the literature, it was determined that the most 
effective approach assessment incorporates objective measures such as 
standardized assessment procedures (formalized assessment tools and 
rating manuals; portfolio evaluation; behavioral checklists), as well as 
subjective approaches such as the client’s interpretation of his or her own 
artwork. (Betts, 2005, p. xi) 
The results of the current study support this conclusion due to the inability to gain a full 
understanding of meanings of graphic indicators without verbal associations from the 
subject.  
Therefore, future research with the bridge drawing should focus on developing an 
understanding of how the assessment can be used as a clinical interviewing tool. The 
ability to allow subjects to identify aspects of their drawings through eliciting verbal 
response was a key aspect of understanding meanings associated to the Bridge Drawing 
Assessment. Through the process of discussing the gestalt of their drawing subjects were 
more fully able to explore the art therapy advantages of objectification and spatial matrix 
(Wadeson, 1980). In the data it was evident that subjects were able to identify 
relationships to themselves and others in relation to a transition that would not have been 
as likely if they had only participated in the drawing process. There is even the indication 
that level of cognitive processing can be evaluated by the subject and clinician. 
Art therapist Anne Mills (2006) advocates for the use of a standardized 
presentation of assessments but within a subjective approach which  
supports the interviewer’s ability to make observations of the person’s behavior 
and how he or she relates to the interviewer and the art task. This yields complex 
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and valuable information that can be used by the art therapist to test his or her 
emerging hypotheses about the client’s diagnosis and strengths. (Groth-Marnat, as 
cited in Mills, 2006) 
The current research also supported the use of very clear, consistent directives as 
important to helping both subject and clinician focus on the gestalt meaning of the 
experience within a contained structure. This is a framework for assessments that is 
concurrent with this writer’s observation regarding the use of clear directives given at the 
start the assessment, thus allowing for less focus on what to draw and more on how to 
draw it. In the same context, Mills (2006) said that having an established structure for the 
standardized presentation of assessment provides clear guidelines that, once learned, free 
up the researcher to be able to focus on facilitating and observing behavior and 
expression during the data collection process. This allows for more multi-level input to be 
incorporated into facilitating understanding of the gestalt, wholeness, that one desires to 
achieve through therapeutic interaction. The current research findings support the idea 
that systematic methods of data analysis do not have to be reductive or limiting, as has 
been argued in the past as a caution against standardization of assessment formats. There 
is agreement that if an assessment process involves looking at only one aspect of the data, 
such as graphic indicators alone, then it does become more reductive and therefore the 
results are not as valuable to the subject or clinician because they are not reflective of the 
whole of the situation. 
Art therapist with stances that promotes standardization like Gantt (2001, 
2003, 2004) and Mills (2003, 2006) cite the lack of formal framework throughout 
all aspects of art therapy assessments from start to finish as a weakness impairing 
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consistency and therefore validity in data analysis. Mills (2006) asserted that in 
addition to standardized presentation following the art production, most “…art 
therapy assessments do not provide a structured post-art-making interview. 
Instead, we often say we process the art, which is a vague, jargon term” (p. 35). 
By the nature of this research design there was a consistent semi-structured 
interview used that allowed for some consistency in the type of data collected 
across the sample. Mills (2006) however made it clear that she advocated for a 
clear understanding between subject and clinician that the art work will be 
processed following the art making process in “an interactive conversation in the 
style of psychotherapy” (p. 35). 
The goals Mills (2006) suggested that should come from this post art 
making processing were: 
Be as gentle and unthreatening as possible; avoid dominating or disturbing the 
person who made the art; listening very closely; remembering the content and also 
reading between the lines; eliciting in depth responses from the person who made 
the art; and letting the emotions, behaviors, memories or stories of the participant 
emerge in his her own language. (Mills, 2006, p. 35) 
Mills advocated the use of non structured open ended questions to achieve this aim. 
Mills’ suggestions are compatible with working within the context of the Bridge Drawing 
Assessment within a gestalt theoretical framework, by allowing the subject to be in 
control of the material presented. Also Mills’ statement to “read between the lines” again 
is a nice bridge to the idea of looking for Silver’s (1989) evaluative criteria of selection 
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process, not only for what is between the lines but also where in the drawings the lines 
might.    
 Following this process it may be helpful to develop a grid-like framework similar 
to the ones used in the theoretical discriminant sampling process, where variables were 
compared on multiple planes in the specific areas of the bridge, the dot and the arrow. 
Also this same type of coding process, used in inter-variable/ intra-variable comparison 
on metaphor and symbols with other aspects of meaning presented by the subject, may 
allow a more consistent framework for evaluating the very individual responses that may 
come from the type of open, client-led processing advocated by Mills (2006) and 
appropriate to a gestalt approach. 
 There is no one specific subject population to which the Bridge Drawing Art 
Therapy Assessment would lend itself to more than others. Life is full on one change 
situation after another. It is unclear whether the type of change associated to life 
transitions, which was the emergent theme communicated in the current population of 
college students, would generalize to a normal population in a broader scope or to an 
inpatient psychiatric population. Based upon the current literature and the research to 
date, it is clear that life transitions occur at all life stages and that the bridge is most likely 
an appropriate vehicle for examining these changes at crucial developmental life stages. 
 Mills (2006) did refer to what art therapist “Barry Cohen sometimes jokingly 
refers to ‘art therapy voodoo’- those instances where the art therapist demonstrates but 
cannot explain his or her knowledge of the maker of the art, based on the art alone” (as 
cited in Mills, 2006, p. 36). Mills (2006) asserted that this is not magic but a learned skill 
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achieved only through the “carefully studying the observational and pattern matching 
process” (Mills, 2006, p. 36). 
 
Limitations 
The limitations of this study were: 
1. Small Sample Size: The goal of this study was to look at data for 10 subjects, but 
only six subjects responded in a reasonable time frame before the data collection 
portion of the study was closed. All six subjects completed the data collection 
portion of the study and were included in the data analysis. While this sample 
produced a large amount of data, the small sample size does not allow for any 
generalization of findings to the a larger population. 
2. Limited Subject Demographics: Although the study was open to volunteers of all 
ethnic backgrounds only participants of Asian and Caucasians ethnicities 
responded. Also all students in this study were Drexel University students 
between the ages of 20-25, which means they all were in a very similar phase of 
life that may have impacted their meanings attributed to the bridge drawing. It is 
unknown how these may or may not have skewed the data collected in this study. 
3. Limited Scope of Semi-Structured Interview: The Semi- Structured interview may 
have limited the scope of the data collected. The interview was greatly influenced 
by Hay and Lyons (1980) 12 graphic indicators and may have limited the data 
collected to this pre-established framework.  
4. Grounded Theory Validity: The validity of grounded theory research is dependent 
on a thorough exploration of all dimensions of a phenomenon. The study was 
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designed to gather verbal responses to the bridge drawing assessment, therefore 
the only data used in this analysis was interview data, artwork and demographic 
information from a small subject pool. Therefore the validity of this research is 
limited due to the small area of focus-limited sample size, one point of contact..   
5. Lack of Written Notes or Video by Researcher: Due to data being collected by 
only audio taping subjects’ responses to semi-structured interview questions there 
were some problems fully interpreting the data due to brief periods where tape 
clarity was a problem. Also vague responses recorded on the tape that was 
accompanied by physical gesture, expressions or other body language that was not 
able to be recorded. If these visual clues had been noted in writing or on video a 
richer aspect would have been achieved in the analysis of data. 
 
Implications for Future Research 
The goal of future research is to provide a more extensive body of Bridge 
Drawing Assessment research to improve understanding of how to best use the Bridge 
Drawing Assessment for optimal evaluation and therapeutic benefit. Having a theoretical 
base for understanding aspects of the Bridge Drawing Assessment may also allow a more 
standardized format for assessing graphic indicators of bridge drawing aspects in absence 
of full explanation by the artist. In her 2005 doctoral dissertation, art therapist Donna 
Betts identified a significant deficit in art therapy research concerning the replication of 
studies that would allows for stronger validly of assessment tools. She cited the Bridge 
Drawing Assessment in terms of being an assessment with an “informal” standardized 
rating system of “12 variables identified by the authors”. One of Bett’s (2005) 
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recommendations for the field of art therapy based upon her research finding was for 
periodical literature reviews and systematic analysis of research that has already been 
conducted using art therapy assessments to “help researchers maintain a sound 
understanding of the work that has already been accomplished, and what needs to be 
done to improve the research” (Betts, 2005, p. 76). In the hopes that this research will 
continue, four areas described below are a starting point to achieve this goal in bridge 
drawing research.  
As stated earlier the Bridge Drawing Assessment would not lend itself to 
standardization based on the current data. There are too many areas where subjective 
interpretation of the graphic indicators by anyone other than the subject themselves 
would be most likely flawed and the full meaning would not have a chance to be realized 
by the subject or clinician. An earlier comparison was made between the role of metaphor 
in verbal language and art therapy in the larger field of psychotherapy. This connection 
resonated in an argument made by Fiumara (1995) regarding the benefits of using 
metaphor as a process. 
...the present inquiry is inspired by an outlook on life and language which 
assumes their reciprocal interaction. Any concept of either life or language that 
does not account for their interconnectedness will probably fail to yield more than 
superfluous artifacts. (Fiumara, 1995, p. 7) 
Whether in the understanding of verbal communication or understanding what is 
being communicated through artwork, the importance of acknowledging the 
interconnectedness of the subjective nature of meaning is fundamental to maximizing the 
benefits of the chosen vehicle of communication. Those in the field of art therapy who 
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are trying to reduce drawing assessments into purely objective measures that do not 
account for personally associated meanings are distancing themselves from the 
fundamental advantages that are the foundation on which art therapy was developed. 
Such researchers may, as Fiumara (1995) proposed, have little to show for it in the end..  
Based upon these premises, the following recommendations for future research 
are a result of the conclusions of this research study. 
 
Larger Population 
Since the goal of this pilot study was to produce new data regarding the meanings 
attributed to the Bridge Drawing Assessment, the hope for replication of this study on a 
larger scale to provide scientifically valid results can only be achieved if the study is 
repeated with a larger population to see if the significant themes that emerged in this 
study continued to be valid across a larger spectrum of responses. Along these same lines, 
a larger population would include normal subjects beyond college students since this 
demographic is only representative of a small segment of the population.  
 
Developmental Crisis Across Life Span 
Specific clinical applications of the bridge drawing assessment could be further 
illuminated by focusing on other transitional phases of development within a normal 
population beyond adolescents (Hays & Lyons, 1981) and the current research using 
college students.  
Art Therapy is used across a spectrum of clinical  populations. Age related groups 
as Levinson (1978) stated:  
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We believe that the life cycle evolves through a sequence of eras each lasting 
roughly twenty-five years. The eras are partially overlapping, so that a new one is 
getting underway as the previous one is being terminated. The sequence goes as 
follows: 
5. Childhood and adolescence: ages 0-22 
6. Early adulthood: age 17-45 
7. Middle adulthood: age 40-65 
8. Late Adulthood: age 60-?  
(p. 18) 
Levinson (1978) also stated “The transition between eras consistently takes four or five 
years—not less than three and rarely more than six” (p. 19). An example of a transitional 
phase during the lifespan that could be explored using the Bridge Drawing Assessment is: 
A special task of middle adulthood is to become aware of both the child and elder 
in oneself and in others. Work on this task allows us to transcend in some 
measures the generational barriers and to relate in a more fully human way to 
persons of all ages. (p. 28) 
These specific clinical populations may or may not show trends that would not be 
seen as significant across a larger population but when looked at separately may  be 
reflective of common meanings in their population sub group.   The collection and 
analysis of normative data indicating a connection between a certain style or use of a 
graphic indicator associated with a specific population could contribute to the body of 
knowledge about the bridge drawing assessment. Just as the Bridge Drawing Assessment 
may be the art therapy assessment of choice to better understand relationships within the 
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context of life transitions, on a more specific level knowing whether this was true across 
clinical groups or only valid in a normal population would allow clinicians to make a 
better judgment regarding how to use this assessment or not use it with a specific 
population. 
The usefulness of using the Bridge Drawing Assessment to gain insight into 
perceived feelings and status in regards to a life transition was an emergent trend in the 
current findings. A broader applicability of this concept in relationship to a goal could 
improve the ability to self regulate. Continued observance of feelings of self and status in 
relationship to a life goal may lead to improving self regulation which has been identified 
in the lifespan development literature as,  
Self-regulation has major, important implications for success in life, and indeed 
there is ample basis for asserting that it is one of the most important keys to 
success. People who are good at self-regulation show a multitude of advantages 
over other people, in both task performance and interpersonal relations. 
(Baumeister, et al., 1998, p. 130) 
This may be an important area of focus for future bridge drawing research in the context 
of lifespan development issues, as problems with self regulation are an increasing threat 
to the physical, financial and emotional wellbeing in the western culture.  
 
Cultural Expansion of Bridge Drawing Assessment Research 
Richman (2005) observed: 
To some degree, then, the allure of the bridge, beyond its metaphorical and 
utilitarian aspects, may be attributed to its inherent link with the past— and its 
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presumed link to the future. A bridge has both a name and a history that connect it 
to other people and places. A bridge is part of the landscape. And bridges become 
part of our cultural awareness. (p. 3) 
How important bridges are or how they are used in a certain culture may impact how the 
data can be understood by the clinician. As observed in the nature of how the metaphor of 
burning bridges came to be so popular in the American culture, Reynolds (1959) 
theorized that since bridges were an important part of connecting the interior or land 
dominated countries, the bridge rather than a boat would be more familiar and accessible 
to a person of such a culture, where as in England which is surrounded by water and has 
relatively much less land than the United States, their use of Burning Boats is more 
prevalent than bridges in this metaphor. An example to explore in future research would 
be presenting a drawing similar to that of subject two, who had both a boat and a bridge.  
Subject two had a verbal association indicating the boat was of an antiquated nature, and 
three subjects overall associated wood with being old. It would be interesting to see if this 
dynamic were different in a culture where boats were still a popular and accessible form 
of transportation.  
 Once a clinician is familiar with the collective concepts accepted within a culture, 
the use of the Bridge Drawing Assessment could be utilized more effectively. A possible 
application in the United States would be to use the bridge drawing with immigrant 
populations to evaluate their feelings and process in relation to assimilation to a new 
culture. 
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Post Assessment Framework 
While not necessary for clinical use, it may be helpful for research purposes to 
develop a standardized framework through which to evaluate the use of collective and 
individual symbolic meaning within the Bridge Drawing Assessment framework.  This 
may be achieved through a framework to evaluate Silver’s (1989) cognitive and creative 
skills assessment evaluation in areas of spatial and contextual markers, already identified 
clearly by Silver’s Tests of Emotion and Cognition in context to the Bridge Drawing 
Assessment. There is a tentative link established through the current research that the 
Bridge Drawing Assessment may lend itself to producing data that can be observed as 
Through Silver’s scoring system to evaluate creative and cognitive processing abilities 
through art. This relationship would be developing a process to evaluate meaning 
communicated on the horizontal, vertical and diagonal planes of the bridge drawing 
assessment when the bridge has parts in primary relationship to that axis.  
An example of how to do this may be first using a standardized grid framework over-
layered on each drawing to get a consistent measure (rudimentary representation above in 
Table 20) of visual spatial mapping that may help with consistency in identifying trends 
in object placement with their value defined by their verbal attribution of meaning when 
processed. In this example we can see that Subject two has aspects of his bridge symbol 
in both the horizontal and vertical planes. His communication regarding meaning of 
subjects on the horizontal plane are seen in relationship to progress towards graduation. 
The arrow used on the horizontal plane is smaller, father away from the bridge and 
bidirectional negating its true directive communication power. In contrast the vertical 
center of the grid is almost fully transverse by two long arrows coming up from below 
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from either side of the boat. The subject was able to consciously access the material once 
on paper regarding his internal conflict in breaking tradition with his family and going to 
college.   
Roby and Pastushak’s (1978) modification of Shoemaker’s grid inspired this 
researcher to address the specific Bridge Drawing Assessment themes within not only an 
actual grid upon the artwork, which was not used by Roby and Pastushak (1978) or 
Shoemaker (1977), but also a data evaluation grid concept which was used by Roby and 
Pastushak (1978) to organize the data. The modifications proposed for use in future study 
were inspired by the method of data analysis used to identify emergent themes in this 
research.  An example of how this could be accomplished is shown in Table 21 below. 
Collection of a large sample of data over time using this dual grid framework may allow 
for more statically significant data to be generated. The goal of using this type of post art-
making framework would be to validate the tentative relationships established by this 
research, suggesting that the Bridge Drawing Assessment is a useful format to evaluate 
cognitive and emotional development, specific to the use of the horizontal, vertical and  
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Table 20: Artwork Analysis Grid Suggestion for Future Bridge Drawing Assessment 
Research 
 
1 2 3 
4 5 6 
7 8 9 
 
What Quadrant/s is/are the bridge 
in? 
      
1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8    9 
 
Alternative subject focus 
identified: 
 
Graphic: 
 
Verbal: 
 
 
What Quadrant/s is/are the arrow 
in? 
 
 1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
 
Alternative subject focus 
identified: 
 
Graphic: 
 
Verbal: 
 
 
What Quadrant/s is/are the dot in? 
 
 1   2   3   4   5  6    7   8   9 
 
Alternative subject focus 
identified: 
 
Graphic: 
 
Verbal: 
Cognitive Observations based on  Silver(1989) Concepts: 
 
Connect: 
   1  3  5 
 Represent: 
    1  3  5 
Combine: 
   1   3   5 
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diagonal planes as observed, depicted and explained by a subject within a gestalt 
framework, in order to better understand the experience of transitions within a person’s 
life. 
 
 
Table 21: Gestalt Data Analysis Grid for Future Bridge Drawing Research  
 Graphic Representation Verbal Description Process 
Observations 
Bridge  
 
Type of Bridge: 
 
Attachment Type: 
 
Left attachment: 
 
Right attachment: 
 
Bridge Supports Used: 
Type of Bridge: 
 
Attachment Type: 
 
Assoc. From Someplace:  
 
Assoc. From Somewhere: 
 
Bridge Supports Used: 
Subject: 
 
 
Researcher: 
Arrow 
 
 
Location: 
 
Direction: 
 
Physical Properties:  
 
Proximity to Bridge: 
 
Location: 
 
Direction: 
 
Physical Properties: 
 
Proximity to Bridge: 
Subject: 
 
 
 
Researcher: 
 
 
 
Dot Location: 
 
Physical Properties: 
 
Proximity to Bridge: 
 
Location: 
 
Physical Properties: 
 
Proximity to Bridge: 
 
Subject: 
 
 
Researcher: 
 
 
 
Horizontal Plane Observations:  
Vertical Plane Observations: 
Diagonal Plane Observations: 
Gestalt Findings: 
Change from previous assessment: 
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CHAPTER VI: CONCLUSIONS & SUMMARY 
 
 This study was designed to explore the meanings that a normal population 
associates to aspects of the bridge drawing assessment.  The research utilized a structured 
qualitative analysis of data through Grounded Theory methodology as reported by 
Strauss and Corbin (1990) and Charmez (2006). Data were collected in a single session 
comprised of a single art therapy task: The Bridge Drawing Assessment, followed by a 
semi-structured interview (see Appendix C) to collect subjects’ verbal associations to the 
Bridge Drawing Assessment. Following the data collection session with each of the six 
subjects, taped interviews from the data collection session were transcribed. The subject’s 
written verbal statements were analyzed for meaning alone and in conjunction with their 
artwork. As is consistent with the objective to find meaning that is associated to the 
Bridge Drawing Assessment, artwork was not evaluated independently or by a blind 
rater.  
 The sample in this study was limited to Drexel University students (graduate and 
undergraduate). The subjects who responded were between the ages of 20-24, even 
thought the study was open to persons between the ages of 18 and 65. This occurrence  
skews the data, making less than representative of ages across a normal population. The 
student sample comprised of two females and four males, two subjects identified 
themselves from Asian descent and four identified themselves as Caucasian.  Due to time 
limitations, the data collection phase was closed before reaching the stated objective to 
include ten subjects. Only six subjects responded while the data collection process was 
active, of the six subjects whom responded all met the inclusion criteria, agreed to the 
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informed consent and participated in the data collection process. All six subject’s 
transcribed data and artwork were included in this study. 
 Data was analyzed using in the constant comparative analysis associated with 
grounded theory methodology. The process of engaging in the multiple level coding 
processes of: Open Coding, Axial coding, Theoretical Coding and Selective Coding of 
Central Phenomenon were completed. The resulting central phenomenon were selected 
for their meanings specific to Hays and Lyons (1981) design of  Bridge Assessment 
Assessments. 
 The analysis of the data produced three central phenomenon related to the story of 
meanings a normal population associate to the Bridge Drawing Assessment. 1) The 
gestalt View of Life Transitions, Relationships Evoked through Memory and Feeling 
States; 2) The gestalt View of Horizontal, Vertical, and Diagonal Planes of Bridge Axis  
Symbolic of  Social and Cognitive Development; and 3) The gestalt View of use of the 
Bridge, the Arrow and the Dot in Symbolic Context.  
The central phenomenon were integrated cohesively under the umbrella of the 
gestalt view of art therapy that encompasses understanding and recognition of Cognitive 
Developmental Framework used by the subject and manifested in Silver’s (1989) 
concepts of being able to select, represent and combine objects for visual and verbal 
communication manifested in art work are and important communicative element of 
unconscious content to be integrated within the context of the whole. The results of this 
grounded theory analysis found that the meanings subjects attribute to symbolic aspects 
of the Bridge Drawing Assessment have the most value when used in context to each 
other and within the framework that includes both visual and verbal data.  
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Clinical Use of the Bridge Drawing Assessment may have the most value to the 
clinician through the use of a gestalt framework of evaluating the whole, as is often used 
in Art Therapy. Exploration of meaning through observing the drawing process, 
evaluating graphic indicators in conjunction with verbal meanings is a suggested 
approach that could elicit the most clinically useful material from the subject using the 
Bridge Drawing Assessment. A tentative connection was established between the use of 
the horizontal, vertical and diagonal planes related to bridge axis as a way of evaluating 
stages of cognitive and emotional functioning. Future research will be needed to clarify 
this connection. 
 Due to limitation of sample size and lack of a diverse sample, no conclusions of 
significance can be made based on the current data. It is the recommendation of this 
researcher that Bridge Drawing Assessment use and research be continued within the art 
therapy community. No other art therapy assessment found in the exploration of the 
literature used combinations of universal symbols, easily recognized and represented by 
subjects, that could lend themselves to the communication of personal meaning attributed 
to status and progress within the context of a life transition as effectively as the Bridge 
Drawing Assessment. 
Suggestions for future research include repetition of the research design with a 
larger population; assessment of normative data across lifespan development; and 
exploration in the differences of cross-cultural presentation of the Bridge Drawing 
Assessment. 
The final suggestion for future research is for the development of a standardized 
post assessment framework for the Bridge Drawing Assessment. A grid framework of the 
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type inspired by Roby & Pastushak’s (1978) modification of Shoemaker (1977) could be 
adapted separately or in conjunction with Silver’s cognitive and emotional development 
rating scales. The grid structure generalized literally to a quadrant structure and placed 
over the drawing itself, as well as a grid structure for documenting systematic analysis of 
results, may allow the post-assessment findings to be more easily measured, more 
consistently reported and more easily replicated. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
 
 
 
Telephone Screening Script 
 
 “Thank you for calling. My name is Stacy Bania, I am conducting a research 
study in partial requirement for the Masters of Arts Degree. The purpose of this study is 
to develop research in the field of art therapy by exploring  a specific art therapy 
assessment. I need to ask you some questions to determine if you are eligible for this 
study.” 
 
• Are you Over 18 and Under 65? 
 
• Are you enrolled as a Drexel student? 
 
• Are you an undergraduate? If yes, have you been enrolled for at least two  
 
           consecutive years? 
 
• Are you a graduate student? If yes, have you been enrolled for at least a year? 
 
• Are you enrolled in the Creative Arts in Therapy Program? 
 
Responses: A: I am sorry; you do not meet the inclusion criteria and are 
therefore ineligible to participate in the study. Thank you for you interest, 
take care. 
B. You are eligible to participate in the study. If you still wish to 
participate, we can set up a time to meet, review informed consent and 
proceed with this study’s data collection session at that time if you agree 
to participate. Thank-you. 
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APPENDIX C 
 
 
 
 
Interview Guide 
 
 
E. Tell me about your drawing? 
F. Where did you place your self on the bridge?  
1. Probe-What made you choose that place on the bridge? 
2. Probe-What is your thinking about where you would be 
going and how you would get there? 
G. What kind of bridge did you draw?  
1. Probe- What materials is the bridge made of? 
2. Probe-What does it go over? 
3. Probe- How sturdy is the bridge? 
H. What is your direction of travel?   
1. Probe-Which way are you going? What is there? 
2. Probe-What is in the opposite direction?  
                        E.    How did you feel about drawing the bridge? 
       1.  Probe- What was the experience like for you? 
       2.  Probe- Why did you choose you paper direction? 
       3.  Probe- While we were discussing this drawing,  
             did you find yourself thinking about  
             anything related in your life? 
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APPENDIX E 
 
 
 
 
Open Coding Tables 1- 9 
 
 
 
Table 1: Meanings Associated to Motivation to Cross the Bridge 
Code Concepts Properties 
1.1 Gaining independence S1: The side that I’m getting to , I guess living on my own 
being independent, venturing out for myself, I mean I haven’t 
lived with my parents in awhile but I’ve never lived all alone so 
I guess that’s what I’m going towards like Independence 
S1: That I’m crossing over to a new point in my life, like an 
unventured territory I guess. I’m going to the new part 
S2: Its blue, so its not around here, its um what Im going over. 
Im not making anything up Im just trying to figure out what I 
can bring into this from my personal life to help you out. Im the 
only person in my family that did actually get into college, lots 
of kids, no college degrees except for mine, so. I guess I went 
over what could have been, because I don’t really want to get 
off the bridge at this point, I want to go across the bridge.  
S6: Well  it’s a place I can think about going to get away, I 
guess, just kinda be on my own 
S6: um, yeah I guess, struggling against the restrictions, trying 
to find as much freedom as possible 
S6: and I just um didn’t feel I needed to be restricted to one 
way or the other 
 
1.2 Returning home 
 
S3: Um, What I had was Trenton to Morrsville, we’d always go 
over the  Calan street bridge into Trenton to skate and come 
back and be alright  like  nice were leaving Trenton going back 
to Morrsville, you know, like that was our home , that was 
Morrsville 
S3:Well I don’t know if you’ve been in Trenton before but its 
not nice, you can only handle it for awhile walkin around its 
like, like oh my god,  people throw things at you, like, Cause 
I’m white, you know that’s why, were all white kids over there 
skating around on our skateboards. Anytime you’re leaving 
there your like yes, nice. 
R6: So your direction of travel, is back towards the left hand 
side 
S6: yes 
R6: and in the opposite direction of where you are traveling, 
where is that? 
S6: it’s a long path, a dirt path 
S6: yes[already been on dirt path] 
S6: maybe going home 
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Table 1: Meanings Associated to Motivation to Cross the Bridge 
Code Concepts Properties 
1.3 No motivation S4: I think its more that I don’t plan to cross the bridge at all, 
but I’m more like looking at the bridge from like the other side, 
like but I’m not going to go over to that side of the bridge, like 
that’s why its more dark towards the other side, or like I had in 
my head I don’t know if, how much I represented in the 
picture, but how its darker where the arrow gets farther. Father 
away from where my circle is it gets darker, I can’t really see, 
so I don’t like plan on crossing that bridge. 
S4: Well as I said before I don’t see myself like crossing the 
bridge, I don’t see myself moving anywhere from the point I’m 
at. But at the same time I don’t, when I drew the picture, I 
don’t feel at all feel that someone coming from this side of the 
bridge, I only feel like the only way to come on the bridge is 
the other side, but I don’t like at the same time I drew it not as 
my spot moving at all  
S5: I’m standing there and I’m looking back to yesterday and 
I’m looking off into tomorrow but in my mind you don’t 
actually ever make it in tomorrow your always in today. You’re 
kind of just looking off into thinking what its going to be and 
by the time your there your still in today 
S5: So your standing on the bridge and you can look back and 
forth between both places and your kinda moving in one 
direction but you don’t really realize it 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2: Meaning Associated to Placement of Self 
Code Concepts Properties  
2.1 Placement of Self symbolic 
of  progress in life events  
 
S1: Um, Comparing to life right now, um I’m in the middle of 
moving out, I live currently with four other roommates I’ve 
never lived on my own ever by myself. And I’m in the process 
of moving to my own apartment a one bedroom which I’m like 
a middle child so I’ve never actually ever like lived alone 
before.  
S1: I guess its like the start of  just a lot of different things 
going on in life 
S1: yeah, I guess overall, you know growing up or maturing, 
however you want to classify that, being independent I would 
say 
S1: The side that I’m getting to , I guess living on my own 
being independent, venturing out for myself, I mean I haven’t 
lived with my parents in awhile but I’ve never lived all alone so 
I guess that’s what I’m going towards like Independence  
S1: That I’m crossing over to a new point in my life, like an 
unventured territory I guess. I’m going to the new part  
 
S2: I’m almost to the middle but I’m not there yet  
S2: No I’m going to be a senior 
S2: but I have five terms in a row, spring summer fall winter 
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Table 2: Meaning Associated to Placement of Self 
Code Concepts Properties  
spring and then I graduate. 
S2: Yeah, a decent amount work wise and not time wise 
comparatively speaking 
S2: not there yet, not quite to the college loans 
S2: Yeah, but obviously I cant really turn around at this point, 
I’m on a bridge  
S2: You could say that the general idea can be tied to a lot of 
what we were talking about before …going to graduate but not 
there yet 
 
2.2 Placement of Self Symbolic 
of self observed status 
within a philosophical 
framework 
S2: Its blue, so its not around here, its um what Im going over. 
Im not making anything up Im just trying to figure out what I 
can bring into this from my personal life to help you out. Im the 
only person in my family that did actually get into college, lots 
of kids, no college degrees except for mine, so. I guess I went 
over what could have been, because I don’t really want to get 
off the bridge at this point, I want to go across the bridge.  
S2: yeah, I mean like since I was like  ten or so my uncle 
always called me doctor, its like ok *laugh* 
S2: It’s a wooden boat so it could be, uh cause actually you 
don’t see too many pure wooden boats anymore, let alone 
something like that.  
S:Ah, actually it would probably make more sense that way, to 
look at it high and low. They both represent the same sort of 
thing, there is really no other place for me to really put the 
direction of the bridge. I couldn’t really figure out what the best 
way to draw the cars going the other way, cause I would think 
can I be going the same way? So I put the line there first and 
then I put the arrow to show that you can go both directions. 
S3: Um just past the middle toward Morrsville, headed back 
towards Morrsville on the top part of the bridge other than the 
low part.  Ups just better than below you know  better the top 
than the bottom,so… absolutely who wants to be at the bottom 
you know.  
S:Thats’s a good spot, I like the right side maybe because Im 
right handed that could be a possibility.but seemed bad  over 
here to the left . Maybe it’s the colors I chose . I put gray for 
Trenton and green for Morrsville. I like green better so maybe 
that attracted me  towards putting it up here better.  
Subconsciously Trentons bad, don’t like  
Trenton 
S3: Abstract wise I always look at the top. Why go to the 
bottom if you don’t have to. If you have the choice to go 
somewhere further then why not you know. Why take the easy 
road,  If its harder to go someplace than so be it. You can take 
the low road but the high road gets you there better. 
 
S4:… I’m standing on the opposite side, this is the circle to 
represent me. You were supposed to put a circle right wherever 
you thought you were, um like the circle where I’m standing is 
looking over more to like a green, but like dark cause I did 
mine at night, so that’s why everything has like a black 
background. That’s my bridge. 
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Code Concepts Properties  
S4: I guess when I like imagined my bridge, that I thought 
about it as me like looking over to like the other side. Not on 
the bridge but like looking over across the bridge, right when 
your bridge started to like the other side. That was a very, like a 
dark night. Can’t really see into the other side 
S4: I think its more that I don’t plan to cross the bridge at all, 
but Im more like looking at the bridge from like the other side, 
like but Im not going to go over to that side of the bridge, like 
that’s why its more dark towards the other side, or like I had in 
my head I don’t know if, how much I represented in the 
picture, but how its darker where the arrow gets farther. Father 
away from where my circle is it gets darker, I cant really see, 
so I don’t like plan on crossing that bridge. 
 
S4:…it really like represents like you know like relationship, 
like a relationship but um I connect like my own like this 
picture, I connect my own like bridge in like the combination 
of that bridge burning. 
S4: um, I think I think of bridges at night, I might think of them 
as like in like a darker sense, So that’s why I  think I chose 
night, cause I was thinking of  more light hearted stuff I would 
chose day. So I think I chose like to think of bridges more in a 
darker sense like a darker emotion towards it 
S4: Well as I said before I don’t see myself like crossing the 
bridge, I don’t see myself moving anywhere from the point I’m 
at. But at the same time I don’t, when I drew the picture, I 
don’t feel at all feel that someone coming from this side of the 
bridge, I only feel like the only way to come on the bridge is 
the other side, but I dont like at the same time I drew it not as 
my spot moving at all 
S4: S: mmm, um, on one thing is like that the person like I 
share the bridge comments with I like I’m kinda in like a hard 
up situation with that person right now, so not like I have or we 
or not like I’m burning a bridge with that person or anything 
but um like, the word bridge doesn’t come out often like so 
when, I immediately like when I saw that consent form, the 
image that came to my mind was the image that I always see 
with bridge burning, but it immediately made me think of him 
because like I would never have had that image in my mind if 
we wouldn’t have discussed it, so like I thought a little bit 
about my relationship with that person and how its like can be 
aggravating and things like that  and how this was almost like 
helpful because its like 
S5: walking off to tomorrow 
S5: dead center [of the bridge] 
S5: Today 
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Table 3: Symbolism Associated to Bridge Sturdiness 
Code Concepts Properties 
3.1 Ambivalence as reflected 
in sturdiness of wood 
S1: I hope its sturdy, like you could drive over it or walk over it 
and not fall in the water. 
S1: I don’t know, I hope its strong enough that I could cross over 
it, at least that strong 
S1: Maybe I should have drawn some more details, like the logs 
with nails like it’s a strong wood bridge 
S1: I am a little worried, I’ve never even like slept alone in our 
house, cause there has always been somebody in the house and 
even when I moved, I’m from Michigan, and so like lived out in 
the middle of nowhere and so like I don’t know. and I’ve just 
never ever been alone, like I’ve never spent the night, even in 
my apartment, I’ll be alone because there’s five of us. 
S1: but its something I know I have to do,  I have to get to that 
point that I’m ok with being alone 
S1: maybe because I’m not sure exactly how its going to happen, 
but its going to happen, Which  I don’t have a choice but its 
going to be ok me being by myself, and so if it means keeping 
the radio on at night or whatever until I transition into it  
S4:  Um, I imagine the bridge being very sturdy, that’s why I 
made, well sturdy enough but not so sturdy because if I wanted it 
to be extremely strong I would have made it out of metal or 
steel, something you know more man made, but I chose like 
wood so like it wouldn’t be able to be like destructed and but at 
the same time it was built like very strong like with the um the 
sides, the pattern is like decorative cause I see this being more of 
more of like an older bridge, but at the same time more like an 
old traditional strong bridge with like heavy like strong sides,  
like heavy décor, like decorations, but at the same time very 
strong and supported because of like those sides 
3.2 Man made material 
association to 
sturdy/strength 
S2: Well mean I have always liked school, it’s probably one of 
the reasons why it’s actually just a suspension bridge I would 
want the bridges that I draw to be symmetrical, in a visual sense 
anyway. I tired to make it a little bit authentic but I made it an 
actual diagram of a possible bridge. 
S2:  but ah yeah it has cables, its made of steel, it appears to be 
firmly anchored to the ground in the center where the most 
weight is…and the poles are symmetrical , they would have to 
be, I couldn’t really have three poles here and two poles there. 
Things need to be symmetrical just for safety reasons. I would, I 
would drive over that bridge. 
S2: once we started talking about, I didn’t even think of these 
things consciously, probably unconscious thoughts when I was 
doing it I was trying more to see how it looked... trying to  figure  
out if it looked like a real bridge 
S3: Um, your basic bridge you got three pillars, you know two 
towards the end one right in the middle, very structurally sound I 
guess. And then obviously over something, water. 
Think it your everyday bridge.  
S3: I think its very sturdy, but the Calan Street bridge itself 
though like, I don’t know how cars line up on that thing, because 
every time you go over it there like miniscule room like your 
wheels are close, your driving by and touching, it’s a weak 
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Code Concepts Properties 
lookin bridge but its held up so I don’t know.  
S5: its made of rock and brick, its very sturdy 
S6: stone, concrete 
S6: very [sturdy] 
 
 
 
Table 4: Meaning Associated to Material Under the Bridge 
Code Concepts Properties 
4.1 Negative  or subject to be 
avoided 
S: I hope its sturdy, like you could drive over it or walk over it 
and not fall in the water. 
S2: It’s blue, so it’s not around here; it’s um what I’m going 
over. I’m not making anything up I’m just trying to figure out 
what I can bring into this from my personal life to help you out. 
I’m the only person in my family that did actually get into 
college, lots of kids, no college degrees except for mine, so. I 
guess I went over what could have been, because I don’t really 
want to get off the bridge at this point. I want to go across the 
bridge.  
S3: Then the water, I don’t know if you have ever seen the 
Delaware River, but like Its like rocks and everything like that. 
I shouldn’t have colored it blue it should be more like green, its 
just the reputation of it, waters blue  
S4:…waters cold, the bridge is going over a cold place and like 
water is like blue and water is represented as like cold, I’m 
kinda like trying to come across with that too I feel like I don’t 
want to go in the water like that’s what the bridge is for so you 
don’t have to go into the mystery of the water, its not exactly 
been a fear like the mystery of the water and like the 
temperature like the coldness of the water underneath of the 
bridge. 
R6:ok, what about the road? Why do you think you selected to 
have it over…you talked about your friend and a waterfall, why 
do you think you chose to have it over a road? 
S6: um, I felt it was more realistic that way, it just seemed 
more appropriate 
R6: Where does the road go? 
S6: Some place I’ll never go 
R6: you’re not going in that direction 
S6: no 
4.2 Positive Feeling S1: Um, I just it seems calming and natural I guess, its like a 
calming, a bridge over water, 
S4: Oh the water represent, um, I’m not really sure I guess I 
always like see the bridge over water and it being like how I 
said before, its like a fond memory,  waters a very fond 
memory for me, one of my favorite states is being in water but 
like swimming in water, being like fully emerged in water but 
at the same time it’s like a huge fear, I think that’s like my 
biggest fear, is like dark water, not being able to see like in 
dark water 
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Table 5: Rationale for Use of Horizontal Paper Axis  
Code Concepts Properties 
5.1 Natural representation for 
bridge subject, allowed 
more room for bridge 
S2: Um well if I had it like this it would really be more sky and 
ground (reference to vertical) I think. It would kind of be a 
weird perspective to have a really short bridge, and a really big 
sky 
S2: so see it looks more natural to be like this(reference to 
horizontal)  
S3: Oh you mean like vertical or horizontal. I don’t know, 
cause like how much of a bridge could you draw going vertical, 
it’d be very tiny. Horizontal you have like a bridge its going 
over something more cover in general a bridge,  like if I hold it 
vertical, you’d jump across going vertical, you know, maybe 
for a bridge but horizontal going from point a to b a little 
longer, like the water area, where as the bridge is like longer, I 
like horizontal the long way  
S6: Cause, I could fit a larger bridge 
 
 
5.2 More room for surrounding  
subject matter, seeing the 
bridge in context 
S4: Alright…and um I guess like the water around it is like a 
big  play out for me to that’s why I like wanted to like use a lot 
of space for the water so that’s why I didn’t chose long ways, I 
chose to do it like wide ways. 
S5: When I was thinking of a bridge, if I’m going from one 
place to another and I want to see both ends of it um you use 
landscape because if you use portrait, you’d be standing up and 
down and you’d be looking straight down at the bridge so you 
couldn’t really see your start point, you could only see your 
destination 
S5: um so this allows you to see all of it 
S5: mhmm, it would have shown the bridge but it wouldn’t 
have shown you start and your end point 
 
 
 
 
Table 6: Associations Inclusive of Metaphor/Symbolism 
Code Concepts Properties 
6.1 Burning bridges S4:…so now I kinda like always like have like when someone 
talks about bridges, in my head the combination of like bridge 
burning like actual bridges on fire even though its like a play on 
words, it really like represents like you know like relationship, 
like a relationship but um I connect like my own like this 
picture, I connect my own like bridge in like the combination of 
that bridge burning.  
S4: Um, I just uh like burning bridges like burning ….burning 
bridges as being like uh um way of like explaining using 
imagery like words to explain like uh finishing off like a 
relationship or like screwing over a relationship and like ruining 
it basically like burning it, like you know hurting a relationship, 
I don’t know another term or how to explain it,  
 
6.2 Dark/opaque water 
association to unknown 
S4:…I’m kinda like trying to come across with that too I feel 
like I don’t want to go in the water like that’s what the bridge is 
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for so you don’t have to go into the mystery of the water, its not 
exactly been a fear like the mystery of the water and like the 
temperature like the coldness of the water underneath of the 
bridge 
S4:  I don’t know um, also like going from my past um water is 
like always been one of my…has been like close to me but at 
the same time not close to me, I grew up in water, I grew up on 
a lake and I swim all the time but I think because of that in the 
same sense that water is like  one of like my biggest fears 
because, like not pool water and not like bathtub water but lake 
water or ocean water cause I cant see what’s at the bottom of it 
and like I’m really scared about like what’s at the bottom like 
animals and creatures and I’m not saying like this has anything 
to do with animals or creatures at like the bottom of a lake cause 
that’s not what this is at all but um the sense of , I’m going on a 
tangent I’m sorry what was the question again? 
S4: Oh the water represent, um, I’m not really sure I guess I 
always like see the bridge over water and it being like how I 
said before, its like a fond memory,  waters a very fond memory 
for me, one of my favorite states is being in water but like 
swimming in water, being like fully emerged in water but at the 
same time it’s like a huge fear, I think that’s like my biggest 
fear, is like dark water, not being able to see like in dark water 
 
6.3 Fire as finality S4: I think fire represents to me finishing something and having 
like no um memory of it anymore. It would be like, I hate say 
like killing something, that’s why I use the word finishing, um 
cause if you were to like end something or kill something there 
would still be something there you know like there would still 
be like…if you were to kill an animal you would still have the 
animals body there after you like killed it, if you were to like 
shoot it than if you were like to put it on fire it would be like it 
never happened I guess because it would be like burned up, 
cause fires one of the only things that can be, like completely 
destroy something, so it was never there. 
 
 
6.4 In the present S5: I’m standing there and I’m looking back to yesterday and 
I’m looking off into tomorrow but in my mind you don’t 
actually ever make it in tomorrow your always in today. You’re 
kind of just looking off into thinking what its going to be and by 
the time your there your still in today 
S5: So your standing on the bridge and you can look back and 
forth between both places and your kinda moving in one 
direction but you don’t really realize it 
S5: Cause you cant really see that much of  tomorrow, you can 
see more of today and more of yesterday that’s already 
happened and I think of things in perspective um I enjoy 
perspective pictures more because you have a better idea of 
where things are in relation to one another, which is your point 
of reference um it gives you feeling, it gives you depth to it um 
its more vibrant because its three dimensions and has feeling to 
it as opposed to being flat and stagnant 
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S5: For the most part yeah, um, not really sure what you know 
what’s in tomorrow what there’s going to be, where your gonna 
be going. You have some idea, so you can kinda see what the 
lands like over there, but you can only see just enough of it to 
get ah, um, an idea of what’s going to be there, you can see so 
much more of what yesterday was like and what today’s going 
to be like and you can plan out today but that doesn’t 
necessarily mean its going to be into tomorrow 
S5: um, that’s all that, you can see the most of yesterday 
because its already happened its your memory, um its something 
your gonna take more out of  than where you are today cause 
your still doing it and tomorrow which you haven’t done yet 
R5: Would you say that this is like a philosophy that you live 
by? 
S5:mmhmm, I have to, I wasn’t always a very organized  and 
structured person until recently when um everything just got a 
lot busier and I had to have a strict schedule because I had 
places I had to go I had meetings to be at, um, which I hadn’t 
really had happen in the past, so I didn’t really keep scheduled 
things, I didn’t really keep lists of things to do, I just kinda let 
everything pass in and out,  if I forgot  to do something I wasn’t 
too concerned about it um but because of responsibilities I took 
on everything became more structured, so I have to know where 
I’m going to be today, have an idea where I’m going to be 
tomorrow and be able to keep track of where I was yesterday. 
 
6.5 Bidirectional arrow and 
keeping options open 
 
R6: Why do you think you made the decision to have the arrows 
going in both directions? 
S6: cause I like to keep my options open and I just um didn’t 
feel I needed to be restricted to one way or the other 
S6: I’m all about options 
R6: Is that something in your life that’s kind of a philosophy? 
S6: um, yeah I guess, struggling against the restrictions, trying 
to find as much freedom as possible 
S2: Yeah but I have five terms in a row, spring summer fall 
winter spring and then I graduate. 
S2: Yeah, a decent amount work wise and not time wise 
comparatively speaking 
S2: not there yet, not quite to the college loans[visually 
represented a toll booth at the end of the bridge] 
S2: Yeah, but obviously I cant really turn around at this point, 
I’m on a bridge 
S2: Well  mean I have always liked school, its probably one of 
the reasons why its actually just a suspension bridge 
S2: Ah, actually it would probably make more sense that way, to 
look at it high and low. They both represent the same sort of 
thing, there is really no other place for me to really put the 
direction of the bridge. I couldn’t really figure out what the best 
way to draw the cars going the other way, cause I would think 
can I be going the same way? So I put the line there first and 
then I put the arrow to show that you can go both directions.  
 
6.6 Arrow pointing right with S1: Um it’s a bridge over water going from a piece of land or a 
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moving forward association 
 
park going to another one. Some flowers by the bridge. On one 
side of the land or park or whatever before crossing over to the 
other side 
S1: Oh I’m the black dot before the bridge, on the way going to 
the bridge crossing over. 
S1: Um, Comparing to life right now, um I’m in the middle of 
moving out, I live currently with four other roommates I’ve 
never lived on my own ever by myself. And I’m in the process 
of moving to my own apartment a one bedroom which I’m like 
a middle child so I’ve never actually ever like lived alone 
before.  
S1: I guess its like the start of  just a lot of different things going 
on in life 
S1: yeah, I guess overall, you know growing up or maturing, 
however you want to classify that, being independent I would 
say 
S1: The side that I’m getting to , I guess living on my own being 
independent, venturing out for myself, I mean I haven’t lived 
with my parents in awhile but I’ve never lived all alone so I 
guess that’s what I’m going towards like Independence 
 
6.7 Darker Sense S4: um, I think I think of bridges at night, I might think of them 
as like in like a darker sense, So that’s why I  think I chose 
night, cause I was thinking of  more light hearted stuff I would 
chose day. So I think I chose like to think of bridges more in a 
darker sense like a darker emotion towards it 
 
 
6.8 Top/bottom linked to 
good/bad 
 
S2: Its blue, so its not around here, its um what Im going over. 
Im not making anything up Im just trying to figure out what I 
can bring into this from my personal life to help you out. Im the 
only person in my family that did actually get into college, lots 
of kids, no college degrees except for mine, so. I guess I went 
over what could have been, because I don’t really want to get 
off the bridge at this point, I want to go across the bridge.  
S2: yeah, I mean like since I was like  ten or so my uncle always 
called me doctor, its like ok *laugh* 
S2: It’s a wooden boat so it could be, uh cause actually you 
don’t see too many pure wooden boats anymore, let alone 
something like that.  
S2:Ah, actually it would probably make more sense that way, to 
look at it high and low. They both represent the same sort of 
thing, there is really no other place for me to really put the 
direction of the bridge. I couldn’t really figure out what the best 
way to draw the cars going the other way, cause I would think 
can I be going the same way? So I put the line there first and 
then I put the arrow to show that you can go both directions 
S3: Abstract wise I always look at the top. Why go to the 
bottom if you don’t have to. If you have the choice to go 
somewhere further then why not you know. Why take the easy 
road, If its harder to go someplace than so be it. You can take 
the low road but the high road gets you there better 
6.9 Bridge drawing process S2:….at all points it kinda turned into a diagram at this point 
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related to global context of 
thought processes 
thinking I probably shouldn’t write, but that’s how I would think 
though, I would want the bridges that I draw to be symmetrical, 
in a visual sense anyway. I tired to make it a little bit authentic 
but I made it an actual diagram of a possible bridge. 
S2: yeah, I was trying to make it not completely symmetrical so 
I put rocks over here and not rocks over there, because I think 
that might be a little over kill 
S2: I like things to be neat 
S2: I noticed that at first it was completely symmetrical and I 
was like you shouldn’t really do that 
S3: Abstract wise I always look at the top. Why go to the 
bottom if you don’t have to. If you have the choice to go 
somewhere further then why not you know. Why take the easy 
road, If its harder to go someplace than so be it. You can take 
the low road but the high road gets you there better 
S4:mmhmm, but at the same time I also pushed myself in my 
mind how like this imagery was used like in the context to that 
person, therefore this image will be connected with the person, 
but at the same time like I almost made myself not like use that 
person towards this cause I could kinda make this completely 
about like myself, not to represent another relationship I was in 
and to represent me not another person. But  at the same time it 
might subconsciously be about my relationship with someone, I 
don’t really know. 
S5: mmhmm, I have to, I wasn’t always a very organized  and 
structured person until recently when um everything just got a 
lot busier and I had to have a strict schedule because I had 
places I had to go I had meetings to be at, um, which I hadnt 
really had happen in the past, so I didn’t really keep scheduled 
things, I didn’t really keep lists of things to do, I just kinda let 
everything pass in and out,  if I forgot  to do something I wasn’t 
too concerned about it um but because of responsibilities I took 
on everything became more structured, so I have to know where 
I’m going to be today, have an idea where I’m going to be 
tomorrow and be able to keep track of where I was yesterday. 
 
6.10 The bridge symbolic of 
transitions 
S1: Um it’s a bridge over water going from a piece of land or a 
park going to another one. Some flowers by the bridge. On one 
side of the land or park or whatever before crossing over to the 
other side 
S1: Oh I’m the black dot before the bridge, on the way going to 
the bridge crossing over. 
S1: Um, Comparing to life right now, um I’m in the middle of 
moving out, I live currently with four other roommates I’ve 
never lived on my own ever by myself. And I’m in the process 
of moving to my own apartment a one bedroom which I’m like 
a middle child so I’ve never actually ever like lived alone 
before.  
S1: I guess its like the start of  just a lot of different things going 
on in life 
S1: yeah, I guess overall, you know growing up or maturing, 
however you want to classify that, being independent I would 
say 
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S1: The side that I’m getting to , I guess living on my own being 
independent, venturing out for myself, I mean I haven’t lived 
with my parents in awhile but I’ve never lived all alone so I 
guess that’s what I’m going towards like Independence 
S2: Yeah but I have five terms in a row, spring summer fall 
winter spring and then I graduate. 
S2: Yeah, a decent amount work wise and not time wise 
comparatively speaking 
S2: not there yet, not quite to the college loans[visually 
represented a toll booth at the end of the bridge] 
S2: Yeah, but obviously I cant really turn around at this point, 
I’m on a bridge 
S2: Well  mean I have always liked school, its probably one of 
the reasons why its actually just a suspension bridge 
S2: Its blue, so its not around here, its um what I’m going over. 
I’m not making anything up I’m just trying to figure out what I 
can bring into this from my personal life to help you out. I’m the 
only person in my family that did actually get into college, lots 
of kids, no college degrees except for mine, so. I guess I went 
over what could have been, because I don’t really want to get 
off the bridge at this point, I want to go across the bridge.  
S2: yeah, I mean like since I was like  ten or so my uncle always 
called me doctor, its like ok *laugh 
S2: It’s a wooden boat so it could be, uh cause actually you 
don’t see too many pure wooden boats anymore, let alone 
something like that 
S2: Ah, actually it would probably make more sense that way, to 
look at it high and low. They both  
represent the same sort of thing, there is really no other place for 
me to really put the direction of the bridge. I couldn’t really 
figure out what the best way to draw the cars going the other 
way, cause I would think can I be going the same way? So I put 
the line there first and then I put the arrow to show that you can 
go both directions.  
S3: Um, What I had was Trenton to Morrsville, we’d always go 
over the  Calan street bridge into Trenton to skate and come 
back and be alright  like  nice were leaving Trenton going back 
to Morrsville, you know, like that was our home , that was 
Morrsville. 
S4:…so now I kinda like always like have like when someone 
talks about bridges, in my head the combination of like bridge 
burning like actual bridges on fire even though its like a play on 
words, it really like represents like you know like relationship, 
like a relationship but um I connect like my own like this 
picture, I connect my own like bridge in like the combination of 
that bridge burning.  
S6: maybe going home 
S6: going across the bridge that’s far away, towards the part that 
I’m not 
S6: from my destination(reference to placement of self on the 
other side of the bridge)  
6.11 Wooden with Past 
Association 
S1: like its just a cute calm like, I love going to that park and 
like the bridge is like one of those old wooden bridges, instead 
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of like the traffic and the concrete and like the metal bridge out 
here or whatever 
S2: It’s a wooden boat so it could be, uh cause actually you 
don’t see too many pure wooden boats anymore, let alone 
something like that.  
S2:Ah, actually it would probably make more sense that way, to 
look at it high and low. They both represent the same sort of 
thing, there is really no other place for me to really put the 
direction of the bridge. I couldn’t really figure out what the best 
way to draw the cars going the other way, cause I would think 
can I be going the same way? So I put the line there first and 
then I put the arrow to show that you can go both directions. 
S4:  Um, I imagine the bridge being very sturdy, that’s why I 
made, well sturdy enough but not so sturdy because if I wanted 
it to be extremely strong I would have made it out of metal or 
steel,l something you know more man made, but I chose like 
wood so like it wouldn’t be able to be like destructed and but at 
the same time it was built like very strong like with the um the 
sides, the pattern is like decorative cause I see this being more 
of more of like an older bridge, but at the same time more like 
an old traditional strong bridge with like heavy like strong sides,  
like heavy décor, like decorations, but at the same time very 
strong and supported because of like those sides 
 
 
 
 
Table 7: Desired Effect as an Influence of Art Material Choice 
Code Concepts Properties 
7.1 Crayon Effect S4: um, like I  definitely chose like crayons with a little bit of 
like  outline marker from the memory of drawing with like my 
babysitter, I don’t even know like, I was so young I cant even 
remember my age, but every time I’ve ever drawn any kind of 
wood, which really hasn’t been like a lot. I never took art 
classes on like a high school level, in middle school yes. Since 
high school, like the past six years, I’ve never really been asked 
to draw wood, I mean you didn’t ask me to draw wood, but 
when I would want to draw wood or maybe with an assignment 
at school, Id always want it done with the outline of markers 
and red with brown, black and sometimes with a little bit of 
yellow or orange crayon. Um the rest of it I just wanted to like, 
I like I wanted to represent with the green and uh um black on 
the other side, I wanted to like represent like shadows and 
blurriness, but then be able to show both colors, that’s why I 
didn’t do this all one color, cause with marker I would only be 
able to do one color. So I wanted to use the crayons and the 
colored pencils to show the two colors. Same things with the 
water, I made it, I was thinking of doing um ah black and 
orange in marker to make it more dramatic but then since I did 
crayon first I knew it wouldn’t have stuck but like I would have 
done like black waves and like orange fire to make it like more 
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dramatic in the water, but I knew I just wanted the water, in 
just regular crayon. You know like the water, likes very like a 
huge part of my image I feel like, the darkness of the water.  
S5:so I didn’t use any of the crayons cause  I feel like there , 
they don’t give enough definition 
S6: The crayons and the colored pencils is more blending 
 
7.2 Marker Effect  S4: um, like I  definitely chose like crayons with a little bit of 
like  outline marker from the memory of drawing with like my 
babysitter, I don’t even know like, I was so young I cant even 
remember my age, but every time I’ve ever drawn any kind of 
wood, which really hasn’t been like a lot. I never took art 
classes on like a high school level, in middle school yes. Since 
high school, like the past six years, I’ve never really been asked 
to draw wood, I mean you didn’t ask me to draw wood, but 
when I would want to draw wood or maybe with an assignment 
at school, Id always want it done with the outline of markers 
and red with brown, black and sometimes with a little bit of 
yellow or orange crayon. …I was thinking of doing um ah 
black and orange in marker to make it more dramatic but then 
since I did crayon first I knew it wouldn’t have stuck but like I 
would have done like black waves and like orange fire to make 
it like more dramatic in the water. 
S5: S: I picked the marker for the rock because it’s the hardest 
thing, um, the marker is the most vibrant of the colors and it 
doesn’t allow any of the background to pass through so it 
would be sturdy and show through the strongness, …Um and 
the marker again for the blue area which is actually just space 
around you, um and its not really defined space but it is kinda 
defined space because its just kinda like open air 
S5: um its kinda defined but its kinda not and it should also 
kinda stick out but its not to draw your attention from where 
your going or what your looking at um so I used the marker so 
it could stand out enough on its own but I used a little of the 
marker so that its just a faded background, that’s  
S6: I felt more with the marker that you can get more of a 
definite color, sharp contrast with the paper.  
7.3 Colored Pencil Effect S4:So I wanted to use the crayons and the colored pencils to 
show the two colors. 
S5:the bricks red but its made of pencil and you can kinda see 
through the pencil and you can kinda look down and you can 
look back and forth so its kinda just transitory 
S6:The crayons and the colored pencils is more blending 
 
 
 
 
Table 8: Associations to Color Choices 
Code Concepts Properties 
8.1 Emotional associations 
 
S3: I like red, it’s my favorite color, greens pretty neat but then 
I don’t know red and greens like Christmas colors and I don’t 
really like Christmas so it’s kinda weird. Its like red is my 
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favorite colors, green is as well, um yellow is a good color. I 
hate Trenton its grey and it’s dim over there. I put gray for 
Trenton and green for Morrsville. I like green better so maybe 
that attracted me towards putting it up here better.  
Subconsciously Trenton’s bad, don’t like Trenton 
S4: probably like, I love the color green for some reason, 
different reasons, but I feel like the density of it like brings 
down the tone of it being green, beautiful healthy growing and 
brings it more towards the darkness of it, because its like since 
its dense and at night its, I’m trying to represent more of like a 
dark image on the other side. 
S2: Started with the red car but, the color of the car is red, I 
used purple because I figured purple would make a good arrow. 
S6:  Orange, I guess, its not exactly my house, but I always 
thought of it as a warm comforting color, so that’s one of the 
reasons I used that 
8.2 Orientation to Reality  
 
S4:…I’ve never really been asked to draw wood, I mean you 
didn’t ask me to draw wood, but when I would want to draw 
wood or maybe with an assignment at school, Id always want it 
done with the outline of markers and red with brown, black and 
sometimes with a little bit of yellow or orange crayon. Um the 
rest of it I just wanted to like, I like I wanted to represent with 
the green and uh um black on the other side, I wanted to like 
represent like shadows and blurriness, but then be able to show 
both colors, that’s why I didn’t do this all one color, cause with 
marker I would only be able to do one color. So I wanted to use 
the crayons and the colored pencils to show the two colors. 
Same things with the water, I made it, I was thinking of doing 
um ah black and orange in marker to make it more dramatic but 
then since I did crayon first I knew it wouldn’t have stuck but 
like I would have done like black waves and like orange fire to 
make it like more dramatic in the water, but I knew I just 
wanted the water, in just regular crayon. You know like the 
water, likes very like a huge part of my image I feel like, the 
darkness of the water. 
S3: …I don’t know if you have ever seen the Delaware River, 
but like Its like rocks and everything like that. I shouldn’t have 
colored it blue it should be more like green, its just the 
reputation of it, waters blue 
S3:there round, kinda like round, maybe that’s why I did that to 
make them look round that cause um there not really square 
…there like big round columns almost, and there just all like 
real patchy looking, I guess that’s where I got the yellow , 
brown and the gray from 
S3:Um metal and concrete in the bridge that’s all, that’s why I 
put black cause I was thinking bridge and metal 
S5:… and the bricks red… the blue area which is actually just 
space around you, um and its not really defined space but it is 
kinda defined space because its just kinda like open air 
S6:…the rest I  feel just kinda represent, green grass, the stone 
bridge is grey, the roads black 
S2: Its blue[reference to water], so its not around here, its um 
what I’m going over 
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Table 9: Memories and Associations Evoked from Bridge Drawing 
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9.1 Friend Link S1:Ive just never ever been alone, like Ive never spent the 
night, even in my apartment, I’ll never be alone because theres 
five of us. 
 
S3: Um, What I had was Trenton to Morrsville, we’d always go 
over the  Calan street bridge into Trenton to skate and come 
back and be alright  like  nice were leaving Trenton going back 
to Morrsville, you know, like that was our home , that was 
Morrsville. So that was the basic idea of it. Ah, Calan Street 
Bridge, get the idea, that’s what these side things are, we’d 
always walk across this…Pretty tight and narrow, you could 
always tap a car coming by. But Um Trenton to Morrsville. 
Trenton’s real gray, and like, hate Trenton, that’s why I love it 
there, we come back to Morrsville with the guys, from reality, 
like alright, Things look good. That’s the gist of it. Then the 
water, I don’t know if you have ever seen the Delaware River, 
but like It’s like rocks and everything like that. I shouldn’t have 
colored it blue it should be more like green, its just the 
reputation of it, waters blue 
 
S4:  um I’ve like actually like thought about like bridges 
before, I mean everyone think like about different kind of like 
imagery, but I like I thought about actually like bridges before 
and I have a friend that has like brought up bridges to me 
before , not in any kind of  like art therapy or any reason or 
anything but just like the image of a bridge, I think maybe one 
or two times this year and just from that point in my head, even 
then, cause we were, specifically we were talking about bridge 
burning, so now I kinda like always like have like when 
someone talks about bridges, in my head the combination of 
like bridge burning like actual bridges on fire even though its 
like a play on words, it really like represents like you know like 
relationship, like a relationship but um I connect like my own 
like this picture, I connect my own like bridge in like the 
combination of that bridge burning. And the way that I drew 
the bridge with like the black and the brown. When I draw like 
wood its from a memory from when I was a child like drawing 
like a nature scene with my babysitter and drawing a well and it 
was a well made of wood, so now like I always like combine 
like, I feel like when I’m trying to draw wood which is what 
my bridge is made of um I do it like the same symmetry was of 
like brown and black outline with yellow, black and brown 
inside. 
 
S4: yeah the consent, I was like excited hear it, because I was 
like anticipating like what I was going to be drawing, like and 
actually what came into that thinking is that I was going to be 
looking at drawings and then explaining them, that’s just like 
you know what I thought, I wasn’t sure. But when I like read 
the word bridge was  like in the art part, I kinda got like excited 
about drawing the bridge, just cause like that would be 
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different, and like something I felt  like for some reason I kinda 
have a connection with. That’s something I could just draw, its 
something I didn’t have to stall at all, I immediately started 
drawing. I knew the image like as soon as like you had 
completely like, when I said that like when I first read that  I 
kinda knew the image and then like I knew that I could draw 
that image, like I didn’t stop, I knew the whole time what the 
image in my head was. And um, like I didn’t immediately like 
pull into like the bridge burning like thing but then I guess that 
would kinda hit me in the beginning, it hit me not during the 
originally the consent but as soon as I put pen to paper. Like it 
hit me and it was like double um like I was kinda confused 
whether I was going to do it or not but the it felt right while I 
was doing it so I went with it. 
 
S4: mmm, um, on one thing is like that the person like I share 
the bridge comments with I like I’m kinda in like a hard up 
situation with that person right now, so not like I have or we or 
not like I’m burning a bridge with that person or anything but 
um like, the word bridge doesn’t come out often like so when, I 
immediately like when I saw that consent form, the image that 
came to my mind was the image that I always see with bridge 
burning, but it immediately made me think of him because like 
I would never have had that image in my mind if we wouldn’t 
have discussed it, so like I thought a little bit about my 
relationship with that person and how its like can be 
aggravating and things like that  and how this was almost like 
helpful because its like, I never would think art therapy would 
be helpful, but it kinda was helpful putting it on paper, show 
giving it expression without using words, and I’m like a very 
expressive person with words, and I never express myself any 
other way, I’m very expressive with words, I’m like very um 
view communication like strictly through words so , this like 
while I was doing it made me feel like I was getting something 
out, through like the color and I really like colors and things 
like that so that was very interesting to me, thinking about my 
relationship with someone but not using words, but at the same 
time I also pushed myself in my mind how like this imagery 
was used like in the context to that person, therefore this image 
will be connected with the person, but at the same time like I 
almost made myself not like use that person towards this cause 
I could kinda make this completely about like myself, not to 
represent another relationship I was in and to represent me not 
another person. But at the same time it might subconsciously 
be about my relationship with someone, I don’t really know. 
 
S6: I remembered a good friend I had a long time ago, there 
was a bridge by her house that went over a waterfall, just 
halfway through it I kinda thought about that as I was drawing 
it, I remembered it had little openings towards the bottom, so I 
did add those in there 
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Table 9: Memories and Associations Evoked from Bridge Drawing 
Code Concepts Properties 
 
 
9.2 Family Link S1: …which I’m like a middle child so I’ve never actually ever 
like lived alone before.  
S2: Its blue, so its not around here, its um what I’m going over. 
I’m not making anything up I’m just trying to figure out what I 
can bring into this from my personal life to help you out. I’m 
the only person in my family that did actually get into college, 
lots of kids, no college degrees except for mine, so. I guess I 
went over what could have been, because I don’t really want to 
get off the bridge at this point, I want to go across the bridge.  
S2: yeah, I mean like since I was like  ten or so my uncle 
always called me doctor, its like ok *laugh 
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APPENDIX F 
 
 
 
 
Axial Coding Tables 
 
 
Key for Tables 1A through 10A: M=Male, F=Female, G= Graduate Student, U= 
Undergraduate Student, A= Asian, C= Caucasian 
 
 
Table 1A:  Meanings Associated to Motivation to Cross the Bridge: Subject 
Demographic Effects  
Code Concept Subject # Intervening 
Conditions(Sex, Race, 
education level) 
Consequence 
1 
 
F,G,A 1.1A Gaining 
independence 
6 M,U,C 
No Connection 
3 M,U,C 1.2A Returning Home 
6 M,U,C 
Same Demographic 
4 F,U,C 1.3A No Motivation 
5 M,U,A 
No Connection 
 
 
 
Table 2A: Meaning Associated to Placement of Self : Subject Demographic Effects 
Code Concept Subject # Intervening 
Conditions(Sex, Race, 
education level) 
Consequence 
1 F,G,A 
2 M,U,C 
2.1A Placement of self 
as a marker to 
represent 
progression of 
time 5 M,U,A 
No Connection 
2.2A Placement of self 
as a marker of 
life segment 
progress using 
metaphor to 
represent status 
level 
3 M,U,C 
 
No Connection 
2.3A No movement 4 F,U,C No Connection 
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Table 3A: Symbolism Associated to Bridge Sturdiness :Subject Demographic Effects  
Code Concept Subject # Intervening 
Conditions(Sex, Race, 
education level) 
Consequence 
1 F,U,A 3.1A Natural materials 
equate to softer 
strength 4 F,U,C 
Female Connection 
1 F,U,A 3.12A Ambivalence as 
reflected in 
sturdiness of 
wood 
4 F,U,C 
 
Female Connection 
2 M,U,C 
3 M,U,C 
5 M,U,A 
3.2A Man made 
material 
association to 
sturdy/strength 
6 M,G,C 
Male Connection 
 
 
 
Table 4A: Meaning Associated to Material Under the Bridge: Subject Demographic 
Effects 
Code Concept Subject # Intervening 
Conditions(Sex, Race, 
education level) 
Consequence 
2 M,U,C 
4 F,U,C 
4.1A Alternative 
choice not 
taken(taking 
another life path 
on bridge) 
6 M,G,C 
Caucasian Connection 
3 M,U,C 4.2A Realistic 
interpretation 
4 F,U,C 
 
Caucasian Connection 
4.3A Symbolic 
interpretation 
5 M,U,A Asian Philosophy? 
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Table 5A : Rationale for Use of Horizontal Paper Axis (Chosen by all subjects): Subject 
Demographic Effects 
Code Concept Subject # Intervening 
Conditions(Sex, Race, 
education level) 
Consequence 
2 M,U,C 5.1A Natural 
representation 
for bridge 
subject 3 M,U,C 
Exact Match of Demographics 
4 F,U,C 5.2A More room for 
surrounding  
subject matter 5 M,U,A 
 
Undergraduate Connection 
 
 
 
 
Table 6A: Associations with Specific Metaphor/Symbolism: Subject Demographic 
Effects 
Code Concept Subject # Intervening 
Conditions(Sex, Race, 
education level) 
Consequence 
6.1A Burning bridges 4 F,U,C N/A 
6.2A Dark/opaque 
water association 
to unknown 
4 F,U,C 
 
N/A 
6.3A Fire as finality 4 F,U,C N/A 
6.4A In the now 5 M,U,A N/A 
2 M,U,C 6.5A Bidirectional 
arrow and 
keeping options 
open 6 M,G,C 
Caucasian Males 
6.6A Arrow pointing 
right with moving 
forward 
association 
1 F,G,A N/A 
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Table 6A: Associations with Specific Metaphor/Symbolism: Subject Demographic 
Effects 
Code Concept Subject # Intervening 
Conditions(Sex, Race, 
education level) 
Consequence 
6.7A Night/darkness 
link to negative 
emotions 
4 F,U,C N/A 
6.8A Top/bottom 
linked to 
good/bad 
3 M,U,C N/A 
6.9A Bridge drawing 
process related to 
thought process 
of artist 
2 M,U,C N/A 
 
 
 
Table 7A : Associations to Material Choice:Subject Demographic Effects 
Code Concept Subject # Intervening 
Conditions(Sex, Race, 
education level) 
Consequence 
7.1A Exploration/curio
sity 
3 M,U,C N/A 
2  
M,U,C 
4 F,U,C 
5 M,U,A 
7.2A Desired effect 
(more solid/less 
solid/more 
detail/les detail 
6 M,G,C 
Male Majority 
Undergraduate Majority 
Half of Female, one did not 
report on subject 
 
 
 
Table 8 : Associations to Color Choices:Subject Demographic Effects 
Code Concept Subject # Intervening 
Conditions(Sex, Race, 
education level) 
Consequence 
2 M,U,C 
3 M,U,C 
4 F,U,C 
8.1A Emotional 
associations 
 
6 M,G,C 
Male Majority 
Undergraduate Majority 
Half of Female, one did not 
report on subject 
2 M,U,C 
3 M,U,C 
4 F,U,C 
5 M,U,A 
8.2A Reality based 
associations 
 
6 M,G,C 
Male Majority 
Undergraduate Majority 
Half of Female, one did not 
report on subject 
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Table 9A: Placement of Bridge on Paper: Subject Demographic Effects 
Code Concept Subject # Intervening 
Conditions(Sex, Race, 
education level) 
Consequence 
4 F,U,C 9.1A Diagonal 
5 M,U,A 
Undergraduate Connection 
1 F,U,A 
 
2 M,U,C 
3 M,U,C 
9.2A Horizontal 
6 M,G,C 
Male Caucasian Connection 
 
 
 
Table 10A : Inspiration for Aspects of the Bridge: Subject Demographic Effects 
Code Concept Subject # Intervening 
Conditions(Sex, Race, 
education level) 
Consequence 
1 F,U,A 
3 M,U,C 
4 F,U,C 
5 M,U,A 
10.1A Childhood/Past 
associations 
6 M,G,C 
 
10.2A Symbolic 
associations 
5 M,U,A 
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APPENDIX G 
 
 
 
 
Scardino Association Sheet for The Bridge Drawing Projective 
 
 
Please answer the following questions on the back of your drawing. 
 
1. Look at your bridge drawing. Where did you place yourself in the picture that you 
drew? What was your reason for where you placed yourself in your drawing? 
 
2. If you drew a place on the right and/or left side(s) of your bridge, what do these 
places represent or mean to you? If you did not draw on one or either side, what 
was the reason you did not do so? 
 
3. How would you describe the way in which your bridge is attached on one or both 
sides? 
 
4. On which part of the drawing did you spend the most time? How does it show that 
you spent the most time on that part of the picture? 
 
5. If your bridge was real, what material(s) would you say you used to make your 
bridge? 
 
6. What type of bridge have you drawn? 
 
7. Did you draw anything under the bridge? Do you think or feel that what you drew 
under the bridge is threatening?  
Reasons: 
 
8. Did you draw your picture from eye level, from above, or from below? 
 
9. If you have any other things to say about your picture please write them 
down.(p.93) 
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APPENDIX H 
  
 
 
 
Chronological List of Art Therapy Assessments from Arrington (1992) 
 
Assessment Year Developer(s) Description 
Manic Depressive Art 1969 Wadeson and 
Bunney 
 
Single case study using blind raters to 
illustrate differences between art 
produced in manic and depressed states 
Ulman Personality 
Assessment 
Procedure(UPAP) 
 
1975 Ulman Described as a projective technique 
made up of four drawings, following 
completion there is an opportunity to 
make changes as the drawings are 
reviewed 
Phenomenology of 
Schizophrenia 
1976 Wadeson & 
Carpenter 
Assessment developed to be used with 
schizophrenic patients comprised of 
Five different art tasks 
Recovery Style from Acute 
Schizophrenia 
1977 Wadeson Correlation study used to research 
characteristics in art work to predict 
recovery style in schizophrenia, blind 
raters used. 
Significance of the First 
Product in Art Therapy 
 
1977 Shoemaker Used an evaluation grid to evaluate art 
work from first art therapy session. The 
grid was comprised of four vertical 
categories and seven horizontal 
categories. 
MARI Card Test 
 
1978 Kellogg Assessment based on the “Archetypal 
Stages of the Great Round Mandala”. 
Participants select from 26 cards, based 
on the selection of card and pairing 
each with a color ranked in preference 
provides data to the researcher. 
Training courses offered, tested 
empirically 
Kwiatkowska’s Family Art 
Evaluation  
 
1978 Kwiatkowska Six picture assessment for conjoint 
family use. Rating scale developed by 
Burak in 1981 
The Dent-Kwiatkowska 
Study 
1978 Dent & 
Kwiatkowska 
Study looking at over 1,500 pictures 
from 63 families to develop a rating 
manual of sixty-five items 
Kwiatkowska-Mosher Twin 
Study 
1978 Kwiatkowska & 
Mosher 
NIMH study using the Family Art 
Evaluation, with specific focus on 
twins and schizophrenia. Blind raters 
used specific scoring sheets. 
Rubin Diagnostic Art 
Interview 
1978 Rubin Unstructured free choice evaluation 
with children, using open ended 
questions to elicit data. No quantitative 
scoring system. 
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Assessment Year Developer(s) Description 
Wadeson Drawing Battery 
for Research 
1980 Wadeson NIMH study to explore schizophrenia 
through art. Structured five drawing 
evaluation that was analyzed for 
emerging data. 
The Bridge Drawing  
 
1981 Hays Research with adolescents, assesses 
twelve variables. 
Dot-to-Dot 1982 Hays Research compared scribble technique 
with Dot-to-Dot in 4-10 y.o. 
population. Results found Dot-to-Dot 
was preferable to elicit associative 
material. 
Kramer Art Therapy 
Evaluation Scale(KATE)  
 
1983 Kramer & Schehr Involves three open ended art tasks 
using each a different kind of media. 
Anderson developed a quantifiable 
rating scale using this assessment 
which is currently being researched 
Shoemaker’s Rainbow 
Phenomenon  
 
1983 Shoemaker One drawing for group or individual 
use in assessment using 36 oil pastels. 
Explores order of color used by 
preference in making a rainbow. 
Manuals are available with 
standardized directions for data 
collection and exploration of material 
Levick Emotional and 
Cognitive Art Therapy 
Evaluation and 
Assessment(LECATA)  
 
1983 Levick Based on cognitive research. Used to 
assess school children 
 The Silver Drawing Test of 
Cognitive and Creative 
Skills 
1983 Silver Three drawing tasks and stimulus 
drawing cards are involved. Drawing 
from Imagination, Drawing from 
Observation and predictive drawing. 
The test has been standardized and 
resources are available 
Harbor/UCLA Diagnostic 
Art Battery 
1983 Harbor/UCLA dept. 
of Psychiatry 
Four Drawing assessment designed to 
be used for initial and continued 
evaluation. Evaluation included art 
assessment as well as psychiatric intake 
and mental status form. Has been used 
in court hearings. 
Rubin’s Method  
 
1984  Rubin Three drawing series for use with 
families including a scribble, family 
portrait and family mural. Used to 
observe family interaction.. 
Arrington’s Visual 
Preference Test(VPT)   
 
1985 Arrington Assessment uses cards based on 
Jungian categories, participants select 
five most preferred and five least 
preferred. Assessment not standardized 
but has been empirically tested  with 
adult women. 
Texas Research Institute in 
Mental Science 
1985 Cohen Evaluation includes three drawings. 
Coding system used to look for 
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Assessment Year Developer(s) Description 
indications for incest in children. 
Zierer Creative Anaysis 1987 Zierer Flexible testing instrument using 
structured painting tasks. Results 
presented in what the authors call a 
Psychogram. 
Landgarten’s Method: Art 
Psychotherapy Family 
Systems Diagnostic 
Procedure 
1987 Landgarten Three art tasks presented to family in a 
game like manner. The therapist 
observes and records data based on 17 
points associated to individuals and 
family. 
Manning, A Child’s 
Environment  
 
1987 Manning One art based task, evaluated using 
three rating measures to assess for 
physically abusive environments 
Diagnostic Drawing 
Series(DDS) 
 
1988 Cohen, Hammer & 
Singer 
Three pictures in assessment. Resource 
library available regarding assessment 
procedures. 
Draw a Person Picking an 
Apple from a Tree 
 
1990 Gantt & Tabone One drawing, used in group or 
individual. A rating scale and manual 
have been developed. Reliability and 
validity studies have been completed. 
Family Centered Circle 
Drawings  
 
1990 Burns A single drawing using instructions to 
draw a certain family member in a 
central circle and then free associate 
symbols around them. Uses 
standardized descriptions and 
guidelines. 
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APPENDIX I 
 
 
 
 
Reproduction of Roby & Pastushak (1978) Evaluation Grid 
 
 Space 
Use 
of 
Area 
Time 
Past, 
Present 
and 
Future 
Energy 
Pressure, 
Move-
ment, 
Color 
Content 
People, 
Object, 
Symbols 
Relation-
ship 
(Relativity) 
 
Level  
of 
Aware- 
ness 
(Express-
iveness) 
Syn- 
Thesis 
 
Holistic/ 
Gestalt 
Visual 
Product  
(without 
verbalizations) 
       
Creative 
Process 
(with verbal 
input) 
       
Personal 
Process 
 
 
       
Group Process 
 
 
       
Grand 
Synthesis: 
 
1. Map of the Journey: 
2. Enduring and temporary qualities: 
3. Defenses: 
4. Strengths and weaknesses: 
5. Recommendations: 
© Roby and Pastushak - 1978 
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APPENDIX J 
 
 
 
 
Comparison of Meserve (1989), Landley (1990), Scardino (1994), Pletnick (1996) and 
Bania (2009): Uses of the Bridge Drawing Assessment in Art Therapy Thesis Research 
 
Aspects of study Meserve 
 (1989) 
Landley (1990) Scardino (1994) Pletnick (1996) Bania  
(2009) 
Title An Art 
Technique to 
provide a 
prognosis of 
continued patient 
aftercare therapy 
for substance 
abusers 
A Comparison 
of the Bridge 
Drawing 
Projective test 
with a 
physician’s 
prognosis of 
AIDs patient’s 
response to 
treatment: A 
pilot study 
A comparison 
of the bridge 
drawing 
projective test 
with women 
diagnosed with 
an eating 
disorder and 
women without 
the diagnosis of 
an eating 
disorder: A 
pilot study 
The use of the 
Bridge Drawing 
test as a 
prognostic 
indicator of 
treatment follow 
through for adult 
detoxification 
patients: A pilot 
study 
The 
Development of 
a Grounded 
Theory of The 
Meanings 
Associated to 
the Bridge 
Drawing 
Assessment in a 
Normal 
Population: A 
Pilot Study. 
 
Population N= 10(3F,7M)  
19-38yo 
inpatient 
substance abuse 
unit 
N=10(6M,4F) 
5-40yo 
Outpatient AIDs 
clinic  
 
N= 10 EDFem 
10 Non EDF 
EDF- inpt 
psych unit 
Non EDF- 
recent grad 
school grads 
18-30yo 
N=16 (12M, 4F) 
2 different 
detoxification 
facilities 
Adults 
 
N= 6 2F,4M 
20-24yo 
grad & 
undergrad 
Drexel students 
“normal” 
Order of 
directives 
Unclear if 
directives are 
given all at once 
Dot & Arrow 
directive after 
Bridge drawing 
completed 
Dot & Arrow 
directive after 
Bridge drawing 
completed 
All instructions 
given at once in 
written and 
verbal form (p. 
46) 
All instructions 
were given at 
once verbally 
Rating method 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rating method 
(continued) 
“The subjects 
were asked to 
complete this 
drawing 
technique at the 
beginning and 
end of their 
treatment period 
by the art 
therapist intern” 
(p .60) 
 
“Four registered 
art therapists met 
in a group in the 
same room and 
individually blind 
rated each 
Landley did not 
administer 
assessments 
herself (p. 24) 
 
“The drawing 
was mailed to 
the therapist 
conducting the 
study, who had 
the drawing 
analyzed by a 
group of Art 
Therapists using 
the Twelve 
Variables in the 
Bridge Drawing 
criteria of Hays 
Three ATR 
blind raters 
“Each rater 
worked 
individually and 
at different 
times”(p. 29) 
 
“When it had 
been 
established by 
the treatment 
team at the 
hospital that a 
patient who had 
recently entered 
the unit was 
anorectic, she 
 “The bridge 
drawing tests 
obtained earlier 
from each 
subject were 
arranged into 
two categories; 
those that 
complied with 
recommended 
aftercare plans  
and those that 
did not. This 
was done for 
both of the data 
collection sites. 
This researcher 
then identified 
Bridge Drawing 
Assessment 
administered by 
Bania and 
evaluated by 
Bania. 
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Aspects of study Meserve 
 (1989) 
Landley (1990) Scardino (1994) Pletnick (1996) Bania  
(2009) 
subject’s initial 
and final 
drawings of the 
bridge drawing 
technique” (p. 
61) 
 
2 Psy.D. raters 
and Lyons” (p. 
25) 
 
“Approximatly 
three months 
after the initial 
test , the 
attending 
physician was 
asked to give an 
opinion of how 
those patients 
had responded to 
treatment over 
the preceding 
three months” 
(p. 25) 
 
 
was eligible to 
participate in 
the study. The 
first ten patients 
, identified by 
the team and 
who agreed to 
participate, 
were accepted 
for the study. 
(p. 27) 
 
“The second 
group was 10 
females 
between the 
ages of 18 and 
45 who, by self 
report, were not 
or have not ever 
been diagnosed 
with an eating 
disorder. These 
women were 
approached by 
the author” (p. 
27) 
issues of 
commonality in 
the drawings of 
each group 
respectively 
using 
percentages 
obtained from 
checklists. 
Indicators in 
treatment 
compliance were 
determined 
using these 
percentages. 
Differences in 
treatment 
compliance 
between the two 
detoxification 
programs were 
also examined” 
(p. 48) 
 
 
Rating 
scale/theory used 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rating 
scale/theory used 
(continued) 
Prognosis ratings 
of art therapist 
(Improvement, 
no change, 
regression for 
each H& L var.) 
and psychologist 
(used Yalom 4 
ther. factors) 
compared each 
gave good, fair, 
poor ratings for 
prognosis 
 
 
Comparison of 
art therapy 
prognosis to 
physician re: 
predictive 
treatment 
response 
(good, fair, 
poor) 
 
3 registered art 
therapists, 2 
from 
Hahnemann, 1 
from George 
Washington 
University  
Differences in 
the graphic 
indicators 
“bridge 
drawings done” 
(p. ii) 
in EDF and 
Non-EDF 
Used Vaccaro 
(1973) 
“principles to 
consider when 
interpreting 
symbols in 
manifest art” 
Levick (1983) 
(p. 156) 
Lowenfeld 
(1987) (p. 159) 
 
Internal 
Motivational 
Variables and 
External 
Motivation 
Variables 
checklist based 
on non art 
therapy theory 
regarding 
motivation (p. 
47) 
 
Internal 
Motivational 
No rating scale 
used. Verbal 
responses to 
semi-structured 
interview we 
coded for 
emergent 
themes. Art 
work was 
evaluated only 
in association to 
verbal 
responses. 
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Aspects of study Meserve 
 (1989) 
Landley (1990) Scardino (1994) Pletnick (1996) Bania  
(2009) 
Variable “The 
extent that the 
drawing or 
written 
associations 
reflect that the 
individual is the 
initiator and 
sustainer  of 
his/her actions 
(p. 155) 
   
External 
Motivational 
Variables “The 
extent that the 
drawing or 
written 
associations 
reflect pushes 
and pulls from a 
source(s) 
external to the 
individual” (p. 
155) 
 
After care 
program 
contacted 2 
weeks following 
discharge to 
verify 
registration to 
aftercare 
program. (pp. 
47-48) 
Hypothesis 
and/or objective 
 
 
 
 
 
Hypothesis 
and/or objective 
(continued) 
Hypothesized 
link between 
adolescents 
(Hays & Lyons, 
1981) and 
substance abuse 
recovery being a 
time of 
“tumultuous” 
physical and 
emotional change
 
“The bridge 
drawing would 
help reveal the 
ability to deal 
with this period 
in their lives, as 
“The art therapy 
projective test 
was used to 
determine the 
mental outlook 
of a group of 
similarly 
afflicted 
patients, and 
from this the 
response of the 
patients to their 
medical 
treatment was 
postulated” (p. 
ii). 
“The Null 
hypothesis of 
this study is: 
Upon 
examination of 
the 11 variables 
of Hays & 
Lyons bridge 
drawing 
projective test, 
there will be no 
difference in 
the bridge 
drawings done 
by patients with 
an eating 
disorder and 
patients without 
 “The objective 
of this study was 
to establish 
criteria, using 
the symbolic 
expressions in 
the bridge 
drawings, that 
would serve as 
prognostic 
indicators of 
treatment 
compliance after 
detoxification”(p
. 2) 
 
P2: “This 
particular 
“The purpose of 
this study was to 
explore the 
meanings of the 
symbolism and 
metaphor 
associated to the 
bridge drawing 
assessment 
through the 
elicitation of 
verbal 
associations to 
the bridge 
drawings of a 
normal 
population” 
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Aspects of study Meserve 
 (1989) 
Landley (1990) Scardino (1994) Pletnick (1996) Bania  
(2009) 
they are literally  
‘going from some 
place to some 
place else’” (p. 
2). 
 
the diagnosis of 
an eating 
disorder” (p. ii)
projective art 
therapy 
technique was 
chosen to 
illustrate how 
adult 
detoxification 
patients bridge 
the transition 
from addiction 
to recovery” (p. 
3) 
Results 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Results 
(continued) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Placement of self 
in the picture, 
Places drawn on 
either side of the 
bridge, Solidarity 
of Bridge 
attachments, 
Matter drawn 
under the bridge 
were selected as 
the “most 
important” (p. 
108) by Meserve 
to compare with 
the four Yalom 
factors during 
data analysis 
 
“It is interesting 
to note that the 
one instruction 
was almost 
universally 
ignored by the 
substance abuse 
patients, was to 
place a dot to 
indicate where 
the person is on 
the picture. It 
appears that the 
request in nearly 
all cases was 
interpreted to 
draw a person or 
an object…It 
would be an 
interesting study 
to compare this 
directive with 
different 
populations” (p. 
“At the 
beginning of the 
study , it was 
theorized that a 
second drawing , 
using the same 
procedure 
described above, 
might help to 
explain any 
deviation of the 
results from the 
hypothesized 
results . 
Although all 
were asked , 
only four of the 
remaining 
subjects 
completed this 
second drawing” 
(p. 25) 
 
 
 “In evaluating a 
drawing, one of 
the things an Art 
Therapist looks 
for is the type of 
ego defenses 
that a patient 
uses” (p. 32)    
 
“In the case of 
the Bridge Test, 
the defenses are  
sometimes 
indicated by a 
single variable, 
and sometimes 
are inferred from 
the overall 
Relationship of 
“strength of the 
bridges drawn”: 
EDF drew 
weaker bridges 
  
Foot bridges 
(see quote) in 
50% of EDF, 
suspension 
bridges in 80% 
of Non EDF 
 
EDF bridges 
“romanticized 
bridges that are 
often seen in 
parks” (p. 69) 
 
Non-EDF 
“reality based 
life bridges that 
people depend 
on for travel” 
(p. 69) 
 
Matter under 
bridge- poor 
inner rater 
reliability “lack 
of 
understanding 
by the raters as 
to what exactly 
threatening or 
non-threatening 
matter looks 
like” (p. 69) 
 
Written assoc- 
EDF “highly 
intellectualized, 
“The bridge 
drawing test was 
chosen for this 
study for its ease 
in administration 
(one drawing) 
and its 
application to 
how an 
individual would 
handle a difficult 
change(i.e. 
substance abuse 
to abstinence)” 
(p. 42) 
 
“The objective 
of this study is 
to develop 
indicators in the 
bridge drawing 
test(Hays and 
Lyons, 1981) 
that predict 
treatment 
compliance for 
patients that 
complete 
detoxification 
programs” (p. 
44) 
 
“The hypothesis 
of this pilot 
study is that the 
use of the bridge 
drawing test can 
be a prognostic 
indicator of 
treatment 
compliance for 
patients after 
“1) The gestalt 
view of life 
transitions, 
relationships 
evoked through 
memory and 
feeling states; 
2)The gestalt 
view of 
horizontal, 
vertical, and 
diagonal planes 
of bridge axis  
symbolic of  
social and 
cognitive 
development;  
and 3) The 
gestalt view of 
feelings of 
progress and 
status evaluated 
through the use 
of the bridge, 
the arrow and 
the dot in 
symbolic 
context.”   
 
“During the 
selective coding 
process, a 
finding observed 
to have broad 
general 
applicability 
across art 
therapy 
assessments, 
such as use of 
color or use of 
drawing 
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Results 
(continued) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
122) 
 
 “When artwork 
is evaluated, 
variables are 
assigned grades. 
However, when 
viewing artwork, 
numbers do not 
rate the ‘whole’ 
picture. Artwork 
appears at times 
to ‘say’ 
something 
different than 
what numbers do 
and what a 
person includes. 
There is 
difficulty in 
translating 
something that 
can be viewed as 
a more divergent 
process, (the act 
of creating) in 
artwork into a 
definitive grade. 
Although the 
grading in this 
thesis assumes an 
interval scale, it 
would appear it is 
not absolutely 
true”(p.123) 
 
quality of the 
drawing” (p. 32)
 
 
 “Another area 
that needs 
further study is 
the applicability 
of the standards 
for ‘normal’ 
responses to the 
Bridge Drawing 
test when 
dealing with 
HIV and AIDS 
patients. For 
instance, the 
left-to-right, 
past-to-future 
directionality  
might not be 
interpreted the 
same by a 
subject who had 
a fatal disease. 
Facing or going 
to the past, to a 
presumably 
better time 
before this 
disease, might 
be considered 
good. Recalling 
the doctor’s 
evaluation 
criteria , an 
‘unchanged’ 
medical state is 
the best that 
really could be 
hoped for. Lack 
of motion of any 
kind might 
therefore be 
considered 
good” (p. 55) 
 
symbolic or 
abstract” 
Non-EDF 
“more reality 
based and 
concrete” (p. 
73) 
 
“Although the 
variables in the 
bridge drawings 
for this study 
may be 
important in 
and of 
themselves, as a 
collective 
whole, 
however, they 
give the most 
information to 
the art 
therapist” (p. 
iii). 
 
 “This author 
hypothesizes 
that the foot 
bridge seems to 
show that the 
person will 
depend only on 
him, or herself 
to cross the 
bridge, whereas 
the suspension 
bridge allows 
for a vehicle to 
contribute to 
the journey.” 
 
“Placement on 
the bridge could 
indicate 
commitment to 
communication
” (p. 57) 
 
Scardiono made 
a 
recommendatio
n for future 
research that a 
researcher 
detoxification”(p
. 44) 
 
 “The results 
indicate that 
those who were 
more willing to 
express 
themselves 
affectually 
(through the use 
of color) and to 
communicate 
these feelings 
via the artwork 
were more likely 
to register in 
aftercare” (p. 
130) 
 
No correlation to 
psychosexual or 
artistic stage of 
development 
(pp. 128-129) 
 
“This study 
finds that the use 
of more than one 
arrow following 
the dot is an 
indicator of 
noncompliance 
with aftercare 
recommendation
” (p. 132) 
 
“It is the opinion 
of this 
researcher that 
the bridge 
symbolically 
represents a 
transitional 
object that can 
support getting 
from place A to 
place B” (p. 
132) 
 
P8: “…that 
exclusion of a 
dot represents 
the individuals 
material to 
achieve a certain 
effect, was not 
selected as a 
central 
phenomenon as 
they were 
viewed as not 
being 
specifically 
influenced by 
the Bridge 
Drawing 
Assessment, but 
were rather 
general 
outcomes of art 
therapy 
assessment. 
Therefore, while 
other 
connections 
could be made 
to previous 
bridge drawing 
research, only 
previous 
research 
findings related 
to the central 
theme will be 
discussed in this 
chapter” 
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Results 
(continued) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
obtain more 
specific 
understanding 
of what the 
subject felt they 
were 
representing. 
Her appendix H 
titled(see 
below) 
Scardino 
Association 
Sheet for The 
Bridge Drawing 
Projective (p. 
93)  
 
 
 
strong denial of 
self and the 
situation 
(detoxification) 
that they 
currently face. It 
also represents 
the lack of self 
esteem and the 
problems with 
identity seen in 
the substance 
abuse 
population” (p. 
133). 
 
P9: “I agree with 
Hays and Lyons 
(1981) in their 
finding that the 
bridge represents 
the 
communicative 
element of the 
drawing. It is the 
opinion of this 
researcher that 
those individuals 
that did not 
follow through 
with aftercare 
plans placed 
emphasis on the 
here and now, 
the bridge, and 
chose not to 
explore other 
areas such as the 
past (the area 
behind the dot) 
or the future (the 
area ahead of the 
dot). They 
simply 
communicated 
where they were, 
in a 
detoxification 
program, by 
emphasizing the 
bridge. In 
contrast, 71% of 
the individuals 
that registered in 
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Results 
(continued) 
aftercare from 
both detox A 
and B placed 
emphasis either 
on the 
environment on 
both sides of the 
bridge or on 
equal parts of 
the picture. 
Their pictures 
are more 
globally focused 
and included 
emphasis on 
past, present and 
future events” 
(p. 135). 
 
P10: “It is 
interesting to 
note that 94% of 
subjects from 
both populations 
that depicted 
covered bridges 
did not follow 
through with 
aftercare 
recommendation
s. It is the 
opinion of this 
researcher that a 
covered bridge 
indicates that the 
individual has 
something to 
hide or a secret 
that they are not 
willing to share” 
(p. 137) 
 
P11: “When 
‘nothing’ was 
the matter 
crossed over the 
subject revealed 
‘nothing’ about 
self. Also when 
‘nothing’ is 
identified as the 
matter crossed 
over, I would 
question the 
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state of 
hopelessness the 
subject may be 
experiencing as 
well as their 
readiness to self 
disclose  
personal 
information to 
aid their 
recovery 
process” (p. 138) 
 
 
 
 
 
